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1. Type of Area Form 

 Town-wide:  

 Historic District:  

 Project Area:  

 

Name of area:  Bedford Center 

 

3. Location:  approximately 5 miles southwest 
of downtown Manchester on NH Route 101  

City or town:  Bedford   

 

County:  Hillsborough    

 

USGS quadrangle name(s): Pinardville, N.H.
   

USGS scale: 1:24,000   

 

UTM reference:   

1. 19 293550E 4757756N 
2. 19 293817E 4757892N 
3. 19 293907E 4757647N 
4. 19 294258E 4757832N 
5. 19 294186E 4758069N 
6. 19 294350E 4758078N 
7. 19 295289E 4759093N 
8. 19 295360E 4759100N 
9. 19 295398E 4758970N 
10. 19 294927E 4757820N 
11. 19 294614E 4757564N 
12. 19 294152E 4757297N 
13. 19 293598E 4757271N 
14. 19 293501E 4757547N 

    

Inventory numbers in this area:  

NHDOT: NH Route 101 & Wallace Rd Area Form 
(1992) 

BED0004, 0062, 0074, 0074A (1992) 

BED0026-0040 (2013) 

 

Setting:  

Upland suburban setting of rolling hills, drained by 
Riddle Brook and tributary of Patten Brook, 
approximately 2 miles west of the Merrimack 
River. Characterized by an 18th-century village 
center with church, town hall, library and cemetery 
at a six-way crossroads. Roads radiating from the 
center feature residential properties dating from the 
mid-18th century to the present with most larger 
tracts (former farms) subdivided and developed 
during the past 60+/- years with low-density 
suburban housing on wooded lots. Present-day 
agricultural activity is minimal. 

 

Acreage: approx. 207 acres 

 

Preparer(s):  Patrick Harshbarger,  Principal 
Historian, and Alison Haley, Architectural 
Historian, Hunter Research, Inc. 

 

Organization:  Prepared for New Hampshire 
Department of Transportation, NH Route 101 
Widening Project  

 

Date(s) of field survey:  December 2013 
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15.   Location Map:
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17. Methods and Purpose 

 
This historic district area form surveys the Bedford Historic District, a locally designated district 
authorized by the Town of Bedford in 1970 and organized under the jurisdiction of the Bedford Historic 
District Commission in 1972.1

 

 The survey was undertaken on behalf of the New Hampshire Department 
of Transportation as part of its planning to widen a segment of NH Route 101, which passes through the 
southeastern portion of the local historic district. 

Field work was conducted in December 2013 with a pedestrian survey of all tax lots located within the 
local historic district as defined by the Town of Bedford in 1970.  A two-person architectural historian 
team took notes and photographs, assessing the visual and architectural characteristics of each property, 
as well as the district as a whole.  
 
Research methodology included contacting the Town of Bedford to review existing documentation on 
the local historic district.  During the course of this research, it was determined that the town had not 
previously conducted an inventory and that the boundaries, as established in 1970, had been derived 
through recommendations of the town planning board and a political consensus of the town meeting. 
The 1970 boundary reflected local considerations such as “buffer zones” to protect the village center and 
particular properties from incompatible development. 
 
Methodology for this survey included assessment of boundaries for a potential National Register-eligible 
Bedford Center Historic District. Since current National Register guidance for establishing boundaries is 
different from that used to establish Bedford’s local historic district, this survey recommends a district 
boundary that is somewhat smaller than the local historic district.  However, all properties within the 
local historic district were included in this survey, and those properties falling outside of the 
recommended National Register-eligible district boundaries have been so noted. 
 
Primary and secondary research on the history of Bedford Center was conducted at the Bedford 
Historical Society, the Bedford Public Library, the Hillsborough County Courthouse, the New 
Hampshire Department of Transportation, the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, the 
New Hampshire Historical Society, and the New Hampshire State Library. 
 
 
18. Geographical Context 

 
Bedford Center is located near the geographic center of the Town of Bedford about 2 miles west of the 
Merrimack River in the northwestern section of Hillsborough County.  The topography is characterized 
by rolling hills with elevations ranging from approximately 250 to 500 feet above sea level. The study 
area is found mainly along a northeast-to-southwest trending valley formed by minor unnamed branches 
of Riddle Brook and Patten Brook, both tributaries of the Merrimack River.  The Riddle Brook tributary 
flows southwest joining with the main north-to-south flowing branch of Riddle Brook along the study 
area’s western boundary.  The Patten Brook tributary flows southeast and within the study area forms 
the Meetinghouse Road Wetlands, an emerging 28.5-acre marsh located on former pasture.  The study 

                                                 
1 Town of Bedford, Annual Report of the Selectmen and the Town Officers of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire of Town 
Affairs for the Year Ending December 31, 1973 and School Affairs for the Year Ending June 30, 1973 [Annual Report] 
(Bedford, N.H.: 1974), p. 89. 
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area’s principal transportation corridor, defined by NH Route 101 and an older bypassed section of 
Bedford Center Road, trends northeast-to-southwest along the valley.  South of the valley and just 
outside of the study area is Bells Hill, a dome-shaped rise that peaks at approximately 500 feet above sea 
level.  Along the valley’s north side is a series of lower hills with southeasterly to southwesterly facing 
exposure. The tallest of these hills at approximately 420 feet above sea level, just northwest of the 
village center, is known as Houston Hill.  Most of the historic resources found within the study area are 
located along the southern exposures of the north side of the valley with orientation to Bedford Center 
Road or one of the several other roads (Bell Hill Road, Church Road, Meetinghouse Road, Ministerial 
Road, and North Amherst Road) that branch from the six-way crossroads near the Bedford 
Meetinghouse and Bedford Presbyterian Church. The study area features a large degree of tree cover, 
mostly associated with residential properties that have developed over the past half century.  Panoramic 
photos dating from the early 20th century document a prior agricultural period when the setting was kept 
in open fields and pasture (Figures 1-2). 
 
 
19. Historical Background 

 
Early Exploration, Settlement and Land Grants, 1733-1755 
 
The early exploration and settlement of the Town of Bedford was influenced by the land disputes 
between the colonies of Massachusetts and New Hampshire in the early decades of the 18th century as 
settlement pushed inland and up the Merrimack River Valley. This rivalry resulted in conflicting claims, 
not unique to Bedford, but common to many of the inland towns in southern New Hampshire along or 
near the border with Massachusetts. In the case of Bedford, the initial claim of importance belonged to 
Massachusetts, which made a land grant of the Township of Narragansett No. 5, also known as 
Souhegan East, in 1733.  This township included all of the modern-day Town of Bedford and the 
northern part of the Town of Merrimack on the west side of the Merrimack River. The so-called 
Narragansett townships, numbering seven in total, were ostensibly a means for Massachusetts to fulfill a 
promise of land grants made to the veterans of King Philip’s War (1675-76) over a half-century earlier.  
Even though most of these veterans were no longer alive, the lands within the townships were divided 
among their heirs, known as ‘proprietors’, with the provision that sixty families settle within each 
township within seven years. The grants also provided for the setting aside of lands in each township for 
a minister, a school and a meetinghouse.2

 
 

In practice, few of the Narragansett proprietors settled in New Hampshire; rather, they treated the grants 
as land to be sold off for profit, and they worked to encourage settlement, particularly among recent 
Scots-Irish immigrants, who were predominately Presbyterian and fleeing religious persecution in 
Northern Ireland.  In 1734, the proprietors commissioned a survey of Narragansett No. 5, dividing the 
township into ranges and lots, with lots measuring between 20 and 40 acres.  Furthermore, it was 
determined to assign the even-numbered lots to settlers and to reserve the odd-number lots to 
proprietors. This land division encouraged a dispersed settlement pattern, and the ranges can still be 
recognized to some extent within the town’s property grid. In 1741, a royal decree established the border 

                                                 
2 Nathaniel Bouton, ed., Town Papers, State Papers, Vol. IX (Concord, N.H.: Charles C. Person, 1875), p. 50; Albert Stillman 
Batchellor, ed., Town Charters, State Papers, Vol. XXIV (Concord, N.H., Edward N. Pearson, 1894), pp. 13-21; Vol. 
Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 31-37. 
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between New Hampshire and Massachusetts, placing Narragansett No. 5 within the jurisdiction of New 
Hampshire.3

 
 

In 1737, the first permanent settlement within the present-day bounds of the Town of Bedford was made 
by two brothers, Robert and James Walker, followed the next year by another pair of brothers, Matthew 
and Samuel Patten.  These first homesteads were found mainly near the Merrimack River and the River 
Road laid out by the proprietors in 1735. Today, this road corresponds with U.S. Route 3. As population 
increased it spread westward throughout the township.  By 1750, the town’s population had increased to 
approximately 250 inhabitants residing within 50 households.4

 
 

With increased population and permanent settlement, the residents of Narragansett No. 5 turned to issues 
of community organization and local governance. The proprietors, although still holding considerable 
land, ceased meeting regularly in 1748 leaving it up to the residents to provide for themselves. 
Specifically, the proprietors’ neglect of providing a means to support a minister and build a 
meetinghouse irked the predominately Scots-Irish Presbyterian settlers, as did such issues as un-built 
roads and the taking of lumber from communal lands. This was also the frontier, and, as such, the 
pioneers felt vulnerable to Native American attacks. As early as 1744, Bedford’s settlers petitioned New 
Hampshire’s governor for assistance in defending their community. About this time, they built six 
blockhouses, one reportedly located within the historic district southeast of the intersection of Wallace 
and North Amherst roads.  In 1750, the male residents of Narragansett No. 5 petitioned Governor 
Benning Wentworth of New Hampshire to create a civil authority allowing them to raise taxes to support 
a minister. The Governor granted the residents’ petition, incorporating the Town of Bedford, presumably 
naming it after the Duke of Bedford, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.  This blending of civil and religious 
authority was characteristic of most New Hampshire towns and a tradition of local civil order that relied 
heavily on religious conformity. Within New England at this time, the Scots-Irish Presbyterians were a 
minority denomination, but in frontier communities where they settled in groups, they were permitted to 
pattern town governance after the dominant Puritans (Congregationalists).5

 
 

In 1750, the townspeople of Bedford voted to build a meetinghouse on the west or east side of Bell Hill, 
a prominent rise near the geographic center of the town, on the condition that the local landholders give 
two acres of land and provide access right-of-way for a road. A building committee narrowed the choice 
to two sites, but agreement on which site to select proved contentious, so in 1752 the town invited three 
prominent men of the neighboring Town of Londonderry to arbitrate. Their recommendations were 
dismissed, and three more years passed before a one and one-quarter acre site, located north of Bell Hill, 
was agreed upon. A timber frame, which had been hewn some time previously, was hauled to the site in 
1755 and construction began.  The meetinghouse was in use by 1760, but much of the finish work was 
not completed until 1768.6

 
 

 
 
Growth of the Village Center, 1756-1832 

                                                 
3 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 38-39. 
4 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 28-29, 41, 52. 
5 Batchellor (1894), pp. 457-460; Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 28-29, 40-42 
6 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp, 113-124; Lisa B. Mausolf, National Register of Historic Places Inventory – 
Nomination Form, Bedford Town Hall (1984), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources (NHDHR), Concord, 
N.H. 
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As the most visible center of religious and political activity in the Town of Bedford, the meetinghouse, 
located at the northeast corner of Meetinghouse and Bedford Center roads, was the nucleus around 
which the rural village of Bedford Center grew.  This first meetinghouse served until 1876, when it was 
replaced by a larger building, which burned in 1909. The present-day Bedford Town Hall, a third-
generation building on the meetinghouse lot, was opened in 1910. This handsome Greek Revival 
building was individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1984.7

 
 

With construction of the first meetinghouse underway by 1755, the next official business of the Town of 
Bedford focused on hiring a minister. The successful candidate was the Reverend John Houston (1723-
1799), a native of Londonderry, New Hampshire, educated at Princeton College (now University) in 
New Jersey. Houston signed a contract with the town in 1756 and sometime thereafter constructed a 
house adjacent to the meetinghouse on Meetinghouse Road. This house, demolished in 1969, was 
located to the rear (east) of the present-day Bedford Town Hall. As the town’s spiritual leader, Houston 
was described as an intelligent and “tall solemn-looking man” befitting of his role, but his political 
leanings, or perhaps more precisely his unwillingness to engage in revolutionary politics, eventually led 
to an irreparable split with Bedford’s parishioners.  During the American Revolution, Houston refused to 
sign a declaration of loyalty to the patriot cause. His reasons, so he stated, were on the principle that 
clergymen should not take up arms, but the action caused many of the town’s residents, overwhelmingly 
in favor of the revolution, to suspect him of Tory sympathies. The minister was ostracized and abused, 
both verbally and physically, but determinedly chose to remain in town even after being given a leave of 
absence to preach elsewhere.  In 1778, the Presbyterian synod acquiesced to the town’s request to 
dismiss Houston as the town’s pastor. He eventually found a position as pastor in the Town of 
Londonderry, but he stubbornly refused to leave Bedford and continued to live in Bedford Center until 
his death in 1799. After the Revolution, Houston built a handsome Federal-style house in Bedford 
Center (extant, 86 Bedford Center Road) in which he lived with his son Robert. His son John Houston, 
Jr. built a house nearby (extant, 69 Bedford Center Road).8

 
 

In addition to Houston, a prominent resident of Bedford Center after the American Revolution was Isaac 
Riddle (1762-1830). His father, Gawn Riddle, a Scots-Irish immigrant, was one of the early settlers of 
Bedford with landholdings located along Riddle Brook at the western end of the historic district. Isaac 
Riddle served in the army during the American Revolution, and about 1782 took some small savings to 
purchase a lot at the northeast corner of the intersection of Bedford Center and Ministerial roads in 
Bedford Center, where he eventually built a two-story Federal-style house with center chimney (extant, 
81 Bedford Center Road). There Riddle prospered as a storekeeper, a tavern keeper, a manufacturer of 
potash and a lumberman, carrying on an extensive trade with merchants in Boston. Riddle operated a 
potashery across Ministerial Road from his house, and a sawmill on Riddle Brook. The Riddle Store was 
at first located in the old family homestead on Wallace Road but later in a purpose-built store (non-
extant) south of his house at the corner of Bedford Center and Church roads. The upper floor of the store 
had a large room, called Washington Hall, where dances and assemblies were held. The Riddle sawmill 
was later operated by Stephen Damon, who extensively improved it in the early 1850s, and it continued 
to operate under various owners until the mid-20th century.  The stone ruins of the mill, including a 
portion of the dam and raceway system, remain visible near the intersection of Wallace and North 
Amherst Roads.  In addition to local commercial and industrial endeavors, Isaac Riddle superintended 
                                                 
7 Mausolf (1984). 
8 Kenneth Scott, “John Houston, Tory Minister of Bedford,” Journal of the Presbyterian Historical Society, Vol. XXI, No. 4 
(1944), pp. 172-197; Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 200-201, 459. 
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the building of the locks and canals of the Union Locks and Canal Company, which improved 
navigation by bypassing falls on the Merrimack River from 1808 to 1811. He eventually parlayed his 
wealth into investments in the Souhegan Nail, Cotton, and Woolen Manufactory on the Souhegan River 
and owned a chain of stores operated by his sons in Piscataqoug Village, Souhegan and Boston. Riddle 
also held numerous posts in local government including serving as Bedford’s civil magistrate, as a 
captain of the local militia during the War of 1812 (when the militia mustered in Bedford Center), and as 
a representative to the state legislature.9

 
 

While Isaac Riddle laid a foundation for local commerce and small-scale industry in Bedford Center, the 
community was predominately oriented toward farming and agriculture. These farms were located along 
roads that radiated from a complex six-way intersection near the meetinghouse, Riddle’s store and a 
small cluster of houses at the heart of the village center. Family farming during this period featured a 
mixed agriculture of grains, livestock and small vegetable gardens and orchards, typical of much of rural 
New England. A historical pattern of non-nucleated agricultural settlement and land use makes it 
difficult today to determine exactly where Bedford Center begins and ends, but historical sources such 
as the Town of Bedford’s History of Bedford (1903) clearly considered farms within about three-
quarters of a mile of the crossroads as being part of the center. The Bedford Center place name was an 
important geographical reference used to distinguish the area from other places in town such as Joppa 
Hill, Piscataquog Village, Goffe’s Mills, Goffe’s Falls and West Bedford. Generally, most of the 
residences and farms described as being in Bedford Center were located on Bedford Center Road, Bell 
Hill Road, Church Road, Meetinghouse Road, Ministerial Road, North Amherst Road, and the section of 
Wallace Road between Bedford Center Road and Church Road.  Several fine examples of Federal-style 
farmhouses from this period survive including the circa 1780 John Riddle House (extant, 64 North 
Amherst Road), the circa 1780-1800 William Riddle House (extant, 316 Wallace Road), the circa 1810 
Leonard and Daniel French House (extant, 27 Bedford Center Road), and the 1826 Nathan Kindle 
House (extant, 12 Ministerial Road).10

 
 

The Town of Bedford’s first schools, as established by the town meetings in the early 1750s, were not 
located in Bedford Center but in “each corner of the town,” better to serve the local population.  These 
schools were no doubt supported by private subscription and located in private homes since the town 
meeting took no action for the financial support of schools until 1773. The first public schoolhouse was 
located about one mile south of the center on Nashua Road.  The earliest school house known to have 
been located within the bounds of the Bedford Historic District was established about 1800 when the 
town meeting voted to divide the town into nine districts, each with its own schoolhouse.  Bedford 
Center was designated District No. 1 and the one-room school (non-extant) was constructed on the 
northwest side of Bedford Center Road about one-quarter mile north of the meetinghouse. The school 
was moved in 1829 to the west side of the center at the corner of Bedford Center and North Amherst 
roads, a location now occupied by the Stevens-Buswell Community Center, a consolidated schoolhouse 
built in 1921 and enlarged in 1938.11

Until 1832 when a new Presbyterian Church was built in Bedford Center, the Bedford meetinghouse 
featured prominently in both the civil and religious affairs of the town, playing host to Sunday services 
and the annual town meeting each March.  By the early 1830s, however, local sensibilities about the 

 

                                                 
9 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One 
Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900 (Concord, N.H.: The Rumford Printing 
Company, 1903), pp. 1045-1047; Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 325-327, 337, 462-463. 
10 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 461-462, 467 
11 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 163-166, 168, 182. 
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proper separation of church and state, plus a religious reawakening then sweeping through the United 
States, prompted discussion among the townspeople about constructing a larger church separate from the 
meetinghouse. In 1831, more than 50 prominent citizens pledged subscriptions to build a new church to 
be located on the south slope of Houston Hill, approximately 1,000 feet west of and facing the first 
meetinghouse. The single-story clapboarded church (extant, 4 Church Road), built in the Federal style, 
was constructed by carpenter Thomas Kennedy (1777-1840) of Goffstown, who was known for the 
construction and finishing of meetinghouses. The church’s three-stage bell tower is the tallest structure 
in Bedford Center and a visual landmark. In 1894, the church was modified with the addition of a 
portico featuring Ionic columns with a full entablature and three-part architrave and frieze. The church is 
located south of the Bedford Center Cemetery, which was established in 1799 on a lot donated by Isaac 
Riddle. The Bedford Presbyterian Church was individually listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places in 2007. After the church moved out of the original Bedford meetinghouse, the old meetinghouse 
became known as the town hall, which was used for local governance and secular activities.12

 
 

 
A Century Plus of Stability, 1832-1950 
 
By the time the Bedford Presbyterian Church was dedicated on Christmas Day 1832, the village of 
Bedford Center had reached a mature stage of development. In place were most of the elements that 
would characterize the village’s landscape and its political, religious, social and economic life for the 
next 100 years or more (Figures 3-5). From this point on, growth would be more modest. Population of 
the Town of Bedford had increased from about 400 people in 1770 to a peak of 1,900 in 1850, but then 
stabilized at around 1,200 people between 1860 and 1930. A decline in population during the 1850s was 
attributable in large part to a splitting off of the industrial village of Piscataquog to Manchester in 1853, 
but there was also an outward migration to Ohio and other states on America’s westward-pushing 
frontier that helped to keep population stable in Bedford and many other rural New England towns.13

 
 

The demographic fundamentals of Bedford Center were not conducive to rapid change. Properties 
remained in the hands of old Bedford families, most of whom could trace their Scots-Irish and English 
heritage back several generations. Presbyterianism remained the principal religion, and other faiths made 
only modest and short-lived inroads. In 1835, a Universalist Society built a brick meetinghouse in 
Bedford Center at the northeast corner of Bedford Center and Ministerial roads, but ceased to have a 
minister three years later in 1838. The Universalists sold the meetinghouse to the Baptist Society, which 
also found it difficult to sustain a church. The Baptists sold the property to the Presbyterians in 1848. 
The brick meetinghouse was torn down and replaced by a Presbyterian parsonage in 1866 (extant, 73 
Bedford Center Road).14

 
 

From time to time, however, a spirit of progress and improvement stimulated incremental changes in 
both the landscape and society. Bedford Center’s farmers adopted new agricultural technologies to 
increase productivity and adapted to changing market conditions by adjusting to new crops and livestock 
breeds. Bedford was known as a center for the growing of hops, an ingredient in beer, until the market 
for hops collapsed in the 1850s. During the second half of the 19th century and into the 20th century, 
many Bedford Center farmers and homeowners adopted variations of the New England connected 

                                                 
12 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 128, 213-219; Lisa Mausolf, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, 
Bedford Presbyterian Church (2007), on file NHDHR. 
13 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 108-110. 
14 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 226-227. 
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farmhouse characterized by a connected house, kitchen ell, workshop, barn or other structures. This 
regionally specific form of architecture was perceived as progressive, maximizing multi-purpose 
agricultural production and protecting farmers from harsh winter weather. Bedford’s farmers no doubt 
shared much information through word of mouth but they also formed organizations to promote 
progressive agriculture. In 1849, they formed the Agricultural and Mechanical Society, which held 
regular meetings in the Bedford Center town hall. Although the society was relatively short-lived, it 
paved the way for other societies, the most prominent of which was Narragansett Grange No. 46, which 
met in the vestry of the Bedford Presbyterian Church beginning in 1875.15

 
 

Bedford Center was never a commercial center but it almost always featured a store where local 
residents could shop for basic goods and meet for news and gossip. Isaac Riddle’s store served this 
function from about 1783 until being torn down in 1850. Oliver Kendall kept store in a combined one-
story house and shop where he also made shoes from about 1846 to 1860. This building was located at 5 
Meetinghouse Road opposite the town hall. Kendall’s shop was later owned by Frances E. Woodbury, 
who about 1910 donated it to the town for use as a library and small public meeting space. Known as 
“the little green house,” this building remained the town library until 1996 when a new library was built 
on the site. The 1846 Oliver Kendall House/Shop was recognized as a building worthy of preservation 
and relocated to the rear of the new library’s parking lot where it was restored to its mid-19th-century 
appearance and now serves as home to the Craftworkers’ Guild.  In 1869, George W. Goffe and Quincy 
Barnard built a store at the fork of Bedford Center and Church roads.  This store passed through a series 
of owners and eventually served as the town’s post office and gas station; it was an important gathering 
spot until burning to the ground in 1963.16

 
 

Beginning in the middle decades of the 19th century, a major economic force on Bedford Center was the 
growth of the City of Manchester, located approximately 5 miles to the northwest. As Manchester began 
taking shape as the state’s most-populous urban industrial center, surrounding rural communities, like 
Bedford and Hooksett, were able to take advantage of the demand for farm-to-market products. Dairying 
became a primary cash-producing business in the latter decades of the 19th century.  As farmers scaled 
up dairying operations, they built large dairy barns such as the one found at the Gordon-Woodbury Farm 
(2 Olde Bedford Way). Other agricultural product raised, grown or harvested in Bedford Center or 
neighboring areas for sale in the city included poultry, natural ice, maple syrup and apples, although 
little evidence of these activities survives today. 
 
Given Bedford Center’s proximity to Manchester, most agricultural product was transported by wagon. 
The most direct route from the village center to Manchester followed Bedford Center Road east to 
Boynton Street in Piscataquog/West Manchester and across the Merrimack River on the Granite Bridge, 
which opened in 1840.  Portions of this road dated to the 18th century, but it was officially made a 
county road in 1850 with a right-of-way width of 4 rods (66 feet) befitting of its growing importance in 
the local road network. 17

 
 

                                                 
15 Town of Bedford (1903), p. 76; Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 396-397, 408-410; Thomas C. Hubka, ‘Big House, 
Little House, Back House, Barn’, The Connected Farm Buildings of New England (Lebanon, N.H.: University Press of New 
England, 1984). 
16 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 339, 460-461. 
17 New Hampshire State Highway Department, Road Layout Maps, 1939, microfilm on file, New Hampshire State Library, 
Concord, N.H.  
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Railroads were not a major factor in the local transportation network and ultimately had little direct 
impact on the development of Bedford Center.  New Hampshire’s earliest railroad, the Concord 
Railroad, had actually passed through the southeastern corner of the Town of Bedford on its route 
between Nashua and Concord in 1835-1842 before crossing the Merrimack River at Goffe’s Falls to the 
Manchester side of the river; however, the lack of a depot in Bedford meant that Bedford residents had 
to travel to Manchester when needing rail access. In the early 1890s, the Boston & Maine Railroad, 
which had acquired the Concord Railroad, began contemplating a branch line between Manchester and 
Milford, about 12 miles to Bedford Center’s southwest. The economic necessity of this line was 
doubtful since the small towns and villages along the route (Goffstown, Bedford Center, Merrimack, 
Amherst and Milford) were not expected to generate much traffic, but the Boston & Maine desired the 
line as a connector between its New Hampshire and Fitchburg operating divisions. In 1895, the Town of 
Bedford, with much general enthusiasm at the annual town meeting, passed a resolution in support of the 
line. In 1899 the Boston & Maine Railroad finally secured a charter from the state legislature to 
construct the Manchester & Milford Railroad.  A small depot (non-extant) was constructed in Bedford 
Center southwest of Meetinghouse Road but service lasted barely 30 years; passenger service was 
discontinued in 1925 and freight service in 1928.  The portion of the railroad right-of-way was later 
acquired by the State of New Hampshire and used for NH Route 101 in the early 1950s.18

 
 

Given Bedford Center’s proximity to Manchester, motor vehicles were in the long run a far more 
convenient and viable alternative than railroads for farmers and local residents who wanted to sell their 
produce, shop, or visit the city. In the early decades of the 20th century, many Bedford Center residents 
took to cars and trucks for personal transportation, resulting in the addition of garages or the conversion 
of older outbuildings. Automobiles also provided opportunity for urban residents to move to the suburbs, 
but most new housing development was limited, at least at first, to areas east of Bedford Center nearer to 
the city and along the River Road (U.S. Route 3). Nonetheless, the Town of Bedford’s population, 
which had remained steady for nearly a century, nearly doubled between 1920 and 1950 from 1,118 to 
2,176 people. Almost all of this increase was due to unplanned low-density suburban residential 
development, most of it occurring on the east side of Bedford, close to Manchester, but steadily 
spreading west toward the center.19

 
 

The growth of population motivated Bedford’s citizens to expand the services offered by local 
government.  Naturally, many of these services were headquartered in Bedford Center. The 
meetinghouse of 1755 lasted until 1876, when it was taken down and replaced by a new town hall on the 
same location at the corner of Meetinghouse Road and Bedford Center Road. This town hall burned in 
1909 to be replaced by the present building, expanded for offices and meeting space. Bedford had a fire 
warden in the 19th century, but in 1922 a group of men organized to form a volunteer fire department. 
That same year the town voted to purchase a fire engine, which came to be housed in a two-bay 
firehouse, a former horse barn relocated to the rear of the town hall. Upstairs the firemen fitted out a 
clubroom and a meeting room. About the same time as the fire department was organizing, Bedford’s 
police department expanded with the hiring of an officer in 1915 to replace the elected position of 
constable. In 1921, a second officer was hired and periodically the town voted to supply the officers 
with uniforms, handcuffs and side arms. In part, this was a response to automobiles and the increasing 
number of “strangers” passing through town.20

 
 

                                                 
18 Town of Bedford (1903), pp. 220-221; Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 379-383. 
19 Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 110. 
20 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 141-150, 157-159. 
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The Town of Bedford celebrated its heritage and strong sense of community with regularity, and these 
events have most often taken place in Bedford Center. On May 22, 1850, on the centennial of the town’s 
founding, a group of citizens led by Dr. Peter P. Woodbury of Bedford Center, gathered outside the 
town hall for a day-long ceremony punctuated by speeches, hymns and a procession. This was followed 
by a publication of a town history in 1851 compiling the speeches and observations made on that day.21 
Almost exactly 50 years later on May 23, 1900, another celebration was held with many of the sons, 
daughters and grandchildren of the men and women who had attended the 100th celebration in 
attendance at an “Old Home” day. Customary greetings and speeches were given in the Bedford 
Presbyterian Church preceded and followed by outdoor celebrations featuring bands and re-enactments. 
The people of the town also felt it appropriate to update the town’s published history, producing a 
volume that yet stands as a most useful source of local history.22 The town held its 200th anniversary 
celebration on August 19, 1950 with the ringing of the church bells and a parade down Meetinghouse 
Road, followed that evening by an anniversary ball in the town hall.23

 
 

The center has also been a place for the community to celebrate holidays, gather during time of war or 
national crisis, and to recognize the sacrifice of its veterans. The town hall served as a place of 
enlistment during the Civil War.  During World War I, a flag staff was placed in front of the church on 
which was raised a flag presented to the town by the Boy’s Club. In the early 1920s, Spanish-American 
War and World War I veterans were recognized with a memorial plaque and artillery piece placed at the 
intersection of Bedford Center Road and Meetinghouse Road in front of the library and town hall.  
World War II saw the town hall used as a center for organizing home front activities such as scrap-metal 
and food drives, and the creation of an auxiliary police force to handle local security in the event of an 
air raid. In 1947, a memorial tree was planted in front of the town hall to recognize Bedford’s more than 
200 veterans of the war. The immediate postwar period, however, marked a watershed as population 
growth and a building boom swept Bedford from its rural roots and toward status as one of Manchester’s 
most desirable bedroom communities.24

 
 

 
Suburbanization and Planning for Growth, 1951-present 
 
The second half of the 20th century was a period of exceptional growth for the Town of Bedford.  The 
number of people living in town increased nearly nine-fold from 2,176 in 1950 to 18,274 in 2000. 
During this 50 year period, growth rates were never less than 30 percent per decade with the 1960s and 
1970s being the fastest growing with rates of between 60 and 70 percent. This trend has only recently 
slowed with the first decade of the 21st century being the slowest growing decade in over a century. The 
town’s current population is 21,203.25

 
 

Population growth was reflected in changes to the built environment. Population density increased from 
62.9 persons per square mile in 1950 to 528.1 persons per square mile in 2000. To accommodate this 

                                                 
21 History of Bedford, New-Hampshire, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the 
Incorporation of the Town, May 19th, 1850 (Boston: Alfred Mudge, 1851). 
22 Town of Bedford (1903). 
23 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 550-563. 
24 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 286, 295-298, 312-317. 
25 Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission, “A Monograph for the Town of Bedford,” May 1980, on file New 
Hampshire State Library, Concord, N.H., p. 2; NH.com Newsletter, online at www.nh.com/nh/towns/bedford, accessed 
February 2014. 
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increase, farm and wood lots were subdivided for the construction of new housing. In 1950, it was 
estimated that the Town of Bedford had 554 houses. During the 1950s, 418 new houses were built; 
during the 1960s, 713 new houses were built. Driving these changes were numerous factors, but the 
principal factor was the transition of Bedford from a rural agricultural community to an upscale 
bedroom community of the greater Manchester metropolitan area. By 1976, more than 1,800 acres in the 
Town of Bedford were devoted to residential uses, as compared to 171 acres for commercial uses and a 
mere 15 acres for industrial uses. In a planning study completed in 1980, agricultural uses were not even 
considered in a discussion of land-use issues facing the town. Most of Bedford’s new residents were 
white-collar workers commuting to offices in Manchester or even in the Portsmouth and Boston areas, 
now more readily accessible due to limited-access highways built during the postwar period.26

  
 

Automobiles and improved highways facilitated access to the Town of Bedford.  Chief among these 
improved transportation facilities was the construction of the Everett Turnpike through the east side of 
Bedford in 1950. This event, along with improvements to U.S. Route 3, a parallel unlimited access 
highway, promoted significant commercial and residential development along the corridor west of the 
Merrimack River. In 1951, the New Hampshire State Highway Department initiated improvements to 
NH Route 101, the principal east-to-west highway from U.S. Route 3 west through Bedford Center to 
the Amherst Town line. Since the 1920s, Bedford Center Road had been designated NH Route 101, but 
improvements had been mostly in the form of upgrading this old town road from a dirt road to a hard-
surfaced highway more suitable for motor vehicular traffic. In 1951, the state highway department began 
a project to realign and widen this road. In the vicinity of Bedford Center, this took the form of 
acquiring the right-of-way of the abandoned Manchester & Milford Railroad and using it to create a 
highway bypass that skirted around the east and south side of the center. The state highway department 
had been building such bypasses throughout the state since the late 1920s and 1930s, and it was 
considered a proven method of allowing through traffic to proceed more safely and quickly around rural 
villages and larger population centers. Land developers also understood that these improved highways 
created opportunities to build new housing developments and commercial strips. The pattern of 
development along NH Route 101 near Bedford Center was typical with a commercial area growing 
between Meetinghouse Road and Wallace Road, and several residential subdivisions including Pinecrest 
and Wallace Heights taking form on adjacent properties. Even more typical was scattered residential 
construction as property owners took advantage of rising land values to divide off one or more 
developable lots. 
 
The Town of Bedford’s response to the demographic and transportation trends impacting the town was 
measured. Perhaps the most significant step was taken in 1953 when the town’s residents voted at the 
annual town meeting to establish a planning board and adopt a zoning ordinance. The State of New 
Hampshire had granted towns the powers to establish zoning ordinances in 1925 and to create planning 
boards in 1935. Most of the towns adopting these powers prior to World War II were more urban in 
character than Bedford, although some rural towns also found zoning useful in curtailing a practice of 
developers who subdivided properties to sell lots for vacation homes that were never built, resulting in 
vacant property and high rates of tax delinquency. After World War II, suburbanizing towns, like 
Bedford, experiencing pressure on town services, particularly water and sewer, as well as changes in the 
quality of life, also began to feel their way toward land-use regulations.27

                                                 
26 Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission (1980), pp. 3, 5, 8. 

 

27 New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission, New Hampshire Planning News (1938-1945); New 
Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission, University of New Hampshire, and New Hampshire Planning and 
Zoning Association, Community Planning Seminar (1957-1959). 
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A key provision of Bedford’s zoning ordinance of 1953 was limiting new single-family residential 
development to lots of no less than one acre in area in a zone identified as a “rural district” west of the 
U.S. Route 3 corridor.  In 1964, Metcalf & Eddy, a planning firm with a national reputation hired by 
Bedford to complete a comprehensive town plan, cited this one-acre provision of the Bedford zoning 
ordinance as the key factor contributing to the prestige of owning a large suburban house in Bedford. 
The impact of one-acre zoning is visible in the Bedford Center historic district.  A few suburban houses 
on smaller lots, mostly cape-type houses predating the 1953 zoning ordinance, are found along North 
Amherst Road west of the six-way crossroads. Houses post-dating 1953 are almost always found on 
larger lots, many set well back from the road.28

 
 

The town master plan produced by Metcalf & Eddy in 1964, and a follow-up planning document 
produced for the greater Manchester metropolitan area by Wilbur Smith & Associates in 1967, identified 
the Bedford Center village area as a prime area for new low-density housing in the upcoming years. 
Based on recommendations offered by the planners, the Town of Bedford adopted stricter controls on 
new construction. The planning board started reviewing subdivision site plans in 1965, the same year 
that the town created a conservation commission. Another important step was the adoption of a building 
code in 1970.29

 
 

The potential for incompatible new construction in Bedford Center, the historic heart of the town, 
alarmed some longtime residents. This eventually led to a successful campaign to establish a local 
historic district. The State of New Hampshire had granted authority to towns to establish historic 
districts in 1963. This law had been in response mainly to urban renewal projects, particularly a 
campaign to preserve Strawberry Banke in Portsmouth.30 A federal and state framework for supporting 
historic preservation was also taking place during this period with the establishment of the New 
Hampshire State Historical Commission in 1959 and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. By 
1980, New Hampshire had 46 local historic districts, third most in the nation.31

 
 

In the case of Bedford, local supporters of a Bedford Historic District felt it important to move quickly 
to tie the historic district zoning to a broader review of the town’s zoning and building code ordinances 
that took place prior to the town meeting of March 1970. The perception was that historic district zoning 
would not pass a vote of the town meeting on stand-alone merits due to opposition from certain property 
owners. Therefore, the historic district zoning was tied to approval of a new zoning map. In 1970, with 
support from the planning board, the establishment of a historic district passed the town meeting as part 
of a broad set of ordinances updating the town’s zoning map and creating a new building code.  The 
local historic district boundaries, which formed an irregular shape around the six-way crossroads, were 
largely based on support of owners of certain key historic properties, opposition from others who were 
left outside the district, and the desire to create a buffer zone around the area centered by the town hall 
and the church.  The district was not based on a systematic inventory. A Bedford Historic District 
Commission was organized in September 1972 to promote historic preservation and offer 

                                                 
28 Town of Bedford, Annual Report (1950), pp. 12-17; (1953), p. 5l; Metcalf & Eddy, Bedford, New Hampshire, 
Comprehensive Town Plan, 1962-63 (Boston, Mass. 1964), p. 16. 
29 Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission (1980), p. 14. 
30 James Garvin, “Preservation History of New Hampshire” (2006), manuscript on file, New Hampshire Division of 
Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
31 Environmental Law Clinic, Franklin Piece Law Center, Historic Districts in New Hampshire, A Handbook for the 
Establishment and Administration of Historic Districts (April 1980). 
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recommendations to the Planning Board. Over the past 40 years, this commission has mostly concerned 
itself with the architectural style and arrangement of structures within public view, but it has not sought 
to limit new construction within the bounds of the historic district. This has resulted in many post-1972 
houses being constructed in the Colonial Revival style, usually set back from the road to contrast with 
important historic homes, almost invariably located closer to the road.  The historic district commission 
has also assisted the town in efforts to preserve buildings threatened by new construction, including 
relocation of several buildings, for example the circa 1846 Oliver L. Kendall House and the circa 1850 
Kendall Shoe Shop, which were moved following the construction of a new library opposite the town 
hall.32

 
 

Despite the pressures of suburban development and the disappearance of agriculture, Bedford Center has 
maintained many of its pre-1951 character-defining buildings and landscape features. The pattern of 
historic development and architecture that had taken form by the early decades of the 19th century 
continues to define its cultural landscape and it compares favorably, at least in terms of architectural and 
spatial relationships among buildings, to other New Hampshire non-nucleated rural villages. The 
greatest impact has been felt in changes to the landscape of intervening spaces, historically open and 
agricultural, but now typically wooded with modern dwellings. 
 
 
20. Applicable NHDHR Historic Context(s) 

 
3. Early exploration and settlement in the interior of New Hampshire, 1623-1770 
4. The granting of land and towns, 1623-1835 
6. Revolutionary New Hampshire 
8. World War I in New Hampshire 
22. Logging, lumbering and saw mills, 1620 to present 
34. Localized shoemaking, 1623-1900 
51. Mixed agriculture and the family farm 
56. Local-scale dairy farming, 1800 to present 
86. The railroads in New Hampshire, 1842-1960 
88. Automobile highways and culture, 1900 to present 
98. Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623 to present 
105. Elementary and secondary education, 1770 to present 
106. Libraries in New Hampshire 
107. Local government, 1630 to present 
113. Historic preservation in New Hampshire, 1899 to present 
118. The Grange in New Hampshire, 1870-present 
120. Religion in New Hampshire, 1623 to present 
130. Commerce, industry and trade in New Hampshire villages and town centers, 1630 to present 
131. Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850 to present 
133. Town and county planning and surveying 
136. Public and private cemeteries and burials 
 

 

                                                 
32 Town of Bedford, Annual Report (1972), p. 29; Lori A. Radke, Town Clerk, personal communication with Alison Haley, 
December 2013. 
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21. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation 

 
Bedford Center is a non-nucleated rural New England village in an upland setting of rolling hills 
(Photograph 1). The center features excellent examples of period vernacular architecture, with a 
concentration of circa 1780-1830 Federal-style buildings forming a significant core of contributing 
resources. The center also contains some fine examples of circa 1840-1900 connected farms and circa 
1910-1950 Colonial Revival houses, with a smattering of late-19th-century revivals thrown in for good 
measure. Located in the Manchester metropolitan area, the center has maintained much of its pre-
suburban character, despite the disappearance of agriculture from the surrounding landscape and 
widespread suburban residential development. This retention of historic character has been promoted 
through zoning practices conducive to low-density housing.  Although there are now many post-1950 
houses within the landscape, most are set well back from the road on ample wooded lots of 2 acres or 
more, and thus are shielded from public view, but more importantly they easily contrast with the older 
properties, most of which are closely set to the old town roads (Photograph 2).  
 
Other topographic features reinforce Bedford Center’s historic character including the eligible district’s 
location on a southward-facing slope where views generally look out toward the wood-covered slopes of 
Bell Hill and other points to the south (Photograph 3).  Suburban development to the west, north and 
east is not visible from the higher points in the center. Stone walls are found along the roads and along 
the boundaries of many properties (Photograph 4). These walls attest to the fact that this was once an 
open landscape of cultivated fields and pastures. 
 
A National Register-eligible Bedford Center Historic District as proposed by this survey is considerably 
smaller in size than a locally designated Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This local 
historic district included buffer zones that now, more than 40 years later, no longer retain a historic 
character, mostly due to residential development and infill. At the end of this section is a table listing all 
resources surveyed for this historic district area form, inclusive of those located within the boundaries of 
the local Bedford Historic District but determined to be outside the boundaries of a potential National 
Register-eligible district. 
 
The local road pattern provides a framework for understanding Bedford Center’s geography and 
historical development. The most distinctive feature of the road pattern is a six-way crossroads located 
at the center of the village. This crossroads, formed by Bedford Center Road, Meetinghouse Road, Bell 
Hill Road, Ministerial Road, Church Road and North Amherst Road, historically connected the village’s 
dispersed farms with two of the town’s most important institutions, the local government and the church, 
which were located here in the mid-18th century in a meetinghouse near the geographic center of the 
Town of Bedford.  The 1910 Bedford Town Hall (10 Meetinghouse Road, Photograph 5) and the 1832 
Bedford Presbyterian Church (4 Church Road, Photograph 6), both individually listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places, face one another at opposite ends of the crossroads. Both buildings feature 
classically inspired porticos, typical of institutional architecture. The church is sited at a slightly higher 
elevation than the town hall; its prominence emphasized by a three-stage steeple, which makes it the 
tallest building in the village.  
 
The streetscape as viewed from the front steps of the church (Photograph 1) or the town hall 
(Photograph 7) is pleasing to the eye.  Two small traffic islands feature a town clock (Photograph 8), 
which was placed by the Bedford Rotary Club in 2005, and a Spanish-American War/World War I 
memorial (Photographs 5 and 9). Architecturally distinguished houses, originally owned by individuals 
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prominent in Bedford’s early Republic-period history, also occupy this space between the town hall and 
church. The circa 1780 Rev. John Houston House (86 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 10) and the 
circa 1790 Isaac Riddle House (81 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 11) are classic examples of the 
Federal-style center-hall house type. The Houston house was transformed into a connected farm in the 
later 19th century, while the Riddle House features a large detached barn, speaking to the fields and 
pastures that were once associated with these properties. Also found at the crossroads are the circa 1790 
John Houston, Jr. House, a Federal-style center-hall house (69 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 12); 
the circa 1850 Thomas Kendall House, a cape house that later underwent alterations to a gable-front and 
wing form (76 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 13); the 1866 Parsonage, a Greek Revival gable-front 
and wing house (73 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 14); the 1898 John F. Gove House, an 
architecturally interesting Queen Anne-style building featuring a three-story tower and numerous 
porches (3 Church Road, Photograph 15); and a 1920 Colonial Revival-style house adjacent to the town 
hall (62 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 16). 
 
In addition to the town hall and church, other institutions of rural New England village life are found in 
Bedford Center such as a cemetery, school, library and firehouse. These occupy somewhat less 
prominent locations, but are nonetheless important parts of the cultural landscape. The Bedford Center 
Cemetery, established in 1799, is located directly north of the Bedford Presbyterian Church on Church 
Road (Photograph 17). The cemetery has been expanded several times; its current appearance with stone 
walls, gates and receiving vault fronting Church Road dates to between 1890 and 1910 when a private 
cemetery association, headed by the village’s leading women, updated the landscaping in the late 
Victorian taste. Located behind the town hall is a circa 1930 two-story building that served as Bedford’s 
first firehouse (Photograph 18), replaced in 1964 by the adjacent one-story brick firehouse that now 
serves as the studio and offices of the community television station. Just north of town hall is a small 
frame pump house (Photograph 19). 
 
The 1921 Stevens-Buswell School at the corner of Bedford Center Road and North Amherst Road is on 
the site of an earlier 19th-century one-room school (18 North Amherst Road, Photograph 20). It is a 
standard architectural example of a consolidated school, popular in the early 20th century as rural school 
districts moved away from widely scattered one-room rural schools to centrally located schools with 
greater control over academic standards and attendance. The Stevens-Buswell School currently serves as 
a community center. 
 
The current Bedford Town Library, built in 1996 on the site of a prior library across Meetinghouse Road 
from the Bedford Town Hall, is one of the few modern buildings near the crossroads, but its scale and 
architecture, a contemporary take on the Colonial Revival, are in keeping with the local historic 
character (Photograph 7). The previous library on the same site was a small vernacular mid-19th-century 
building that had originally served as a cobbler’s shop. Known as “the little green house,” it was 
converted into a public library in the early 20th century. With construction of the new library, the little 
green house was relocated to near the town’s modern offices on North Amherst Road (24 North Amherst 
Road, Photograph 21). It currently serves as a museum and library of the Bedford Historical Society. 
The roads that radiate from the six-way crossroads connect to outlying properties that form part of the 
historic fabric of Bedford Center.  From the standpoint of historic integrity of setting, some of these 
roads have fared better than others due to patterns of post-1950 development. Specifically, modern 
intrusions are found particularly along the NH Route 101 corridor that skirts around the village’s 
southern edge where there is significant commercial development. In the hills north of the proposed 
historic district, the village center has also been hemmed in by larger residential subdivisions that sprawl 
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and wind through the woods.  With that said, a strong historic character is found along several longer 
stretches of old town roads, specifically along Bedford Center Road to the northeast of the six-way 
crossroads and along North Amherst Road to the west of the six-way crossroads. Bedford Center Road 
and North Amherst Road therefore form a northeast-to-southwest axis along which a significant 
concentration of historic buildings is located. 
 
Approaching Bedford Center from Manchester and the northeast, a prominent property is the circa 1810 
Gordon-Woodbury House, a stately Federal-style center-hall house that is now occupied by the Bedford 
Village Inn (2 Olde Bedford Way, Photograph 22).  This former farmhouse, with a late 19th-century, 
cupola-topped dairy barn anchors the northeast end of the proposed historic district. It is oriented to the 
northwest corner of the intersection of NH Route 101 and Old Bedford Way, which historically was the 
four-way intersection of Bedford Center Road and Old Bedford Road. NH Route 101, built in the early 
1950s, brought significant changes to the geometry of this intersection, and heavier traffic, but just 
beyond the Gordon-Woodbury House, Bedford Center Road branches off of NH Route 101 and 
continues southwestward on its original alignment. 
 
Bedford Center Road, west of the Gordon-Woodbury House, is a tree-lined, 2-lane road that follows the 
rolling contours of the topography. The architectural highlight of this section of road is the circa 1810 
Leonard and Daniel French House known as “Brick Ends,” located on a rise on the north side of 
Bedford Center Road near its intersection with Liberty Hill Road (27 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 
23). This center-hall house is unusual for its brick gable ends and clapboarded frame front and rear 
elevations. Also of architectural interest, across Bedford Center Road from Brick Ends, is the circa 1860 
Frederick F. French House, a connected farm with big house, little house, back house and barn 
configuration, although the barn was converted into a dwelling between 1920 and 1940 (24-26 Bedford 
Center Road, Photograph 24).  Of interest is 14 Bedford Center Road (Photograph 25), a very modest 
one-and-one-half story, two-bay vernacular frame house, dated to the early 19th century. This house 
contrasts with larger and grander houses of the Federal period, and represents the home of a small 
farmer or farm laborer. Other contributing resources on this section of Bedford Center Road include 
three Colonial Revival-style houses from the early automobile suburbanization period of the 1920s to 
1930s (1, 20 and 30 Bedford Center Road, Photographs 26-28). West of Liberty Hill Road, Bedford 
Center Road skirts around the northern edge of the Meetinghouse Road Wetland, providing an 
expansive view across the marshes to the south, and then it climbs along a stone wall-lined lane toward 
the Bedford Town Hall. A half-dozen houses, dating from the early 1950s to 2000s, intrude on this 
section of road, but most are either obscured by tree cover or set well back from the road. 
 
Just as Bedford Center Road is an important entry into the historic district from the northeast, North 
Amherst Road and the setting around the Wallace Road and North Amherst Road intersection provides a 
similarly important entry from the west. The key architectural property at the west end of the district is 
the circa 1770 John Riddle House (64 North Amherst Road, Photograph 29) on the south side of North 
Amherst Road west of its intersection with Wallace Road. This clapboarded cape-type house is 
exceptionally well preserved and features a detached period barn. 
 
Just west of the John Riddle House, the intersection of North Amherst and Wallace roads was a 
historically significant node of economic development in Bedford Center’s history by virtue of the 
Riddle sawmill, located on Riddle Brook at the southwest corner of the intersection. Remnants of the 
mill’s stone foundations, dam and waterpower system remain visible (Photograph 30). A later owner of 
the mill lived in the circa 1860 Stephen Damon House (52 North Amherst Road, Photograph 31), a 
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vernacular frame house with alterations located at the southeast corner of the intersection. Also of 
interest here is the 1809 Bedford Town Pound (Photograph 32), a fieldstone enclosure on the north side 
of the road next to Riddle Brook, adjacent to a 1930 concrete arch bridge carrying North Amherst Road 
(Photograph 33). On a hill to the south of the John Riddle House is one of Bedford Center’s earliest 
examples of Colonial Revival-style domestic architecture, the circa 1910 four-square at 60 North 
Amherst Road (Photograph 34). Just south of the North Amherst and Wallace roads intersection on the 
east side of Wallace Road is a circa 1948 one-story frame bungalow with hipped roof (291 Wallace 
Road, Photograph 35). 
 
Wallace Road is among the oldest roads in the Town of Bedford, originally laid out as a south-to-north 
road through the center of town, roughly following the course of Riddle Brook. On Wallace Road, a 
short distance north of North Amherst Road, is the circa 1780 William Riddle House (316 Wallace 
Road, Photograph 36). This Federal-style center-hall house is noteworthy for its Palladian-style door 
surround, perhaps the most architecturally elaborate of the doors in Bedford Center. Across from this 
house is the circa 1810 William Riddle, Jr. House (49 Church Road, Photograph 37), a slightly less 
grand Federal-style house occupying the northeast corner of Wallace and Church roads. Both of the 
Riddle houses have rear ells, workshops and barns representative of the transition to the connected New 
England farm of the later 19th century. Church Road east of Wallace Road is not included within the 
eligible historic district because of the extent of post-1950 suburban housing development on both sides 
of the road. This development continues eastward to near the Bedford Presbyterian Church. For similar 
reasoning, Wallace Road south of North Amherst Road, a setting by post-1950 residential development 
and the commercial development at the intersection of Wallace Road and NH Route 101, has also been 
excluded from the district. 
 
The section of North Amherst Road between Wallace Road and Bedford Center Road, connecting the 
Wallace Road area with the six-way crossroads, is architecturally uneven.  Of the 15 buildings located 
on North Amherst Road (15 to 52 North Amherst Road), one dates prior to 1850, three date from 1851 
to 1900, three date from 1901 to 1950, and eight date to later than 1950.  The older and newer buildings 
are interspersed, with the setbacks of the newer buildings not as generous as in some other parts of the 
historic district. The most distinguished of the older houses is the circa 1830 Albert C. Hill House (19 
North Amherst Road, Photograph 38), a handsome 5-bay cape with Greek Revival influences and a 
series of connected buildings off its rear. Albert C. Hill was a blacksmith and his shop (non-extant) was 
located east of the house on the site of the circa 1940 Wagon Wheel Store (15 North Amherst Road, 
Photograph 39).  West of the Hill house is a circa 1879 gable-front-and-wing connected farmhouse (29 
North Amherst Road, Photograph 40) and further to the west on the south side of  the road is the circa 
1875 George W. Goffe house, a vernacular ell-plan house (46 North Amherst Road, Photograph 41). 
Interspersed with these 19th-century resources are small cape houses dating from the mid-1930s to 
1980s, with a 1935 cape house at 37 North Amherst Road setting the trend (Photograph 42), followed by 
a 1946 cape house at 45 North Amherst Road (Photograph 43). 
 
Contributing resources are located on the other roads radiating from the six-way crossroads, but these 
roads tend to encounter problems of modern development and integrity of setting within a short distance. 
Bedford Center Road, for example, south of Church Road, becomes increasingly commercial as it 
approaches NH Route 101. Three buildings of historical interest prior to the commercial development 
are a 1912 Craftsman bungalow (98 Bedford Center Road, Photograph 44); the circa 1840 gable-front-
and-wing house at 115 Bedford Center Road (Photograph 45), adjacent to the Stevens-Buswell School; 
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and the circa 1870 George W. Goffe House, an altered cape at 125 Bedford Center Road (Photograph 
46). 
 
Only two resources of historic interest survive on Ministerial Road north of the crossroads, the circa 
1826 Nathan Kendall House, a 3-bay cape (12 Ministerial Road, Photograph 47), and a 1912 Colonial 
Revival cape house that has been converted into the Bedford Village Morning School (19 Ministerial 
Road, Photograph 48). 
 
Bell Hill Road, which extends a short distance south from the crossroads, has two contributing houses 
on the west side of the road before terminating at NH Route 101 and the commercial strip. These houses 
are a circa 1900 cape with connected small barn (11 Bell Hill Road, Photograph 49) and a 1929 
Colonial Revival house (13 Bell Hill Road, Photograph 50). 
 
Meetinghouse Road, which extends east from the crossroads, was historically a main route between 
Bedford Center and the Merrimack River at Goffe’s Falls. Across Meetinghouse Road from the Bedford 
Town Hall are two 19th-century houses, the circa 1840-44 Merrill-Barnard House (Photograph 51), 
which in the early 20th century was the home of Town Clerk Martha Wiggin,  and the circa 1827 cape 
house at 11 Meetinghouse Road (Photograph 52).  Meetinghouse Road intersects NH Route 101 
approximately 300 feet east of the Bedford Town Hall.  Across the intersection to the southeast is a 
sprawling suburban development known as Pinecrest on Bell Hill. The historic district bounds do not 
cross NH Route 101. A good view of the historic district can be had from Pinecrest Drive (Photograph 
53). 
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22. Statement of Significance 
 
The Bedford Center Historic District is a locally significant example of a non-nucleated rural village. 
Under Criterion A, it is significant for representing a long-term pattern of community planning and 
development that represents and reflects the growth of a village around a traditional New England 
meetinghouse. The Bedford Meetinghouse, established in 1755 at the geographic center of the town, 
provided the nucleus around which the town’s political and religious affairs were organized in a form 
that was particularly conducive to the cultural cohesion of the Scots-Irish settlers. The village provided 
an important social and cultural center for surrounding residents, primarily farmers and craftsmen who 
came to the center to buy goods or socialize at the local store or post office, conduct the town’s 
business, attend church, bury the dead, attend school and celebrate important local, state and national 
events. Over the years, specific buildings, most notably the Town Hall and the Bedford Presbyterian 
Church, have been directly associated with this pattern of events. 
 
Under Criterion B, the Bedford Center Historic District is eligible for association with two individuals 
of local significance. The Rev. John Houston was the Town of Bedford’s first minister. He built the 
circa 1780 house at 86 Bedford Center Road and lived there until his death in 1799. More significant, 
Houston became well known as “the Tory minister” of Bedford, a man of the cloth who on principle 
stood against the strong patriotic sentiments of the community during the American Revolution by 
refusing to sign an oath of allegiance that he felt committed him to direct support of an armed conflict. 
This unusual course of action alienated the community against Houston, but he and his children 
continued to make their home in Bedford Center. His actions reflect a significant aspect of the 
American Revolution and the individual choices and sacrifices that were made in the name of liberty. 
Another individual of local significance is Isaac Riddle, Jr., who built and lived in the house at 81 
Bedford Center Road. Riddle was a businessman and industrialist who took advantage of post-
Revolution economic growth to establish a sawmill, nearby on Riddle Creek, open the first store in 
Bedford Center, and invest in a potashery, also located in Bedford Center. He used his wealth to invest 
in other projects including the Union Locks & Canal Company and the Souhegan Mills. 
 
Under Criterion C, the Bedford Center Historic District is eligible as an intact New England village that 
traces its core period of architectural and landscape development to the period between 1735 and 1832. 
This represents a locally distinctive pattern of features, most notably a collection of handsome Federal-
style houses and the Bedford Presbyterian Church. These buildings and their spatial relationship to one 
another continue to define the six-way crossroads and certain of its radiating roads. They represent a 
period of construction and a particular building type that was popular throughout much of New England 
in the Federal (Early Republic) period. Variations in the buildings, for example, the brick ends of the 
house at 27 Bedford Center Road, represent local individuality occurring within the buildings dating 
from this period. The district also represents the transition to later architectural types and styles, 
particularly the gable front and wing form, the New England connected farm, and the Colonial Revival. 
 
The district was not evaluated under Criterion D for archaeological resources. There are sites that have 
historic archaeological potential, for example the Ridde garrison and mill site at Wallace Road and 
North Amherst Road, but archaeological investigation would be required to assess significance to yield 
archaeological data.
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23. Periods(s) of Significance 

 
The Bedford Center Historic District has a period of significance from 1734 through 1950. The year 
1734 is chosen as a starting date to include the first settlers and the platting of the town by 
Massachusetts proprietors. In 1734, the proprietors commissioned a survey of Narragansett No. 5, 
dividing the township into ranges and lots, with lots measuring between 20 and 40 acres. This land 
division encouraged a dispersed settlement pattern, and the ranges can still be recognized to some extent 
within the town’s property grid. 
 
The year 1950 is chosen as an ending date because it marks the beginning of a half century of intensified 
suburban growth, building on trends that had just begun to become evident in the first half of the 20th 
century. Specifically within the setting of the historic district, the construction of the NH Route 101 
bypass of Bedford Center in 1951 was a turning point that significantly reoriented road transportation 
patterns and promoted suburban residential and commercial strip development along the highway and 
within the fields, pastures and wood lots of nearby farms. The bypassing of the six-way crossroads made 
Bedford Center a place that travelers and commuters could pass around and it made surrounding 
farmland ripe for subdivision. This highway also shortened commuting times to Manchester and 
connected Bedford Center with the region’s developing freeway system, including the nearby section of 
the Everett Turnpike, which opened in 1950. NH Route 101 is a strong mid-20th-century feature within 
Bedford Center’s cultural landscape, a logical boundary feature on the southeast side of the village, and 
the clearest historical expression of the dividing line between Bedford Center’s rural past and its 
suburban future.  
 
Consideration was given to extending the period of significance through 1953, the year that the town 
adopted a zoning ordinance that codified low-density suburban development on lots of no less than one 
acre, but this zoning event was precipitated by many other long-term trends in suburbanization and the 
one-acre rule took many years to have an impact on the historic district’s landscape. This is shown by 
the spread of dates of construction of non-contributing resources, which include five buildings built 
from 1952 to 1960, two buildings built from 1961 to 1970, seven buildings built from 1971 to 1980, six 
buildings built from 1981 to 1990, three buildings built from 1991 to 2000, and four buildings built from 
2001 to 2013. 
 
Consideration was also given to extending the period of significance to the 50 year cut off of 1964, but 
this date was considered unsatisfactory because it occurred in the middle of a series of zoning and land-
use ordinances that ultimately defined the development of the town center during the intense 
suburbanization period. This post-1950 period of Bedford’s development is yet to be far enough distant 
in time to have sufficient perspective to evaluate its significance. Bedford was not in the forefront of the 
types of zoning and land-use reforms that characterize this period, but it was among the suburbanizing 
towns in New Hampshire that was forced to seek ways to confront the unintended adverse consequences 
of accelerating population growth and new residential construction. The formation of the local historic 
district in 1970 places Bedford in the first dozen or so communities to have local historic districts in 
New Hampshire, yet this event is not yet 50 years of age.33

                                                 
33 For a discussion of the possible significance of local historic districts, see James L. Garvin and Parker B. Potter, Jr., NH 
Division of Historical Resources, Historic Context 61: Historic Preservation, 1899-Present (1994). This context specifically 
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24. Statement of Integrity 

 
The Bedford Center Historic District retains the aspects of integrity associated with its areas of 
significance and period of significance. The integrity of design, particularly in spatial relationships 
among the roads and buildings remains strong, as does the integrity of design of many of the pre-1950 
buildings. Losses of key historic buildings have been relatively small in number; perhaps most notable 
in the loss column are the circa 1760 Rev. John Houston House on the town hall lot, the circa 1869 
Goffe Store, and the circa 1900 Boston & Maine Railroad depot, but most of these buildings were lost in 
the middle decades of the 20th century.  Historic type/form and materials of contributing buildings is 
strong for many of the contributing dwellings, and two key contributing buildings, the 1832 Meeting 
House and the 1910 Town Hall, have excellent integrity and are already individually listed on the 
National Register. Setting, perhaps the most important aspect of integrity for historic districts, has been 
impacted by suburban residential development, introducing quite a few post-1950 buildings into a 
formerly agricultural setting within the interstices of widely spaced historic buildings. Due to zoning, 
however, this new construction has been largely controlled through review of architectural style and 
setbacks. The district has strong integrity of feeling and association. 
 

 

25. Boundary Justification 

 
Tax parcel boundaries have been used to delineate the proposed National Register-eligible Bedford 
Center Historic District. At the northeast corner of the district, the boundary is defined by the tax parcel 
that includes the Gordon-Woodbury Farm (Bedford Village Inn, 2 Olde Bedford Way). This farm, 
which was excluded from the local historic district, is drawn into the proposed Bedford Center Historic 
District due to its strong historic associations and its role as a “gateway” to the district where Bedford 
Center Road splits from NH Route 101. In all other instances, buildings identified as contributing are 
within both the local and National Register-eligible historic districts. The southeast boundary of the 
district is taken as the north/northwestern edge of the NH Route 101 right of way. Constructed in 1951-
52, the NH Route 101 bypass of Bedford Center represented a major change in transportation patterns 
and land use. Although the local historic district includes a triangle of properties southeast of NH Route 
101 bounded on the other two sides by properties facing Liberty Hill Road and Meetinghouse Road, this 
area was considered to be disassociated from the six-way crossroads and the key properties of the Town 
Hall and the Bedford Presbyterian Church by NH Route 101 and modern residential development.  The 
National Register-eligible historic district also excludes the commercial zoned district and adjacent 
modern residential development west of the NH Route 101 and Meetinghouse Road intersection to 
Wallace Road. The boundary has been drawn to exclude large concentrations of post-1950 residential 
development, particularly north and west of Bedford Center on Church Road between the cemetery and 
Wallace Road, and around the Ministerial Road and Chandler Road intersections. The entire tax parcel 
has been included for each identified contributing/non-contributing resource. In a single instance where 
a vacant lot at the northwest corner of North Amherst Road and Wallace Road extends well westward 
beyond any contributing historic resources, the boundary connects  two adjoining tax parcels and 
excludes the larger part of the vacant lot extending to the west. 

                                                                                                                                                                         
notes that some local historic district might be significant as properties in their own right but not until reaching 50 years old, 
see p. 9. 
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26. Boundary Description 

 
The boundary of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District follows the tax lots identified as 
contributing/non-contributing in the attached table and accompanying maps.  The boundary is an 
irregular shape that is roughly bounded by a polygon inscribed by the following UTM coordinates.  
Beginning at the northwest corner at a point southwest of Wallace Road and north of North Amherst 
Road (UTM Reference Coordinate #1, 19 293550E 4757756N) proceeding northeasterly a distance of 
990 feet across Wallace Road to a point at the northeast corner of a tax lot associated with 49 Church 
Road on the south side of Lane Drive (UTM #2, 19 293817E 4757892N). Thence following the irregular 
path of the eastern property lines of 49 Church Road and 311 Wallace Road and the northern property 
lines of 51 and 49 North Amherst Road, a distance of approximately 855 feet southeast to a point in the 
rear property line of 45 North Amherst Road (UTM #3, 19 293907E 4757647N). 
 
From UTM #3 following an irregular boundary of tax lots of the properties on the north side of North 
Amherst Road a distance of approximately 1,300 feet northeast to a point at the southwest corner of the 
Bedford Center Cemetery on Church Road  (UTM #4, 19 294258E 4757832N). Thence along the 
cemetery’s western boundary a distance of approximately 765 feet northwest to a point in the northwest 
corner of the cemetery ((UTM #5 19 294186E 4758069N) and thence approximately 510 feet east to a 
point along the northern boundary of the cemetery (UTM #6 19 294350E 4758078N).  
 
From the cemetery following an irregular boundary formed by the northern and western edges of the tax 
lots of 12 and 16 Ministerial Road, 1 Chandler Road, and 27, 9, 5, 3, and 1 Bedford Center Road, and of 
2 Olde Bedford Way, a distance of approximately 4,550 feet to a point at the northwest corner of the tax  
 
lot associated with 2 Olde Bedford Way (UTM #7 19 295289E 4759093N). From UTM #7, following 
the north boundary of the tax lot at 2 Olde Bedford Way, 240 feet east to a point in the northeast corner 
of the lot (UTM #8 19 295360E 4759100N), and thence 445 feet southeast following the western edge 
of the right-of-way of Olde Bedford to a point in the southeast corner of 2 Olde Bedford Way at the 
intersection with NH Route 101 (UTM #9 19 295398E 4758970N). 
 
From UTM #9, the district boundary follows the northwesterly edge of the NH Route 101 right-of-way a 
distance of approximately 4,075 feet southwest to a point opposite the intersection of NH Route 101 and 
Pinecrest Drive (UTM #10 19 294927E 4757820N), and thence continuing southwesterly approximately 
1,350 feet along the northwest side of NH Route 101 to a point at the intersection with Bell Hill Road 
(UTM #11 19 294614E 4757564N). 
 
From the Bell Hill Road and NH Route 101 intersection, the boundary follows the west side of Bell Hill 
Road north to its intersection with North Amherst Road, then follows the south side of North Amherst 
Road westerly to its intersection with Bedford Center Road, and then follows the northwest side of 
Bedford Center Road to a point in the southeast corner of the lot associated with 125 Bedford Center 
Road (UTM #12 19 294152E 4757297N), a distance of 1,760 feet southwest of UTM #11. 
 
From UTM #12, the boundary follows an irregular path defined by the southerly sides of the tax lots 
associated with the properties at 36, 42, 46, 50, 52 and 60 North Amherst Road to a point at the 
southwest corner of the tax lot associated with 60 North Amherst Road (UTM #13, 
19 293598E 4757271N), a distance of approximately 1,820 feet west of UTM #12.  From UTM #13, the 
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district boundaries continue in a northerly direction approximately 950 feet northwest following the 
westerly sides of the tax lots associated with 60, 62 and 64 North Amherst Road to a point in North 
Amherst Road (UTM #14, 19 293501E 4757547N).  The boundary then continues approximately 700 
feet north following an irregular boundary defined by the western side of the tax lot associated with 316 
Wallace Road back to the point of beginning (UTM #1, 19 293550E 4757756N).  The entire historic 
district encompasses an area of approximately 207 acres. 
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28. Surveyor’s Evaluation 
 
NR listed: district  NR eligible:  NR Criteria: A  
 individuals    district   B  
 within district   not eligible   C  
Integrity: yes      D  
 no   more info needed   E  
 
If this Area Form is for a Historic District: # of contributing resources: 44 
 # of noncontributing resources: 28 
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Table of Contributing/Non-Contributing Resources 

Properties located outside the boundaries of the recommended National Register-eligible historic district, but within the boundaries of 
the local Bedford Historic District are included. The progressive numbering of the photographs from #1 to #53 is based on the order 
the contributing resources are mentioned in the Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation narrative (Section 21 of the 
form).  Photographs from #54 to #86 are non-contributing resources or properties located outside the boundaries of the local historic 
district. 

 

Road Name Number Tax 
Block/Lot 

NHDHR 
Inventory 
# 

Date of Construction Contributing/Non-Contributing Status Description 

Bedford Center 
and Meeting 
House Road 
intersection 

      c.1920 Contributing (Photographs #5 and #9) Spanish-American War/World War I 
Memorial. Located on a traffic island at 
the intersection of Bedford Center and 
Meetinghouse Road is a war memorial 
consisting of a bronze plaque, mounted 
to a boulder, listing the names of 
Bedford's veterans. Adjacent is an 
artillery piece dating from the era 

Bedford Center 
and Ministerial 
Road 
intersection 

   2005 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #8) “Antique” style town clock, placed in 
2005 as a gift to the town from the 
Bedford Rotary Club. Called the 
centennial clock to commemorate the 
100th anniversary of Rotary 
International’s founding. 

Bedford Center 
Road 

1 13-42   1939 Contributing (Photograph #26) 1.5-story, 3-bay, clapboarded, Colonial 
Revival-style cape house with two small 
gabled dormers and center brick 
chimney. Modern 3-bay garage addition 
and 1-story rear ell 

Bedford Center 
Road 

3 13-43-1   1979 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #54) 2-story, 3-bay, clapboarded Colonial 
Revival-style house with 1-story porch. 
Set back from road 
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Road Name Number Tax 
Block/Lot 

NHDHR 
Inventory 
# 

Date of Construction Contributing/Non-Contributing Status Description 

Bedford Center 
Road 

5 13-43-2   1980 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #55) 1-story, clapboarded ranch house with 
attached garage. On wooded lot, set well 
back from road 

Bedford Center 
Road 

9 13-43-3   2007 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #56) 2-story, 3-bay, contemporary Colonial 
Revival-style house with attached garage. 
On wooded lot, set well back from road 

Bedford Center 
Road 

14 13-49 BED0030 c. 1800, c. 1818, c. 1920 Contributing (Photograph #25) 1-story, 2-bay, front-gabled house, 
probably originally cape but converted 
into a saltbox shape in early 20th 
century. According to local history, this 
building was originally located on the 
adjacent Gordon-Woodbury Farm and 
moved to this location c. 1818. Detached 
small barn/garage dates to c. 1920 

Bedford Center 
Road 

20 13-50 BED0031 c. 1928, c. 2003 Contributing (Photograph #27) 2-story Dutch Colonial Revival house 
built c. 1928. Large attached garage 
added c. 2003 

Bedford Center 
Road 

24-26 13-51 BED0032 c. 1860, c.1920-1940 Contributing (Photograph #24) Frederick F. French Farm. Connected 
mid-19th-century New England farm 
with big house, little house, back house 
and barn. The barn was converted into a 
dwelling c. 1920-1940 by a French 
descendant illustrating an adaptation to 
suburbanization 

Bedford Center 
Road 

27 13-47   c. 1810 Contributing (Photograph #23) French House, aka "Brick Ends." This 
architecturally significant Federal-style, 
center-hall house is unusual for its brick 
gable ends and clapboarded frame front 
and rear walls; 2-story, 5-bay; 6/6 
windows, paneled wood front door with 
transom, pilasters and pediment; 
connected 1-story rear ell; detached 
modern 2-car garage 
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Road Name Number Tax 
Block/Lot 

NHDHR 
Inventory 
# 

Date of Construction Contributing/Non-Contributing Status Description 

Bedford Center 
Road 

30 13-57 BED0033 1935 Contributing (Photograph #28) 2-story, 3-bay Colonial Revival house 

Bedford Center 
Road 

50 13-58   1957 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #57) 1-story, clapboarded ranch house with ell 
and attached garage on 7.9-acre lot that 
includes marshlands 

Bedford Center 
Road 

54 13-59-1   1971 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #58) 1.5-story, stucooed mansard-style 
contemporary house 

Bedford Center 
Road 

55 14-7-1   2000 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #59) 2.5-story brick post-modern house, set 
well back from road 

Bedford Center 
Road 

58 13-60-1   1953 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #60) 1.5-story, 5-bay brick ranch house with 
attached garage 

Bedford Center 
Road 

59 14-7   1986 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #61) large 2.5-story brick Colonial Revival 
house, set well back from road and 
separated from road by stone wall 

Bedford Center 
Road 

62 13-65   c. 1920 Contributing (Photograph #16) 2-story, 3-bay, gabled, Colonial Revival-
style house with rear ell and cobblestone 
exterior end chimney 

Bedford Center 
Road 

63 14-8-1   1998 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #62) large 2-story, hipped-roof brick Colonial 
Revival-style house, set well back from 
road and separated from road by stone 
wall 

Bedford Center 
Road 

69 14-8   c.1790 Contributing (Photograph #12) John Houston Jr. House. 2-story, 5-bay, 
gabled Federal-style house with 2 interior 
brick chimneys; paneled door with 
sidelights and transom, rear ell and 
connected garage 
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Road Name Number Tax 
Block/Lot 

NHDHR 
Inventory 
# 

Date of Construction Contributing/Non-Contributing Status Description 

Bedford Center 
Road 

73 14-8-2   1866 Contributing (Photograph #14) The Parsonage. This 2.5-story, 3-bay, 
front-gable Greek Revival-style house 
was built in 1866 as the Presbyterian 
parsonage. It has a 1.5-story ell and a 
small connected stable/barn 

Bedford Center 
Road 

76 20-3   c.1850 Contributing (Photograph #13) Thomas Kendall House. This 1.5-story, 
3-bay, clapboarded cape house has a shed 
roof dormer added. To its east is a 2-
story front-gabled addition, dating by 
style to c. 1900, with a diamond-shaped 
attic window, 6/1 windows,  and exterior 
brick chimney facing the street. To the 
cape's west gable end is a connected 
barn, converted to a three-car garage 

Bedford Center 
Road 

81 14-50-16   c.1790 Contributing (Photograph #11) Isaac Riddle House. 2-story, 5-bay, 
gabled Federal-style house with rear ell; 
center chimney; paneled door with 
pilasters and pediment; detached carriage 
house and large frame barn. Isaac Riddle 
was a prominent businessman who 
operated a store, sawmill and potashery 
in Bedford 

Bedford Center 
Road 

86 20-13   c.1780 Contributing (Photograph #10) Rev. John Houston House. This 
handsome 2-story, 5-bay, gabled Federal-
style, center hall house was built by 
Houston, an important figure in 
Bedford's history and the first minister of 
the Bedford Presbyterian Church. Later 
occupied by his son Robert and grandson 
John. In the late-19th century known as 
the Quincy Barnard farm, the property 
features connected backhouse, workshop 
and barn, as well as a detached shop and 
carriage house 
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Bedford Center 
Road 

98 20-14   1912 Contributing (Photograph #44) 1.5-story, front-gabled, shingled 
Craftsman bungalow; brick exterior 
chimney, flared eaves with brackets, 
pedimented hood over doorway, rubble 
masonry foundation; porch may have 
been enclosed; detached garage 

Bedford Center 
Road 

99 20-106   c. 1870, 1968 Non-Contributing due to lack of integrity 
 (Photograph #63) 

Nelson Fosher House. This connected 
New England farmhouse with ell and 
small barn was significantly remodeled 
in 1968.  Although it retains overall 
form, all exterior fabric is modern, 
fenestration pattern and window type is 
greatly changed. It possesses insufficient 
integrity of materials and design to 
contribute to the historic district 

Bedford Center 
Road 

115 20-45   c. 1840 Contributing (Photograph #45) Phillbrick House. 2-story, 3-bay, front-
gable and wing, clapboarded vernacular 
house with 2/2 windows, paneled door 
with hipped hood on ornate brackets; 
connected ell, workshop and small barn 
converted to 2-bay garage. David 
Brooks, a blacksmith, later lived in the 
house 

Bedford Center 
Road 

125 20-44   c. 1870 Contributing (Photograph #46) George W. Goffe House. 1.5-story, 3-
bay, front-gabled vernacular house with 
overhanging eaves, corner boards, 
paneled door with sidelights; mid-20th-
century brick ell added; altered 
fenestration. Moderate integrity of 
design/materials, but sufficient to 
contribute to historic district 

Bedford Center 
Road 

129 20-43   1952 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 3-bay cape house with 6/6 
windows; detached garage 
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Bedford Center 
Road 

133 20-42   c. 1940 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District The Quilt Patch. 1-story, clapboarded, 
flat-roof commercial building with 
parapet and porch; old-in-form only 

Bedford Center 
Road 

137 20-41   1935 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #64) 

Undistinguished 1.5-story, 2-bay, 
shingled bungalow with shed-roof 
dormer and enclosed porch; detached 
garage 

Bedford Center 
Road 

  13-65   c.1930 Contributing (Photograph #19) This .10-acre lot contains a small 1-story, 
hipped-roof, clapboarded pump house 
within a stonewall enclosure. Possibly 
associated with the town's original 
firehouse, located on the adjacent lot 
behind the town hall 

Bell Hill Road 11 20-6   c. 1900 Contributing (Photograph #49) 1-story, 3-bay, clapboarded cape house 
with connected small barn on split 
granite foundation 

Bell Hill Road 13 20-5   1929 Contributing (Photograph #50) 2-story, 3-bay, clapboarded Colonial 
Revival-style house with attached 2-bay 
garage 

Bell Hill Road  15 20-4, 20-7   2013 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #65) The Village Common. A modern 
landscaped park (former agricultural 
field) with parking lot, gazebo, trails and 
pond 

Briar Road 4 20-89-2 BED0038 1961 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 10-bay ranch house 

Briar Road 5 20-89-5   1970 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story Colonial Revival house 

Briar Road 9 20-89-6   1959 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Split-level ranch house with outbuilding 

Briar Road 10 20-89-4   1960 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #66) 

2-story Colonial Revival house with 
attached garage 
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Briar Road 12 20-91-5   1993 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #67) 

Modern Colonial Revival house with 
attached garage 

Bridge No. 
128/119, N. 
Amherst Road 
over Riddle 
Brook 

      1930 Contributing (Photograph #33) Concrete arch with 16 ft.-8 in. span and 
22 ft. width. Built as a state-aid project in 
1930 

Bridge No. 
130/117, 
Wallace Road 
over Riddle 
Brook 

      1979 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #68) Corrugated-metal pipe culvert with stone 
headwalls, built in 1979 and repaired in 
2011; gunite applied to headwalls 

Burleigh 
Terrace 

3 14-50-2   1986 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #69) 

large 2.5-story brick contemporary 
house, asymmetrically massed with 
Elizabethan influences; located in 
subdivision on cul de sac 

Burleigh 
Terrace 

7 14-50-4   1986 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, 5-bay, brick, contemporary 
Colonial Revival house on cul de sac 

Buttonwood 
Road 

3 13-45-10   1973 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, hipped roof contemporary house 
in subdivision 

Chandler Road 1 13-46   1979 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #70) 1.5-story contemporary cape house set 
well back in woods and not visible from 
the road 

Chandler Road 14 14-5   1957 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 5-bay, cape house with 
clapboarded front wall and brick end 
walls, attached 2-car garage. Choice of 
brick gable ends probably based on 
"Brick Ends," see 27 Bedford Center 
Road 

Chandler Road 15 14-2-1   1973 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #71) 

1.5-story, 'mock' Tudor Revival-style 
house 
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Church Road 3 14-52   1898 Contributing (Photograph #15) John F. Gove House. 2.5-story, 3-bay, 
clapboarded, cross-gabled Queen Anne-
style house with three-story tower with 
pyramidal roof; a fine example featuring 
typical Queen Anne details of multiple 
roof lines, varied window patterns, bay 
windows, first and second story porches, 
and millwork. One of the few examples 
of Victorian architecture in the district 

Church Road 4 20-107 National 
Register 
Listed 
(2007) 

1832, 1870, 1894, 1951 Contributing (Photograph #6) Bedford Presbyterian Church. A fine 
example of a Federal-style church with 
three-stage bell tower; the Classical 
Revival portico was added in 1894. To 
the rear of the church is the 1870 
vestry/parish house, which was originally 
located across the street, and moved to 
the site in 1951 

Church Road 14 20-55   1907 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5 story, gabled vernacular frame house, 
converted to multi-family apartment. 
Old-in-form only, no visible historic 
fabric 

Church Road 22 20-59   2006 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District New Colonial Revival house 

Church Road 23 14-53   c. 1950 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story, 5-bay, clapboarded, hipped-roof, 
Colonial Revival with two large brick 
chimneys; 12/12 windows, paneled door 
with multipane transom and sidelights; 1-
story sunroom addition and attached 
garage; modern stable 

Church Road 24 20-59-1   2006 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District New Colonial Revival house 

Church Road 28 20-59-2   2006 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District New Colonial Revival house 
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Church Road 30 20-62   1957 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #72) 

2-story Colonial Revival-style, 3-bay, 
side-gabled brick-faced house with 1-
story ell and attached 2-bay garage 

Church Road 31 14-54   1954 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house 

Church Road 34 20-63   1947, c. 1975 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story shingled ranch house with 
contemporary addition and attached 2-car 
garage 

Church Road 35 14-55   1979 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story Colonial Revival-style house set 
well back from road on wooded lot 

Church Road 37 14-56   1976 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story contemporary-style house set 
well back from road on heavily wooded 
lot 

Church Road 40 20-64-8   1978 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story contemporary-style house 

Church Road 42 20-64-7   1948 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2.5-story, 3-bay, clapboarded Colonial 
Revival house with attached 1-story 
sunroom, side ell and 2-bay garage 

Church Road 43 14-58   1955 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house with attached 2-bay 
garage; modern shed to rear on lot 14-60 

Church Road 44 20-64-6   1948 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story cape house with rear deck; 2 
modern detached outbuildings to rear 

Church Road 48 20-64-5   1958 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story cape house with attached 2-bay 
garage 
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Church Road 49 14-59   c. 1810 Contributing (Photograph #37) William Riddle Jr. House. 2.5-story, 5-
bay, clapboarded, side-gabled, Federal-
style house. Gabled open-pedimented 
dormers, dentiled cornice, 6/6 windows, 
pedimented door with 6-light transom; 
rear ell and connected workshop and 
small barn with cupola 

Church Road   14-26   1799, 1847, 1893, 1907 Contributing (Photograph #17) Bedford Center Cemetery. Original half-
acre lot donated by Isaac Riddle in 1799; 
another half-acre acquired in 1847; 
significant improvements made in 1893, 
including construction of stone walls, 
gates, paths, plantings, and windmill 
(non-extant); receiving tomb constructed 
in 1907; one-story, front-gabled 
maintenance house near cemetery 
entrance on Church Road 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

2 13-11 BED0034 c. 1928 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Frederick W. & Thyra French House. 
1.5-story, 3-bay Craftsman bungalow 
with detached garage 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

3 13-53 BED0035 c. 1966 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story, 3-bay, gabled Colonial Revival-
house oriented to NH Route 101 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

4 13-11-1   2005 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story, 5-bay, clapboarded, gabled 
contemporary Colonial Revival house 
with attached garage; set back from road 
on hill 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

8 13-10   1955 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 4-bay, clapboarded cape house 
on hill overlooking road; detached garage 
adjacent to driveway 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

12 13-9   1988 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District large, 2.5-story, 5-bay, contemporary 
Colonial Revival with attached 2-car 
garage on lot overlooking road 
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Liberty Hill 
Road 

20 13-8   c. 1920 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, 2-bay, shingled bungalow with 
enclosed porch and shed-roof dormer; 1-
story kitchen ell, attached 
garage/workshop; detached small barn 
and modern 2-bay garage 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

25 13-54   c. 1930 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 6-bay, clapboarded, cross-gabled 
vernacular frame dwelling; 1/1 vinyl 
windows, no distinguishing 
characteristics. Probably was originally 
3-bay with a large addition nearly 
doubling in size 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

28 13-8-1   1987 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story, vertical board-sided, gabled 
contemporary "A frame" type house 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

42 21-30   1970 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 4-bay cape house with ell and 2-
bay attached garage 

Liberty Hill 
Road 

43 21-44-3   1978 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 4-bay cape house with attached 
garage and additions 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

3 20-1   1996 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #73) Bedford Town Library. This modern 
library in the Colonial Revival style was 
built in 1996 to replace an earlier library 
building, a former shoe shop known as 
the "little green house," which was 
moved to the town office lot on N. 
Amherst Road for the use of the Bedford 
Historical Society. To the rear of the 
library is a cape-style house, built in 
1846, by Oliver L. Kendall, a shoemaker, 
and now used as the headquarters of the 
Craftworkers' Guild. It was originally 
located where the library is today 
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Meetinghouse 
Road 

7 21-61 BED0027 c.1840-44, c. 1918 Contributing (Photograph #51) Merrill-Barnard House. 2-story, 5-bay 
vernacular house with late Victorian 
porch façade and bay windows added. 
Connected barn. Detached outbuilding 
dates c. 1918.  

Meetinghouse 
Road 

10 13-67 National 
Register 
Listed 
(1984); 
BED0029 

1910, 1928, 1964 Contributing (Photographs #5, #8 and #18) Bedford Town Hall. This handsome 
Greek Revival-style town hall, the 
historic center of Bedford town 
government, was built in 1910 to a 
design by Manchester architect T. R. 
Witcher. It was built to replace an earlier 
town hall that burned. The 2-story, 3-bay, 
clapboarded building is fronted by a full-
height portico. A small 2-story building 
to the rear (east) of the town hall was a 
small horse barn moved to the site in 
1928 to serve as a fire station and later as 
the police station; a one-story, 4-bay 
brick firehouse, which now serves as the 
community television office,  was added 
in 1964 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

11 21-60 BED0026 c. 1827 Contributing (Photograph #52) 1-story, 3-bay cape house with rear ell. 
Connected barn was relocated and 
attached to the house in the late 20th 
century. 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

21 21-47-42   2002 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 5-bay frame contemporary set 
back from road with pond in front yard 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

25 21-46   1981 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story raised ranch house with outside 
deck, set well back from road 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

33 21-45-1   1961 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house with attached 2-bay 
garage and 2-story addition 
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Meetinghouse 
Road 

34 21-43 BED0028 c.1750, 1971 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District House moved to this site in 1971 from 
the McGaw homestead in Merrimack. 
Original date of construction is 
speculative due to relocation and 
reconstruction. At time of salvage, it was 
part of a rear ell of a connected farm. 
Probably the house was built in the mid-
18th century based on framing and 
salvaged materials. Relocated house 
would not contribute to historic district 
due to false sense of setting and 
questions of integrity. 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

41 21-44-1   1994 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, 7-bay contemporary house 
with full-width porch and attached 3-bay 
garage 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

50 21-42   1828 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Stephen French, Jr. House. 2-story, 5-
bay, hipped roof, brick, Federal-style 
house; 9/9 windows with stone lintels, 
Federal-style paneled door with 
sidelights and fanlight transom, interior 
brick chimneys; connected farmhouse 
with kitchen, back house, small barn and 
large barn. Excellent example of its type, 
but no longer retains farmland or 
integrity of setting; non-contiguous to 
and distant from potential Bedford 
Center HD and too many intervening 
intrusions to be considered a contributing 
resource. It may merit individual 
eligibility 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

54 13-7-1   2006 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story brick post-modern house, set 
well back from road 

Meetinghouse 
Road 

58 13-6-10   1965 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house 
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Ministerial 
Road 

11 14-9   1988 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #74) 1-story clapboarded contemporary cape 
house with attached 3-car garage; 
landscaping includes pond 

Ministerial 
Road 

12 14-51   c. 1826 Contributing (Photograph #47) Nathan Kendall House. 1.5-story, 3-bay, 
clapboarded cape house with two gabled 
dormers, 9/6 windows, connected ell and 
small barn converted to garage. Bedford 
Men's Club used it as meeting house 
from 1932 to 1946. Porch was removed 
and dormers added in late 1940s 

Ministerial 
Road 

19 14-6   1912 Contributing (Photograph #48) Bedford Village Morning School. This 
private preschool/grade school 
incorporates a c. 1912 Colonial Revival 
house, set well back from the road. The 
house is a 5-bay cape with ell and 
connected garage.  The school is located 
in a one-story clapboarded Colonial 
Revival building with stone foundation, 
which has the appearance of being on the 
former location of a barn based on the 
stone ramps. The school was established 
in 1976. This 7-acre property extends 
eastward to Bedford Center Road. At the 
northeast corner of Chandler Road and 
Bedford Center Road is an old stone 
watering trough 

Ministerial 
Road 

25 14-4   1966 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story brick contemporary house with 
attached garage; may be a heavily 
remodeled cape from the mid-1960s 

Ministerial 
Road 

35 14-3   1932 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, 3-bay cape house with ell and 
attached garage 

Ministerial 
Road 

40 14-49   1957 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house, not visible from the 
road. Set well back on a high wooded hill 
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N Amherst 
Road 

15 20-57   c. 1940 Contributing (Photograph #39) Wagon Wheel Store. 2-story, 4-bay, 
clapboarded frame commercial building. 
Variety of uses over the years including 
general merchandise, ice-cream parlor, 
and restaurant. Currently occupied by 
Dachowski Photography/Sullivan 
Framing. 1-story storefront has been 
greatly altered. Parapet (false front) at 
roof line features a distinctive wood-
patterned fan. Recommended 
contributing under Criterion A only due 
to architectural changes. 

N Amherst 
Road 

18 20-46   1921, 1938 Contributing (Photograph #20) Stevens Buswell School.  Built in 1921 
as a consolidated grade school; 1-story 
with raised basement, 3-bay, 
clapboarded, hipped-roof, standard 
school; four-part 6/6 windows; portico 
with Ionic-columns added in 1938 

N Amherst 
Road 

19 20-56   c. 1830 Contributing (Photograph #38) Albert C. Hill House.  1-story, 5-bay, 
clapboarded, vernacular cape house; 
molded cornice, plain frieze and corner 
boards indicate Greek Revival 
influences; paneled door with multipane 
sidelights and transom; Victorian-era 
hood over door with scrolled brackets, 
split-granite foundation; rear additions 
appear to incorporate earlier outbuilding 
that has been converted to residential 
space. Hill was a blacksmith 
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N Amherst 
Road 

24 20-95   1987 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #21) This lot is dominated by Bedford's 
modern town office building in the 
Colonial Revival taste. Also located on 
the lot is a grouping two 19th-century 
historic buildings -- the c. 1800 No. 7 
Schoolhouse and the c. 1850 Kendall 
Shoe Shop -- now serving as the offices 
and museum of the Bedford Historical 
Society. Since these buildings were 
relocated to this site and are an artificial 
grouping, they are not considering 
contributing to the historic district 

N Amherst 
Road 

29 20-60   c. 1879 Contributing (Photograph #40) 2-story, clapboarded gable-front and 
wing, connected vernacular farmhouse 
with kitchen ell, workshop and small 
gabled banked barn; brick interior 
chimney, 2/2 windows, bay window 
added to front 

N Amherst 
Road 

33 20-61   2011 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #75) New Colonial Revival house 

N Amherst 
Road 

36 20-52   1982 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #76) 1-story cape house with attached garage 

N Amherst 
Road 

37 20-65   1935 Contributing (Photograph #42) small, 1-story, 3-bay, cape house with 
paired 6/6 windows; attached garage with 
salt-box shaped roofline 

N Amherst 
Road 

41 20-64-4   1987 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #77) 1-story, 5-bay, gambrel-roofed cape 
house with attached 2-bay garage; set 
back from road 

N Amherst 
Road 

42 20-96-1   1985 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #78) 1-story, 5-bay cape house with attached 
2-bay garage 

N Amherst 
Road 

45 20-64-3   1946 Contributing (Photograph #43) 1-story, 3-bay cape house with 8/8 
windows; detached 2-bay garage 
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N Amherst 
Road 

46 20-96-2   c. 1875 Contributing (Photograph #41) George W. Goffe House.  1.5-story, 3-
bay, clapboarded, cross-gabled, 
vernacular ell-plan house; 6/6 windows; 
2-story garage addition; outbuilding. 
Goffe was a storekeeper 

N Amherst 
Road 

49 20-64-2   1957 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #79) 1-story ranch house 

N Amherst 
Road 

50 20-51   1972 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #80) 1-story brick-faced ranch house with 
raised basement 

N Amherst 
Road 

51 20-64-1   1965 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #81) 1-story ranch house with attached garage 

N Amherst 
Road 

52 20-49   c. 1860 Contributing (Photograph #31) Stephen Damon House.  2-story, 2-bay, 
clapboarded vernacular frame house with 
one-story ell; replacement windows, 
paneled Federal-style door with broken 
pediment. Damon operated the nearby 
sawmill. Property may include the site of 
a mid-18th-c. blockhouse associated with 
Gawe Riddle, an early settler 

N. Amherst 
Road 

60 20-87-1   c. 1910 Contributing (Photograph #34) 2.5-story, clapboarded, Colonial Revival 
four-square with hipped roof, 2/1 
windows, rear ell, connected small barn, 
and detached modern garage. Decorative 
elements included finial at roof peak, 
bracketed eaves, porch with paired 
Doric-order columns on paneled bases 

N. Amherst 
Road 

62 20-85   1958 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #82) 1.5-story cape house 
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N. Amherst 
Road 

64 20-84   c. 1770 Contributing (Photograph #29) John Riddle House. Late-18th-c. 1-story, 
4-bay, clapboarded cape with center 
chimney, 6/6 or 12/12 windows, and rear 
ell. Detached frame barn. Riddle was a 
millwright, carpenter and farmer 

N. Amherst 
Road 

  20-103   1809 Contributing (Photograph #32) Bedford Town Pound; dry-laid fieldstone 
enclosure in use from 1809 to 1879. 
Rehabilitated in 2006 

N. Amherst 
Road 

56 20-86   1969 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #83) 1.5-story cape house 

NH Route 101 111 13-68   1979 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #84) 2-story, clapboarded, Colonial Revival-
style office complex; currently vacant 

NH Route 101 137 20-8   1979 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Mobil Gas Station 

Olde Bedford 
Way 

2 13-41 BED0036, 
BED0004 

c. 1810, c.1820, c.1880 Contributing (Photograph #22) Gordon-Woodbury Farm, now Bedford 
Village Inn. Building complex consists 
of c. 1810 Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse 
and c. 1880 large dairy barn, plus a c. 
1920 garage.  All three buildings have 
been altered, although house retains an 
original façade. The property anchors the 
northeast end of the proposed historic 
district. The c. 1820 Korkin House was 
moved to this property in 2003. It is an 
intact example of a 2-story, 5-bay center 
entry house with very good integrity of 
design and materials. Its original location 
was approximately 500 feet to the north 
on Olde Bedford Way. 

Pinecrest Drive 1 21-47-39   1994 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 3-bay cape house 

Pinecrest Drive 4 21-47-2   1980 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, 5-bay, hipped-roof brick 
contemporary house with attached garage 
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Pinecrest Drive 64 20-10-33   1996 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story, 5-bay Colonial Revival house 

Pinecrest Drive 68 20-10-35   1996 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 
(Photograph #85) 

1-story, 3-bay cape house 

Pinecrest Drive 75 21-47-38   1993 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 3-bay ranch house 

Pinewood 
Terrace 

4 21-45-4   1961 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 4-bay raised ranch house with 
two-bay garage 

Riddle Drive 2 14-50-15   2000 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1.5-story, brick contemporary cape house 
in subdivision 

SW Corner of 
N. Amherst and 
Wallace Roads 

  20-102   c. 1800 Contributing (Photograph #30) Stone ruins of Riddle/Damon Sawmill, 
Dam and Waterpower System on Riddle 
Brook 

Wallace Road 209 20-39   1975 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District One-story commercial strip mall oriented 
to NH Route 101 

Wallace Road 266 20-91-4 BED0062 c.1840, c.1913 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Heavily altered mid-19th-century 
farmhouse; underwent conversion to 
Dutch Colonial Revival, c. 1913 

Wallace Road 272 20-90   1970 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house with below-grade 
garage 

Wallace Road 278 20-89-1 BED0037 c. 1956 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story, 4-bay raised ranch house 

Wallace Road 282 20-88   1960 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house with below-grade 
garage 

Wallace Road 286 20-87-3   1983 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 1-story ranch house 

Wallace Road 287 20-47   1985 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District Modern 1-story cape house with rear 
deck and below-grade garage 
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Wallace Road 290 20-87-2   1985 Outside Boundaries of NR Historic District 2-story modern house with below-grade 
garage 

Wallace Road 291 20-48   1948 Contributing (Photograph #35) 1-story frame bungalow with hipped roof 
and vertical-board siding 

Wallace Road 311 20-66   1952 Non-Contributing due to age (Photograph #86) 1-story, 6-bay, shingled ranch house with 
attached 2-bay garage 

Wallace Road 316 14-67   c. 1780 Contributing (Photograph #36) William Riddle House. 2-story, 5-bay, 
clapboarded, hipped roof, Federal-style 
center-hall house. Boxed cornice, corner 
boards, 6/6 windows, and Palladian-style 
door surround with entablature. Rear el 
and connected barn.  Excellent example 
of late-18th/early 19th c. house type 
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Figure 1. Bedford Center from Bell Hill, Looking Northwest. Circa 1900. Source: Bedford His-
torical Society (1972), frontispiece.

Figure 2.  Bedford Center, Looking Southwest from Bedford Presbyterian Church. Circa 1925. 
Source: Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 291.
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Figure 3. Detail of Town of Bedford from J. Chace Jr., Map of Hillsboro[sic] County, New 
Hampshire from Actual Surveys (Boston, MA: Smith Mason & Co., 1858).
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Figure 4. Detail of Bedford Center from J. Chace Jr., 
Map of Hillsboro[sic] County, New Hampshire from 
Actual Surveys (Boston, MA: Smith Mason & Co., 
1858).
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Figure 5. Detail of Town of Bedford from D. H. Hurd & Co., Town and City Atlas of the State of 
New Hampshire, Compiled from Government Surveys, County Records and Personal Investiga-
tions (Boston, Mass., 1892).
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Photo 1 description:  General view of six-way crossroad from Bedford Presbyterian Church  
Roll:  D4   Frame: 086 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 2 description: View of Church Road and Wallace Road intersection 
Roll: D4  Frame: 103  Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 3 description:  Landscape view from near Bedford Presbyterian Church   
Roll:  D4   Frame: 083 Direction:  SW Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 4 description: Typical stone wall, Bedford Center Road, near Liberty Hill Road intersection 
Roll:  D4  Frame: 044  Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 5 description:  Bedford Town Hall (10 Meetinghouse Rd.), World War I Memorial in foreground 
Roll:  D1   Frame: 170 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 6 description: Bedford Presbyterian Church (4 Church Road) 
Roll:  D4  Frame: 089  Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 7 description:  Bedford Center Road and Meetinghouse Road Intersection from Town Hall  
Roll:  D4   Frame: 077 Direction:   SW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 8 description: Town Clock with Isaac Riddle House in background (Bedford Center Road) 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 164 Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 9 description: World War I Memorial Plaque, Bedford Center Road in front of Town Hall  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 173 Direction:   SE   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 10 description:  Rev. John Houston House, 86 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 141 Direction:   S   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.   
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 Photo 11 description: Isaac Riddle House, 81 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 162  Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 12 description:  John Houston, Jr. House, 69 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D1  Frame: 182 Direction:   NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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 Photo 13 description: Thomas Kendall House, 76 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 167  Direction:  S  Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 14 description:  The Parsonage, 73 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D1  Frame: 166 Direction:   N   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 15 description: John F. Gove House, 3 Church Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 154  Direction:  N   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 16 description: 62 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D3   Frame: 043 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 17 description:  Bedford Center Cemetery, Church Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 105 Direction:   NE   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 

 
Photo 18 description: Side elevation of town Hall (10 Meeting House Rd.) with Firehouse (right)  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 196  Direction:   N   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 19 description: Pump house adjacent to Bedford Town Hall and Firehouse  

Roll: D3   Frame: 041 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 

 
Photo 20 description: Stevens-Buswell School, 18 North Amherst Road 
Roll: D1  Frame: 134  Direction: SW   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc.
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Photo 21 description:  Bedford Historical Society Buildings (Little Green House/School #7)  
Roll: D1   Frame: 128 Direction:   S   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 22 description: Gordon-Woodbury House (Bedford Village Inn), 2 Olde Bedford Way 
Roll:  D4  Frame: 097  Direction: SW   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 23 description:  Leonard and Daniel French House (Brick Ends), 27 Bedford Center Road  
Roll: D4   Frame: 006 Direction:   N   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 24 description: Frederick F. French House, 24-26 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D2  Frame: 101  Direction:  W   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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 Photo 25 description:  14 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D2   Frame: 111 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 26 description: 1 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D4  Frame: 001  Direction:  N   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc.
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Photo 27 description:  20 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D2   Frame: 106 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 28 description: 30 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D2  Frame: 093  Direction: E  Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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 Photo 29 description:  John Riddle House, 64 North Amherst Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 047 Direction:   W  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 30 description: Riddle/Damon Sawmill Ruins at Southwest Corner of Wallace and N. Amherst  
Roll:  D1 Frame: 059  Direction: S   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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 Photo 31 description:  Stephen Damon House, 52 North Amherst Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 107 Direction:   S   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 32 description: Bedford Town Pound 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 052  Direction: NE   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 33 description:  Concrete Arch Bridge, North Amherst Road over Riddle Brook  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 057 Direction:   SW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 34 description: 60 North Amherst Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 042  Direction: SW   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 35 description:  291 Wallace Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 036 Direction:   NE  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 36 description:  William Riddle House, 316 Wallace Road  
Roll: D1   Frame: 062 Direction:   NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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Photo 37 description: William Riddle, Jr. House, 49 Church Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 068  Direction:  N   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 38 description:  Albert C. Hill House, 19 North Amherst Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 132 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 39 description: Wagon Wheel Store, 15 North Amherst Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 137  Direction: NE   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 40 description:  29 North Amherst Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 124 Direction:   N   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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 Photo 41 description: 46 North Amherst Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 112  Direction: SE   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 42 description:  37 North Amherst Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 121 Direction:   N   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.
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 Photo 43 description: 45 North Amherst Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 113  Direction:  N   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 44 description:  98 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D1   Frame: 140 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 45 description: 115 Bedford Center Road 
Roll:  D2  Frame: 040  Direction:  N   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 46 description:  125 Bedford Center Road  
Roll:  D2   Frame: 037 Direction:   W   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 47 description: Nathan Kendall House, 12 Ministerial Road 
Roll:  D3  Frame: 055  Direction: NW   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 48 description:  19 Ministerial Road  
Roll:  D3  Frame: 058  Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 49 description: 11 Bell Hill Road 
Roll:  D3  Frame: 036  Direction:  E   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 50 description:  13 Bell Hill Road  
Roll:  D3   Frame: 038 Direction:   E   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 51 description: 7 Meetinghouse Road 
Roll:  D1  Frame: 186  Direction:  S   Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored:  Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 52 description:  11 Meetinghouse Road  
Roll:  D1  Frame: 191 Direction:   SE   Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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 Photo 53 description: View of historic district from Pinecrest Drive 
Roll: D4  Frame:  033  Direction: NW Date taken: Dec. 2013 Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 54 description:   3 Bedford Center Road        
Roll:  D4   Frame: 002 Direction:  NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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Photo 55 description:  5 Bedford Center Road        
Roll:  D4  Frame: 003 Direction:  NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 56 description:  9 Bedford Center Road      
Roll:  D4   Frame: 004 Direction:  NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc.  
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Photo 57 description:   50 Bedford Center Road       
Roll: D3 Frame: 049 Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 58 description:  54 Bedford Center Road     
Roll: D3 Frame: 047 Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 59 description:   55 Bedford Center Road       
Roll: D3 Frame: 048  Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 60 description:  58  Bedford Center Road     
Roll: D3 Frame: 045  Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 61 description:  59  Bedford Center Road     
Roll: D3 Frame: 046  Direction:  W  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 62 description:  63 Bedford Center Road     
Roll: D3 Frame: 044  Direction:  W  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 63 description:   99 Bedford Center Road        
Roll: D1 Frame: 139  Direction:  NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 64 description:  137 Bedford Center Road     
Roll: D2 Frame: 030  Direction:  NW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 65 description:  The Village Common, 15 Bell Hill Road      
Roll: D3 Frame: 031  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 66 description:  10 Briar Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 026  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 67 description:   12 Briar Road        
Roll: D1 Frame: 018  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 68 description:  Bridge No. 130/117, Wallace Road over Middle Brook   
Roll: D1 Frame: 060  Direction:  SE  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 69 description:   3 Burleigh Terrace        
Roll: D3 Frame: 064  Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 70 description:  1 Chandler Road (inaccessible from right of way)   
Roll: D4 Frame: 012  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 71 description:    15 Chandler Road       
Roll: D4 Frame: 016  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 72 description:  30 Church Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 085  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 73 description:   Bedford Town Library, 3 Meetinghouse Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 179  Direction:  SW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 74 description:  11 Ministerial Road     
Roll: D3 Frame: 053  Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 75 description:    33 North Amherst Road      
Roll: D1 Frame: 123  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 76 description:  36 North Amherst Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 122  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 77 description:   41 North Amherst Road       
Roll: D1 Frame: 117  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 78 description:  42 North Amherst Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 120  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 79 description:   49 North Amherst Road       
Roll: D1 Frame: 110  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 80 description: 50 North Amherst Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 109  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 81 description:   51 North Amherst Road       
Roll: D1 Frame: 108  Direction:  S  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 82 description:  62 North Amherst Road     
Roll: D1 Frame: 045  Direction:  W  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 83 description:   56 North Amherst Road       
Roll: D1 Frame: 046  Direction:  E  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 84 description:  111 NH Route 101     
Roll: D4 Frame: 030  Direction:  SW  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Photo 85 description:   68 Pinecrest Drive        
Roll: D3 Frame: 013  Direction:  N  Date taken:  Dec. 2013  Negative stored: Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 86 description:  311 Wallace Road     
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area   Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 11 Meetinghouse Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County  Hillsborough    

6. Current owner Meetinghouse Road, LLC  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

  Agriculture – Farm     

Architectural Information 

9. Style Cape       

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1827     

13. Source  History of Bedford, N.H. 1737-1971 (1972) 

14. Alterations, with dates Barn demolished c.1937  

  Additions to house c. 1960;    

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Stone     

17. Cladding   Clapboard     

18. Roof material Asphalt Shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date: c. 1990  

Site Features 

25. Setting Small town or village center  

         

26. Outbuildings Connected barn relocated to property  

(c.1976)       

27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage 0.74      

29. Tax map/parcel # 21-60     

30 UTM reference  19T 294864E 4757927N  

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:2400  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger, & Alison Haley, Historians  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 008608   

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: SW    

36. Date 12/12/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D1 191     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
Town histories date the original development of the property at 11 Meetinghouse Road to 1792, though a second-quarter 
of the 19th century date is more likely.  The first known occupant of the house was the widow of Alfred Foster.  Alfred 
served as the Bedford Town Clerk from 1818 through his death in 1827.1  There is no known documentation of his 
residing on this site, so it is possible the house was constructed for his widow Hannah Greeley Merrill after his death.   
Foster’s lot was located at Bedford Center approximately 300 feet southeast of Town Hall (BED0029) and thus was a 
prime central location within the developing town landscape, convenient for a widow living on her own. Hannah remarried 
in 1837, about the time William Boynton acquired the property.  Throughout the 19th century, the property changed hands 
numerous times.  After William Boynton, Joseph Marshall, a shoemaker, owned the land.  His name appears on the 1844 
Map of the Town of Bedford.2  The house’s proximity to Bedford Center may have been advantageous for the commercial 
aspirations of a shoemaker, though there is no definitive evidence Marshall was operating his shop from the property.  He 
would have had competition, however, from the best-known shop in town, that of Oliver and Charles Kendall.3  The 
Kendall shop was in an even more central location down the road just across from the Baptist Meeting House where 
Bedford Center Road meets Meetinghouse Road.  On an 1858 map, David Cheney’s name is associated with the 
property.4  Dr. William W. Wilkins resided here after Cheney, then Gardner Nevins, with David Swett being the last 
occupant during the 19th century.  Sometime during the mid-19th century, a two-story, two-bay ell was added to the 
southwest corner of the house.  Though there was a barn on the premises, it is unlikely that the property operated as a 
large-scale farm.  The adjacent house to the west was associated with the Barnard farm, which extended southeast 
behind the 11 Meetinghouse Road property.   
 
David Swett’s name appears with the property on an 1892 Atlas of the State of New Hampshire.5   He was at least 
conducting some small-scale farming on the property because his listed occupation was “farmer” on the 1900 population 
schedule for the Town of Bedford.6  Shortly after his death in 1901, Swett’s widow, Margaret, sold the property to John 
and Mandana Roby.7 John Roby, a Civil War veteran, was already in his sixties when he and Mandana moved to 11 
Meetinghouse Road. 8  He lived in the house until his death in 1906 and his widow remained in the house until her death 
in 1924.  In 1925, Mary A. Gove acquired the property, followed by Perham Parker.  The property was transferred to 
Parker’s daughter, Rhoda DeNicola in 1937.  Rhoda was responsible for demolishing the original detached barn that was 
located immediately northeast of the house.  A local history of Bedford also credits her with making renovations to the 
house, but the details of these renovations are undocumented.9  In 1946, DeNicola sold the house to Eugene Jr. and 
Anna Van Loan.  About this time the suburbanization of Bedford began to be reflected in the surrounding landscape.  The 
most significant impact on the setting of this property was the construction of the NH Route 101 bypass in the early 1950s 
along the southeast edge of the 11 Meetinghouse Road lot.   Further evidence of the shift from small farming to 
suburbanization comes with the changes made to the property during the mid-20th century.  In addition to DeNicola’s 
removal of the barn, the Van Loans built an addition to the rear of the house and installed an in-ground pool in the rear 
yard (circa 1960).  They sold to Gary M. Perkins around 1970, who then sold to the current owner, Ryk R. Bullock in 1976.  
Bullock transferred the property to his Meetinghouse Road Limited Liability Corporation in 1999.10  Sometime between 
1976 and 1998, a 19th-century barn was moved to the site and connected to the northeast corner of the original house, 
completing the building configuration as it stands today. 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51.  Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, c. 1850-present 
 

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New-Hampshire, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundredth Anniversary of  the Town, May 
19th, 1850, (Boston:  Alfred Mudge, 1851), p. 220-221. 
2 B.F. Wallace, Map of the Town of Bedford, N.H., (Bedford New Hampshire:  On file, Bedford Historical Society, 1844). 
3 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), p. 334. 
4 J. Chace, Jr., Map of Hillsboro Co., New Hampshire, (Boston:  Smith, Mason & Co., 1858), p. 25. 
5 Town and City Atlas of the State of New Hampshire, (Boston:  D.H. Hurd & Co., 1892). 
6 Ancestry.com, 1900 United States Federal Census [database on-line], (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2004). 
7Hillsborough County Deed Book 610 (1902), p. 142. 
8 National Archives and Records Administration, U.S., Civil War Pension Index: General Index to Pension Files, 1861-1934 [database on-line]. (Provo, 
UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2000). 
9 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), p. 459. 
10 Hillsborough County Deed Book 1112 (1946), p. 349; Book 1932 (1967), p. 351; Book 2474 (1976), p. 809; Book 6048 (1999), p. 1981. 
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43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 11 Meetinghouse Road contains a circa 1827 cape dwelling with a mid-19th-century connected ell and a 
19th-century barn relocated to this site during the last quarter of the 20th century (Photograph #1).   The house is oriented 
north and is set back approximately 35 feet from the south edge of Meetinghouse Road, about 300 feet from its 
intersection with NH Route 101.  The tax parcel extends to the east to the frontage of NH Route 101.  Bedford Town Hall 
and the village center are located approximately 300 feet northwest of the house.   
 
The main house is a circa 1827 one-story, three-bay cape-form house sided with clapboards.  It is simple in design and 
has few ornamental details.  This building has a side-gabled roof sheathed in asphalt shingles and an off-center interior 
brick chimney.  Windows are circa 1990 vinyl 1/1 double-hung sash replacements.  The front entry is centrally located on 
the north façade and has a wood-paneled replacement door with an aluminum surround.  A gabled hood known to be 
above the door during the Roby’s tenure (1902-1924) has been removed and an electric light is in its place.  On the west 
elevation is a porch with a wooden shed roof supported by aluminum-clad posts. At the rear of the cape is an addition that 
first appears on historic aerials in 1965.11 
 
Connected to the southwest corner of the cape is a two-story, two-bay, mid-19th-century vernacular ell.  It has steeply 
pitched roofline, as compared to the cape, where the steep gable extends from a flat roof where the ell is connected to the 
main house.  A brick chimney is located off-center from the roofline.  Windows at the second story are vinyl 1/1 double 
hung sash replacements.  At the first story is a centrally located vinyl Chicago-style window.  At the rear (south) elevation 
of the ell is a late-20th-century perpendicular addition. 
 
Connected to the east elevation of the main house is a relocated, 19th-century, front-overhang, banked barn that has 
been significantly altered (Photograph #2).  It is roughly located on the site of the original barn that was removed circa 
1937, although the original barn was detached from the house.  The extant two-and-one-half-story, three-bay barn is 
oriented toward Meetinghouse Road, but has a pedestrian entry with a modern paneled door on the west elevation near 
the intersection with the main house.  Above this door is a small oriel window.  It is sided with clapboards and has wooden 
cornerboards.  The front-gabled roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles and has modern skylights.  At the gable peak is a 
wooden pulley hitch, but the pulley mechanism is missing.  Windows on the front elevation are wooden 1/1 double hung 
sash excepting a fixed, arched window under the gable at the attic story.  A set of paired windows and clapboarding infill a 
barn-door opening at the second story of the north elevation.  Below the overhang on the front elevation are three garage 
bays with vertical board doors.  Fenestration on the east elevation is irregular with either single or paired wooden double-
hung sash at the second-story and a large wooden multipane window at the first story (Photograph #3).  Above half of the 
first story is a pent roof.  Below the pent roof is a garage bay with a paneled wooden door.  The entry on the east 
elevation is a modern infill with a paneled door flanked by half-side lights and topped with a full transom.  The rear (south) 
elevation of the barn is punctuated by a large, arched, multipane window (Photograph #4). 
 
A granite stone wall surrounds much of the perimeter of the property.  A granite retaining wall lines the west edge of the 
driveway leading to the three garage bays of the barn.  At the rear of the house is an in-ground swimming pool installed 
circa 1960.   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This circa 1827 cape house at 11 Meetinghouse Road is located within the boundaries of the Bedford Center Historic 
District (described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing resource.  The property dates 
from the district’s period of significance and is related to the historic context of the development of a non-nucleated village 
center and its agricultural family farm base under Criteria A and C. The property represents a modest dwelling and small 
farm that was at various times owned by small-scale farmers, craftsmen or widows. The property is not individually 
distinguished, either architecturally, due to alterations, or for association with particular individuals or specific events, but it 
is contributing as part of the historic district’s settlement pattern and landscape development as described by the historic 
district area form. 
 
 

                                                           
11 “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,” NETR, LLC, accessed February 18, 2014, www.historicaerials.com. 
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45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the property is circa 1827 based on the original date of construction. The period of 
significance of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The property at 11 Meetinghouse Road retains integrity of setting, location, association and feeling to the period of 
significance of the Bedford Center Historic District. There has been some diminishment in the integrity of setting due to 
the loss of farmland, but this true throughout the district. The most significant diminishment is from the construction of the 
NH Route 101 bypass in the early 1950s. The cape house retains the essential form and fenestration pattern of its three-
bay façade and relationship to a mid-19th-century ell, but the late 20th-century barn addition is a significant impact on the 
integrity of design. The property also has diminished integrity of materials and workmanship with replacement doors and 
windows. Other than clapboarding, replacement exterior materials of the main house and ell are not in-kind. The relocated 
barn addition creates a false sense of history, although this is mitigated somewhat by being approximately on the location 
of a prior barn, which was detached not connected. Overall, the property retains sufficient integrity to contribute to the 
historic district but it is not individually significant. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 21-60 was surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. The highway along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the district. 
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Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
 
NR listed: individual _____ NR eligible:   NR Criteria: A  __X _ 
  within district _____  individual ____   B  _____ 
     within district    X      C  _ X  _ 
Integrity: yes    X     not eligible _____   D  _____ 
  no _____  more info needed _____   E  _____ 
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Date photos taken: December 12, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    2        Description:  View of the east and north elevations of the barn from Meetinghouse Road 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 193    Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    3       Description:  View of the east elevation of the barn 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13608 D1 194    Direction:   W 
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Photo #    4       Description:  View of the rear of the property from Pinecrest Drive (across NH Route 101) 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13608 D4 033    Direction:   NW 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper:  Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
  
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name  Merrill-Barnard House   

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 7 Meetinghouse Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Marie Elaine Tefft   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling;  

  Commerce/Trade – Business or office   

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

Architectural Information 

9. Style       

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1840-44    

13. Source   History of Bedford, N.H. 1737-1971 (1972)  

14. Alterations, with dates   Porch and bay windows  

  (c.1918)       

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Stucco      

17. Cladding   Clapboard     

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location One end, single interior   

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung; Bay    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date: c.1918  

Site Features 

25. Setting Small town or village center  

         

26. Outbuildings Office (c.1918)    

         

27. Landscape features Fences or fence posts; Foundation 

28. Acreage 1.73      

29. Tax map/parcel # 21-61    

30 UTM reference   19T 294805E 4757925N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013 

 

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: SE    

36. Date 12/12/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D1 187     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
The property at 7 Meetinghouse Road was first developed by Rufus Merrill in 1827.  Merrill’s lot was located at Bedford 
Center immediately south of Town Hall (BED0029) and thus was a prime central location within the developing town 
landscape.  In 1840, however, the original buildings on the property were destroyed by fire.  Shortly thereafter, the current 
house on the site was constructed. Daniel Barnard and his wife, Martha Riddle Barnard, purchased the property in 1844, 
by which time the dwelling house had been replaced.1  It is likely that when the farm buildings were reconstructed 
following the fire, the property owner seized the opportunity to follow a growing trend in New England farm complexes:  
the connected farm.  During the mid-19th century in New Hampshire, it was considered both stylish and practical to 
connect one’s farm buildings to form a spatial unification of the farm’s landscape.  Each section of the connected buildings 
had its purpose and allowed the small farmer to mix farming and home industry.  This signaled a shift toward a new social 
order and a commercially-oriented agricultural operation as opposed to a subsistence operation.2  The farm complex 
reconstructed after the fire at 7 Meetinghouse Road in 1844 followed the connected farm trend as it consisted of a center 
hall “big house” with a rear ell connected to a gable-end barn.  The associated farm fields spread out to the south away 
from the center of town. 
 
The location of the Barnard’s farm at Bedford Center allowed for both a successful farming operation as well as the 
convenience of participation in town life.  In 1844, David Barnard served as the Bedford town constable.3  The 1850 
population schedule for the Town of Bedford lists Daniel Barnard as a 47-year-old farmer residing with his wife, nine 
children ranging in age from 2 to 19, and his 78-year-old mother-in-law.4  Daniel’s name appears with this property on 
maps of Bedford Center in 1844 and again in 1858.5  The 1870 population schedule for the Town of Bedford lists real 
estate valued at $9,000.6    Following Daniel’s death in 1872, his eldest son, David R. Barnard became the head of 
household.  The 1880 population schedule for Bedford lists David as a 47-year-old farmer living with three of his siblings 
and a boarder. A large detached barn was added to the property, probably during David’s lifetime, and quite possibly 
associated with the growing importance dairying played in the local economy as Bedford came to supply milk to 
consumers in the City of Manchester. The barn was torn down between 1952 and 1965 but the stone foundation remains 
to the southeast of the house. David’s name appears with the property in the 1892 Atlas of the State of New Hampshire.7  
David died a single man at the age of 65 in 1897.8  The house was then left to David’s youngest brother, George F. 
Barnard, also a farmer, and eventually his widow, Sarah L. Barnard, at the time of George’s death in 1918.9   
 
The same year her husband died, Sarah Barnard sold the property to Martha F. Wiggin in 1918.  Martha served as the 
town clerk for 30 years, conducting the business of her post from her home, conveniently located across Meeting House 
Road from Town Hall.  Her husband, Ralph, farmed the land and served 13 terms as a representative to the General 
Court and one term as a New Hampshire state senator in 1948.  An early 1960s souvenir sketch map of the Town of 
Bedford identifies the house as the Town Clerk’s office.10 Upon Martha’s death in 1965, Ralph inherited the property.   
 
Three years later, Ralph Wiggin sold the house to William P. and Marie E. Nelson. In the middle decades of the 20th 
century, the Wiggins began to subdivide the farm and eventually stopped farming. The subdivision of the farm followed a 
downward trend in farming as Bedford became a bedroom suburb of Manchester during the mid-20th century.  In 1978, 
Marie became the sole owner of the house under her re-married name Marie E. Tefft.  In 2004, the property was 
transferred to a revocable trust in her name.11  According to a sign, the house is currently occupied by Bedford Center 
Antiques and the Law Offices of Stanton E. Tefft.   
 
  

                                                           
1 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), p. 459. 
2 Thomas C. Hubka, Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn:  The Connected Farm Buildings of New England, (Hanover, NH:  University Press of 
New England, 1984), p. 203. 
3 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New-Hampshire, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundredth Anniversary of  the Town, May 
19th, 1850, (Boston:  Alfred Mudge, 1851), p. 222. 
4 Ancestry.com, 1850 United States Federal Census [database on-line], (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2009). 
5 B.F. Wallace, Map of the Town of Bedford, N.H., (Bedford New Hampshire:  On file, Bedford Historical Society, 1844). 
6 Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census [database on-line], (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2009). 
7Town and City Atlas of the State of New Hampshire, (Boston:  D.H. Hurd & Co., 1892). 
8 Ancestry.com, New Hampshire, Death and Burial Records Index, 1654-1949 [database on-line] (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2011) 
9 Ibid, 1910 United States Federal Census [database on-line], (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2006). 
10 Bedford Historical Society, p. 455-56, 459. 
11 Hillsborough County Deed Book 761 (1918), p. 171; Book 1991 (1968), p. 61; Book 2638 (1978), p. 664; Book 7177 (2004), p. 1897. 
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42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51.  Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
107.  Local government, 1630-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, c. 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 7 Meetinghouse Road is reduced from a former 19th-century farm lot.  It consists of a circa 1840-44 main 
house with a contemporary connected ell and small barn or carriage house (Photograph #1).  Detached, and to the west 
of the barn, is a one-story office dating to circa 1918.  The house faces north and is set back approximately 30 feet from 
the south edge of Meetinghouse Road opposite Town Hall.  The house is located southeast of the intersection of 
Meetinghouse Road and Bedford Center Road, and is one of the buildings that define the village center.  The tax parcel 
has an irregular shape with a leg that extends eastward behind 11 Meetinghouse Road to the frontage of NH Route 101. 
This leg is a remnant of the large farm once associated with this property. The bypass, built from 1951-1953, has 
encroached upon the village feel. 
 
The circa 1840-44 main house is two stories by five bays and sided with clapboards and cornerboards (Photograph #2).  
The side-gabled roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles. There is an interior-end brick chimney at the east elevation.  It is 
likely that a chimney mirroring this one on the west elevation has been removed.  At the gable ends are wooden cornice 
returns.  The house had a makeover circa 1918 that resulted in replacement of the windows and a front porch addition. 
The second-story and side-elevation windows are wooden 2/1 double-hung sash with aluminum surrounds and decorative 
shutters. The first-story façade is in a late Victorian style with two bay windows flanking the central door and a three-sided 
porch all unified by a common aluminum-clad cornice. The center window of the bay windows is plate glass with a 5-light 
pattern in the upper quarter. The side windows are 1/1 double-hung sash. The porch has aluminum-clad posts and a 
modern slatted railing.  The front entry has a wood door with three-quarter plate-glass glazing, a wooden surround, 4-
pane sidelights, and a 7-pane transom.  Wooden pilasters flank the entry.  The foundation of the house has been 
stuccoed.  On the east elevation is a two-story projecting boxed bay with a flat roof (Photograph #3).   
 
Connected to the south elevation of the main house is a circa 1840-44 one-story, three-bay, gabled ell sided with 
clapboards; it likely originally functioned as the kitchen wing.  This ell has two off-center chimneys at the ridgeline.  On its 
west elevation is a shed roof porch supported by wooden posts (Photograph #1).   
 
Connected to the southwest corner of the ell is a circa 1840-44 two-story, three-bay, front-gabled barn sided with 
clapboards.  The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.  The barn has wooden cornice returns and wooden cornerboards to 
match the main house.  Windows on the front (north) elevation are wooden 2/1 double-hung sash.  Windows on the west 
elevation are original wooden 6/6 double hung sash.  Also on the west elevation are wooden 6-light clerestory hopper 
windows.  On the front (north) elevation of the barn is a single garage bay with a wooden vertical board door and a 
wooden surround.   
 
Detached from the other buildings on the property is a circa 1918 one-story, two-bay, asphalt-shingled, side-gabled office 
sided with clapboards (Photograph #4).  Like the house and barn, the office has wooden cornerboards, but it lacks the 
characteristic cornice returns of the other buildings.  Windows are wooden 6/6 double hung sash with aluminum surrounds 
and decorative shutters.  On the north elevation, a ramp leads to a wooden door with a wooden surround.  On the east 
elevation, concrete steps provide access to another entry with a metal storm door.   
 
The northwest yard is surrounded by a wooden split-rail fence.  At the southeast corner of the lot is the foundation of a 
now-demolished large barn.  This barn is evident in historic aerials of the property until 1965, and thus it was demolished 
sometime between 1952 and 1965.12 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
12 “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,” NETR, LLC, accessed February 18, 2014, www.historicaerials.com.  
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44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This circa 1840-44 connected New England farm at 7 Meetinghouse Road is located within the boundaries of the Bedford 
Center Historic District (described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing resource.  The 
property dates from the district’s period of significance and is related to the historic context of the development of a non-
nucleated village center and its agricultural family farm base under Criteria A and C. This property also was home and 
office to the town clerk for more than 30 years and thus has a direct association with the theme of local governance under 
Criterion A. The property is not individually distinguished, either architecturally, due to early 20th century alterations, or for 
association with particular individuals or specific events, but it is contributing as part of the historic district’s pattern of 
development and associated contexts. 
 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the property is circa 1840-44 based on the date of original construction and circa 
1918 based on modifications made to the façade and the addition of the office. The period of significance of the proposed 
Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The property at 7 Meetinghouse Road retains integrity of setting, location, association and feeling to the period of 
significance of the Bedford Center Historic District. There has been some diminishment in the integrity of setting due to 
the loss of farmland, but this is true throughout the district. The most significant changes to setting have been the 
construction of the NH Route 101 bypass in the early 1950s and the construction of a new town library and parking lot, 
located immediately west of the property, in 1996. Integrity of design, material and workmanship are present for the date 
of circa 1918 when the property underwent its last major exterior remodeling. The earlier connected farm form is also a 
defining characteristic and easily recognized. 
  
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 21-61 were surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. The NH Route 101 highway along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the district.  
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Date photos taken: December 12, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #      2        Description:  View of the north and west elevations of the house from Meetinghouse Road. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 186    Direction:   SE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    3        Description:  View of the east and north elevations of the house from Meetinghouse Road. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 189    Direction:   SW 
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Photo #      4        Description:  View of the north elevation of the office 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 188    Direction:   SE 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 34 Meetinghouse Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Olivia Magueflor   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

  Commerce Trade – Restaurant or Tavern?  

Architectural Information 

9. Style Cape      

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date  c. 1755 (?)   

13. Source       

14. Alterations, with dates Rear ell (c.1970)  

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:   1970   

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete    

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ell or wing only    

22. Number of stories  1    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Carriage house (c.1875); 

Chicken coop (c. 2009); Shed (c.2009)        

27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage 1.80      

29. Tax map/parcel # 21-43     

30 UTM reference   19T 295221E 4757920N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013  

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: NW    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 046     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This small one-story, 3-bay cape house was moved to this location in 1970 by Harold P. Vannah (1923-2001), an antiques 
dealer with a shop on South River Road in Bedford, about three miles to the southeast. The house’s origins are highly 
speculative since Vannah claimed it was a trading post built by John Cromwell, a fur trader who operated in the 
Merrimack Valley in the vicinity of the Town of Merrimack in the mid-1660s. What is more certain is that Vannah salvaged 
the building, or at least part of it, from the rear ell of the late 18th-century McGaw family homestead in Reed’s Ferry on the 
west bank of the Merrimack River in the Town of Merrimack. A photograph of the McGaw homestead was found in The 
History of Merrimack, New Hampshire, Volume I (1976) (Figure 1). Presumably, the three-bay house is represented by 
the center section of the rear ell shown in the photograph.1 
 
So far, no documentation has come to light to indicate that Vannah recorded the structure before it was salvaged, nor is it 
entirely clear exactly what changes he might have made during the restoration. Without this type of information, the 
building’s historical significance is difficult to substantiate, although clearly, as will be explained below, the house’s timber 
frame is 18th-century in form. In 1971, Vannah wrote the New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic 
Development and the National Trust for Historic Preservation, briefly describing his activities and asking for financial 
support and recognition. Copies of this correspondence may be found in the Bedford town file at the New Hampshire 
Division of Historical Resources in Concord, N.H.2 
 
John Cromwell is considered the earliest settler in the area of what today is the Town of Merrimack. He is thought to have 
established a trading post about two miles south of Thornton Ferry prior to 1656. Tradition has it that he eventually had a 
falling out with the local Native Americans, who set fire to the trading post. Cromwell did not return. Vannah claimed that 
although neglected, the trading post survived and was taken over by Thomas Parker in the late 1710s. The available 
documentation provides no basis for this assertion other than a vague reference to a petition that Parker made to operate 
a trading post at the location of a ferry, which would later be known as Reed’s Ferry. Reed’s Ferry, Vannah conceded, 
might not  be the same location as where Cromwell had reportedly had his trading post in the prior century, but he thought 
it might be the correct location for Cromwell’s trading post due to a misunderstanding of geography or possibly Parker 
could have moved the Cromwell building “no more than a mile” up the Merrimack River.  It seems more plausible that the 
building might have been associated with the early development of Reed’s Ferry. This ferry began operation prior to 1731 
as settlers began to move up the Merrimack Valley and settle on the west side of the river as a result of the Narragansett 
land grants.3 
 
Even more certain is that the building was part of the rear ell of the McGaw property in Reed’s Ferry. Jacob McGaw  
1737-1810) was a Scots-Irish immigrant who arrived in New Hampshire as a “young man.”  He was a weaver by trade, but 
settling at Reed’s Ferry in the mid-1750s or later (the date is not well documented), he eventually became the successful 
owner of a store and tavern.  McGaw was an active participant in local town government and religious affairs. His son, 
Robert McGaw, continued to live at the homestead and operated the store and tavern for many years, and was a founder 
of the McGaw Normal Institute, established in 1849 as a school for teachers.4 
 
A photograph of the McGaw homestead (see Figure 1) shows it to have been a connected farm by the time the 
photograph was taken, probably in the late 1960s prior to demolition given the boards covering the window openings. 
Since connected farms frequently incorporated outbuildings or older dwellings that were moved or reconfigured, it does 
seem well within the realm of possibility that the mid-18th-century building occupied by Jacob McGaw could have been 
incorporated into the ell. Albeit speculative, a mid-18th-century date does seem far more plausible for a date of 
construction than a mid-17th-century date. If McGaw did not construct a new building when he arrived at Reed’s Ferry in 
the mid-1750s, but occupied a pre-existing building, then it might be possible to push the date back several decades to 
the 1720s or 1730s. 
 
 
  

                                                           
1 Harold P. Vannah correspondence (1971), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Town of Bedford clippings file, Concord, N.H; 
Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), p. 517; Merrimack Historical Society, The History of Merrimack, 
New Hampshire, Volume I (Merrimack, N.H.: 1976), opposite p. 60. 
2 Harold P. Vannah correspondence (1971). 
3 Harold P. Vannah correspondence (1971); Merrimack Historical Society (1976), pp. 19, 53; D. Hamilton Hurd, History of Hillsborough County, New 
Hampshire (Philadelphia: J. W. Lewis & Co.:, 1885), p. 529. 
4 Hurd (1885), pp. 537-538, 544; Merrimack Historical Society (1976), pp. 60, 290-291. 
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42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
3. Early Exploration and Settlement of the Interior of New Hampshire, 1623-1770. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
113. Historic Preservation, 1899-present. 
125. The Scots-Irish and Ulster Scots in New Hampshire. 
130. Commerce, Industry and Trade in New Hampshire Villages and Town Centers, 1630-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The dwelling at 34 Meetinghouse Road is set on a level lot, approximately 100 feet north of Meetinghouse Road 
(Photograph #1). In addition to the house – a  cape with rear ell – there is a small one-story outbuilding used as a 
woodshed and workshop to the northwest of the house (Photograph #2).  To the west of the house are a modern chicken 
coop and a shed (Photograph #3). A fieldstone wall lines the street frontage to the south of the house, as well as the lot’s 
western property line.  The setting is suburban residential with late 1950s to 1990s houses located south of Meetinghouse 
Road. To the north of the house is a marsh known as Meetinghouse Road Wetlands. 
 
The 1-story, 3-bay clapboarded house has 9/6 sash windows with narrow molded frames, having a beaded profile 
consistent with an 18th-century fabrication date (Photograph #4-5). The windows have single leaf horizontal board 
shutters, with wide dimensions; the shutters are nailed with square-head nails.  The door is composed of vertical planks, 
also with square-head nails, and wrought-iron hardware (Photograph #6).  The house has a box cornice with a molded 
cymatium and cornerboards. There is an interior brick chimney situated to the center rear, between the house and its rear 
ell. The foundation is concrete. The current resident invited the surveyors inside the house, but it was requested that no 
photographs be taken. The house, with the exception of the ell, consists of one large room on the first story.  There is an 
attic loft with access from the ell, but no stairs in the main part of the house. The heavy post-and-beam timber framing that 
was exposed is hand-hewn, neatly squared with the exception of the attic joists which were only roughly square and retain 
some bark. A modern wood floor is set directly on the joists. The front wall consists of tapered corner posts wider at the 
top with a cutout for a lap joint to receive the tie beam; there are no studs, rails or braces. The tapered posts, in particular, 
known as jowled posts, are a medieval form of construction, which would be consistent with a pre-American Revolution 
date of construction. The rafters and roof framing were not visible. The windows also have single interior shutters, similar 
in design to the exterior shutters. The rear ell is one story and contains the kitchen and utility room. 
 
The detached workshop is a 1-story, 3-bay, clapboarded gabled building on a concrete foundation with basement.  
According to the current resident, it was a carriage house on a local farm before being relocated to the site.5 The wagon 
or carriage bay has doublewide swinging doors with an arched keystone lintel. There is also a barn door and a modern 
half-panel wood door with 9-pane light. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
The house at 34 Meetinghouse Road appears to contain fabric that could date to the mid-18th century or slightly earlier 
and that can be reasonably documented to have been part of a connected farmhouse property (the McGaw homestead) in 
Reed’s Ferry in the Town of Merrimack prior to relocation to its present site. Under Criterion Consideration B for moved 
properties, a property relocated from its historically significant location can be eligible if it is significant primarily for its 
architectural value or if it is the surviving property most importantly associated with a historic person or event.  To be 
eligible under this criteria consideration, the building must maintain integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling 
and association. 
 
From perspective of architectural significance under Criterion C, the dwelling’s most compelling characteristics are the 
timber framing, as well as the windows and door, which are consistent with mid-18th-century or earlier construction. 
Unfortunately, the lack of documentation for how these materials were salvaged and the decisions that were made in 
restoring them, including the possibility that components were reproduced or salvaged from other properties, severely 
limits the architectural significance and raises questions of authenticity that cannot be answered with available 
documentation. Furthermore, the one documented fact about the house, that it was part of the McGaw homestead, 
introduces the consideration under Criterion Consideration B that the house is a moved portion of a larger resource. From  

                                                           
5 Timothy Dugan, personal communication, December 2013. 
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this perspective, it has lost integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, association, and location and 
cannot be considered eligible. It is possible that additional documentation for the techniques that Harold P. Vannah used 
to salvage and restore the house will come to light and answer questions about authenticity, but at this time it seems 
unlikely. 
 
Applying similar reasoning, relocation and lack of verifiable documentation has disassociated the property from any 
historic events or people related to the development of the Town of Merrimack or Reed’s Ferry.  Under Criterion 
Consideration B, the property must be the single surviving property that is most closely associated with the event or 
person. For this reason, the property is not considered individually eligible. 
 
The house is within the bounds of the local Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This historic district is being 
evaluated on a separate historic district area form. When established in 1970, the local historic district included buffer 
zones that took in this tax lot.  The house is not considered a historic resource in the local historic district. A proposed 
National Register-eligible Bedford Center Historic District would include the area northwest of NH Route 101 composing 
the village center. It would not include this house or any of the property associated with its tax lot. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
Due to relocation, the house does not maintain integrity of setting, location, feeling or association.  Integrity of design, 
materials and workmanship have been impacted by a 1970s restoration project that rescued the building from the rear ell 
of a connected farmhouse. The owner restored the building to a conception of its appearance in the colonial period. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 21-43 were surveyed for this form. 
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
 
Bedford Historical Society. History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971. Bedford, N.H., 1972. 
 
Dugan, Timothy. Personal Communication. December 13, 2013 [Mr. Dugan currently is a resident of the house]. 
 
Hurd, D. Hamilton. History of Hillsborough County, New Hampshire. Philadelphia: J. W. Lewis & Co., 1885. 
 
Merrimack Historical Society. The History of Merrimack, New Hampshire. Volume I. Merrimack, N.H., 1976. 
 
Vannah, Harold P. Correspondence. 1971. On file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Town of Bedford 

clippings file, Concord, N.H. 
 
 

  

Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
 
NR listed: individual _____ NR eligible:   NR Criteria: A  __ __ 
  within district _____  individual ____   B  _____ 
     within district ____   C  __ __ 
Integrity: yes ____  not eligible __X___   D  _____ 
  no _X____  more info needed _____   E  _____ 
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Figure 1.  McGaw Homestead, Merrimack.  Circa late 1960s, prior to demolition.  The 3-bay center portion of the rear ell is 
believed to be the part that was salvaged and relocated to 34 Meetinghouse Road in Bedford.  Source: Merrimack 
Historical Society, 1976. 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _2__     Description:  Workshop and woodshed to rear of house 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 058   Direction:   NE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3__     Description:  Chicken coop (left) and shed (right) 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 060   Direction:   S 
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Photo # _4__     Description:  Front elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 061   Direction:   NE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __5__     Description:  Window detail, west elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 065   Direction:   NE 
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Photo # _6__     Description:  Front door 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 064   Direction:   N 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name  Bedford Town Hall   

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 10 Meetinghouse Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Town of Bedford   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Government – City or Town Hall  

         

8. Historic use(s) Government – City or Town Hall  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Greek Revival     

10. Architect/builder Chase Roy Whitcher   

11. Source National Register Nomination (1984)  

12. Construction date  1910    

13. Source National Register Nomination (1984)  

14. Alterations, with dates     

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Granite     

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt     

19. Chimney material Brick    

20. Type of roof  Front gable     

21. Chimney location Other – Interior; Interior end  

22. Number of stories 2.5     

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows  Mixed     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Small town or village center  

         

26. Outbuildings Firehouse (1930); Firehouse (1964)  

         

 27. Landscape features World War I Memorial (c.1920) 

28. Acreage  3.00     

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-67    

30 UTM reference   19T 294770E 4757946N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013 

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: E    

36. Date 12/12/2013       

37. Reference #:   13068 D1 170    
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
The Bedford Town Hall, built in 1910 on the site of two previous town halls built in 1755 and 1876, is the nucleus around 
which Bedford Center village developed. The site was selected by the early inhabitants, mostly of Scots-Irish extraction, 
due to its location near the geographic center of the Town of Bedford, incorporated in 1750.  The first building was a 
meetinghouse, a place for the joint exercise of government and religious activities, but the Presbyterian congregation built 
a separate church in the village center in 1832.  The 1910 Bedford Town Hall was designed by New Hampshire architect 
Chase Roy Whitcher (1876-1940) in the Greek Revival style, following the destruction by fire of the second town hall in 
1909. The building has the front-gable form and orientation of its two predecessors, although each successive building 
was slightly larger in footprint and height, and the 1910 building was more ornate than either of the two earlier buildings. 
This continuity of form and blending with the arrangement of structures in the center of the village no doubt appealed to 
the tradition conscious citizens of Bedford who had robustly celebrated the town’s 150th anniversary a half-dozen years 
before the second meetinghouse burned in 1909.1 
 
The Bedford Town Hall was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1984 and that nomination form, which 
contains a history of the building and its architectural and governmental history is attached. The details will not be 
repeated here, but suffice it to say, this building and its site have been central to the historic identity and character of 
Bedford Center since its very beginnings. Since 1910, this third-generation building has served as the site of town 
meetings, Selectmen’s offices, the Municipal Court, and regular meeting place of the Narragansett Grange No. 46. Today, 
most town functions take place in the new town offices built in 1996 on North Amherst Road, but the town hall continues 
to be used for meetings, celebrations and public events, and it has significant symbolic value to the community.2 
 
The 1984 National Register Nomination did not consider the history of other resources that share this 3-acre lot. To 
emphasize the point, the National Register boundaries were drawn to exclude these other resources on the same tax 
parcel. The lot measures approximately 775 feet long east-to-west and 150 feet wide north-to-south. The town hall is 
located near the western end of the lot at the northeast corner of Bedford Center Road and Meetinghouse Road, but it 
also includes a wedge-shaped piece of ground extending into the intersection to the west in front of the town hall that 
features a World War I memorial, consisting of a plaque and artillery piece that were installed about 1920.  Behind the 
town hall at its northeast corner is a 2-story frame building that was Bedford’s first firehouse, dating to 1930, and adjacent 
to it is a one-story brick building that was the second firehouse, dating to 1964. Neither of these buildings serves any 
longer as a firehouse, but they are used as offices and meeting space, primarily for the local community television 
station.3 
 
The Town of Bedford did not have municipal fire protection until 1923 when local residents organized a volunteer fire 
company. The decision to form a company was motivated by several factors, but principally changes in technology, since 
it was now possible to mount pumps and equipment on motor trucks that could respond quickly and effectively to fires in 
rural or suburbanizing settings. The 1930 firehouse was originally a small horse barn donated to the town by Mrs. Gordon 
Woodbury. The structure was moved from her farm about three-quarters of a mile to the northeast and remodeled for use 
by the firemen with two bays for storing fire trucks and equipment downstairs and a clubhouse and meeting room upstairs. 
The fire company had outgrown this small firehouse by the early 1960s, resulting in the decision to build the adjacent 1-
story 4-bay brick firehouse in 1964. This firehouse replaced an earlier building on the site, which had been the late 1760s 
to mid-1770s home of the Reverend John Houston, the town’s first minister. It was the residence of Mrs. Minnie King prior 
to its demolition in the 1960s. Today, most of the eastern end of the lot is used as a parking lot, but this area would have 
been garden or pasture associated with the original meetinghouse lot and set aside for the use of the minister.  The 
parsonage was relocated to a larger house at 73 Bedford Center Road in 1866.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98. Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
107. Local government, 1630-present. 
118. The Grange in New Hampshire, 1870-present. 
120. Religion in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 

                                                           
1 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 113-124; Lisa B. Mausolf, National Register of Historic 
Places, Inventory – Nomination Form, Bedford Town Hall (1984), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 141-156, 295-304. 
4 Bedford Historical Society (1972), pp. 141-156. 
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43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The Bedford Town Hall tax parcel consists of four resources: 1) the 1910 Bedford Town Hall; 2) the circa 1920 World War 
I Memorial; 3) the circa 1930 firehouse; and 4) the 1964 firehouse. The resources are grouped at the western end of the 
lot with the town hall forming a centerpiece facing onto the intersection of Bedford Center Road and Meetinghouse Road 
(Photographs #1-2). The memorial is in front of the town hall on a wedge-shaped piece of ground on the northwest side of 
the intersection (see foreground of Photo #1). The firehouses are located to the rear and slightly northeast of the town 
hall, likely in order to keep them from being visible when viewing the town hall’s façade from the center of the village 
(Photograph #3). Meetinghouse Road runs along the south side of the lot providing access to parking lots located to the 
rear of the town hall. The far eastern end of the lot is undeveloped. The eastern boundary is NH Route 101.  A stone wall 
defines the lot’s northern boundary. 
 
The Bedford Town Hall is a 3-bay, 2.5-story, front-gabled, clapboarded building on a granite foundation. Facing westward, 
the building is oriented to the center of the village. The façade is dominated by a four-column portico in the Roman Doric 
order with cornice adorned with metopes, triglyphs and dentils. Located in the pediment is a circular window with 
scalloped tracery and an ornamental frame with keystone and consoles. The central entrance features paneled double 
doors with three-light transom and sidelights set within an entablature door frame.  Front windows sheltered by the 
projecting pediment are a 12/2 and 8/2 configuration with a fixed upper sash. 
 
Side elevations of the Bedford Town Hall are six bays across and unified with the façade by the continuation of the 
cornice (Photograph #4). Side elevation windows are 8/2 with the second story windows in the four center bays having 
arched openings capped by keystones.  The circular window heads have decorative intersecting tracery. A side entrance 
is located in the easternmost bay of the south elevation. It is sheltered by an ornate pedimented hood. The rear elevation 
is the least elaborate of the elevations. It is five bays across and adorned by cornice returns and a denticulated cornice.  
There have been no significant alterations to the Town Hall and its architectural description remains substantially the 
same as the detailed architectural description in the 1984 National Register nomination. 
 
The circa 1920 World War I Memorial occupies a wedge-shaped lawn, measuring about 100 feet long on its long east-to-
west axis and 40 feet wide at its greatest on its north-to-south axis at the east end. The lawn is bounded on the south and 
east by Bedford Center Road and on the north by a sidewalk. The two features of the memorial are a memorial plaque 
and artillery piece. A bronze plaque, approximately 3 feet square, is affixed to a granite boulder in the northeast corner of 
the triangle (Photograph #5). The plaque’s heading reads “To Honor and Perpetuate the Memory of the Men of Bedford 
Who Served in the Wars of Their Country,” below which are a list of names of those who served in the World War, 1917-
1918, and the name of one individual who served in the Spanish-American War, 1898-1903. The plaque is adorned with 
the raised relief of an American eagle and bay leaf border. Sharing the lawn with the memorial plaque is an artillery piece 
(Photograph #6).  The memorial is not a formal landscape such as would have been developed by a trained architect, but 
it does appear to represent the judgment of local individuals in creating a highly public and accessible space to 
commemorate the town’s veterans. 
 
The circa 1930 firehouse at the northeast corner of the town hall is a former small horse barn that was relocated to the 
town hall lot (see Photograph #3). It is a 2-story, 2-bay, clapboarded gable building. As originally configured, the building 
had two garage-door bays on its south façade but these have been in-filled in a later remodeling, probably circa 1964 
when the adjacent brick firehouse was constructed. Entry to the building is now through a door in a small one-story 
hyphen that connects the two buildings. The building has 6/1 double-hung sash windows at the second story and two non-
original 2/2 windows at the first story. A one-story shed addition is located off of the northwest corner. 
 
The 1964 firehouse is a 1-story, 4-bay brick building with a flat roof and metal cornice (Photograph #7). The south-facing 
façade has four garage bays that originally had overhead rolling metal doors. In 1994, after the fire department relocated 
to a firehouse on Constitution Drive, the building was converted into offices and the Bedford Community Television studio. 
The garage doors were removed and in-filled with wood panels featuring faux circular-headed wood doors. The main 
entrance to the building is a flush metal door on the west elevation. 
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44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
The Bedford Town Hall was individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1984 under Criterion A for 
politics/government and Criterion C for architecture. This updated survey conducted in 2013 recommends that the 
Bedford Town Hall, the World War I Memorial and the circa 1930 firehouse also be considered contributing to a proposed  
Bedford Center Historic District, which is described on a separate historic district area form. These resources represent 
important facets of the village’s historical evolution as the center of town governance and contribute to the understanding 
of its cultural landscape. The World War I memorial, per National Register criteria, is not considered contributing as a 
memorial per se, but does contribute as a landscape feature under Criterion A associated with the town’s historical 
development. It is a tangible representation of the village center as a place where citizens have historically gathered to 
take notice of important historical events and celebrations of the town’s history and the accomplishments and 
achievements of its people.  The circa 1930 firehouse, as the town’s first building dedicated to fire protection, is 
associated with the expansion of government services in the 20th century as Bedford Center adapted to the automobile 
age and incipient suburbanization and thus contributes under Criterion A. The 1964 firehouse postdates the historic 
district’s period of significance of 1733 to 1950 and thus is considered non-contributing. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the property is 1910 for the Town Hall, circa 1920 for the World War I memorial, and 
circa 1930 for the firehouse, based on the dates of original construction. The period of significance of the proposed 
Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The properties described on this form retain integrity of location, setting, feeling and association.  The 1910 Bedford Town 
Hall has excellent integrity of design, workmanship and materials.  The circa 1920 World War I memorial also retains 
integrity of design, workmanship and materials.  The circa 1930 firehouse has diminished integrity of design and materials 
due to the removal of the garage bays, but the overall form and scale is retained, reflective of the small-scale beginnings 
of the town’s fire department. It retains sufficient integrity to convey this aspect of its significance, but should be 
considered contributing not individually significant. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The resources related to tax parcel 13-67 were surveyed for this form. Three of the resources on the tax parcel have been 
evaluated as contributing to the Bedford Center Historic District and one as non-contributing.  The tax parcel is entirely 
within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district area form. The highway along the eastern edge 
of the parcel is a boundary of the district.  
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
 
Bedford Historical Society. History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971. Bedford, N.H., 1972. 
 
Mausolf, Lisa B. National Register of Historic Places, Inventory – Nomination Form, Bedford Town Hall. 1984. On file New 

Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
 

Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
 
NR listed: individual __X___ NR eligible:   NR Criteria: A  __X __ 
  within district _____  individual _X___   B  _____ 
     within district _X___   C  __X __ 
Integrity: yes __X__  not eligible _____   D  _____ 
  no _____  more info needed _____   E  _____ 
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Date photos taken:  December 12, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __2__     Description:  Town hall (left) and 1964 firehouse (right) from Meetinghouse Road 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 195   Direction:   W 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _3__     Description:  South elevation of Town Hall and circa 1930 small firehouse (right) 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 196    Direction:   NW 
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Photo # __4__     Description:  Town hall west (front) and south elevations 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 197   Direction:   NE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _5__     Description:  World War I Memorial Plaque 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 173    Direction:   E 
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Photo # __6__     Description:  Artillery piece at World War I Memorial 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 176   Direction:   SE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _7__     Description:  1964 Firehouse, South Elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 181    Direction:   N 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District 

3. Street and number 14 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town   Bedford    

5. County  Hillsborough    

6. Current owner  Liane G. & William Luke  (Trustees)  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style       

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1800     

13. Source Tax Assessment; History of Bedford (1903)  

14. Alterations, with dates Ell (c. 1818)   

   History of Bedford (1903)   

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:   c, 1818   

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Stone, unspecified   

17. Cladding   Clapboard     

18. Roof material Asphalt shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Saltbox     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center (2)   

22. Number of stories 1.5     

23. Entry location Side elevations    

24. Windows Double hung, 2/1    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:  c. 1920  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Garage        

         

27. Landscape features Other - well    

28. Acreage 0.86      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-49     

30 UTM reference   19T 295144E  4758672N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:2400  

Form prepared by 

32. Name  Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley, Historians  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: E    

36. Date    12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2: 112    



39.  LOCATION MAP:
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
According to local history, this vernacular frame house was built on the Gordon farm circa 1800 and moved to this location 
circa 1818. Possibly this is the house that Josiah Gordon lived in prior to building the circa 1810 Gordon-Woodbury House 
(BED0036), a large Federal-style house, now the Bedford Village Inn, located approximately 500 feet to the northeast, but 
that hypothesis is unconfirmed. Residents of this house included William Bursiel (1780-1857) and Daniel S. Campbell 
(1843-1902), described in local history as farmers or laborers who probably hired out to work on the larger farms of their 
neighbors. Located between the Gordon-Woodbury farm to the east and the French farm to the west, this property never 
had much land associated with it, and deeds indicate the lot was about 1.5 acres for most of the 20th century after the 
Manchester & Milford Railroad acquired a right-of-way, now NH Route 101, immediately behind and southeast of the 
house. In the 20th century, the property had a long succession of owners, including Edward D. Campbell, Stanley H. 
Ryder, Mrs. Sarah Ray, Sarah Witherspoon, William Nevin, Elizabeth J. Clough, Ludgee Deschenes, Pamela West, 
Harold Stanek, William R. McAllaster and Thomas Luke. In 2004, the property was transferred to Liane A. Luke and 
William Luke, trustees of the Thomas Luke Supplemental Needs Trust.1 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51. Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This circa 1800 vernacular, timber-frame, cape house (Photograph #1) is located on a narrow triangular-shaped piece of 
land that is bounded to the northwest by Bedford Center Road and to the southeast by NH Route 101.  The house is set 
back approximately 85 feet from Bedford Center Road. NH Route 101 passes directly behind a detached small barn and 
small shed located to the south of the house (Photograph #2). A wood fence is located between NH Route 101 and the 
rear of the property. 
 
The 1.5-story, 2-bay, clapboarded gabled house has a side entry in the south gable end. The south elevation has a 
saltbox form due to a half-story addition on the rear (east) elevation, but it is probable that the house was originally of 
cape form and the saltbox shape was adopted at the same time as the side entry. From the north elevation, the cape form 
is evident along with a rear ell and a one-story rear addition (Photograph #4). Windows throughout are 2/1, consistent with 
an early 20th-century alteration date. The house has a center interior brick chimney, set slightly off center and off the 
ridge. The house is nearly devoid of ornamentation except for cornerboards and louvered wood window shutters. A wood 
plaque on the house indicates “Moved from the Gordon Farm in 1818.” 
 
The detached 1.5-story, single-bay, clapboarded front-gabled small barn, dated circa 1920, has a steeply pitched roof with 
overhanging eaves. The gable end has been modified for a full-width metal garage door. Above the garage door is a wood 
loft door with a pulley in the gable peak. 
 
The northeastern edge of the property is bounded by a low fieldstone wall.  A concrete-capped well is located in the front 
yard. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This vernacular cape house is located within the boundaries of the Bedford Center Historic District (described in a 
separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing resource.  The house dates from the district’s period 
of significance and is related to the historic context of the development of a non-nucleated village center under Criteria A 
and C. 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737 (Concord, N.H.: Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 593-594, 763, 782; Bedford 
Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), p. 457; Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 7295, p. 2804 (2004). 
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The house is not considered individually significant for its architecture due to the degree of alteration, but its modest size 
and early date of construction (relative to other extant properties) do represent important facets of Bedford Center’s social 
history since it was, in its current location, the house of a small-scale farmer or farm laborer. Most other surviving houses 
of this period are the larger dwellings of more prominent farmers or professionals, or are dwellings that underwent 
significant expansion in the later 19th or early 20th centuries.  This house is believed to have been relocated early in the 
19th century from a neighboring farm. Because this relocation took place circa 1818 within the district’s period of 
significance, it does not impact the property’s architectural value within the district and is not considered to impact the 
building’s eligibility as a contributing resource. In fact, it illustrates a common local pattern of frequent relocation and reuse 
of buildings. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the dwelling based on relocation to this site is circa 1818. The period of significance 
of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The dwelling retains integrity of design, materials and workmanship to the period of significance of the Bedford Center 
Historic District; although the dwelling’s original early 19th-century character has been obscured by alterations, mostly 
dating to the early 20th century. The modern oversize garage door on the small barn is out of historic character with the 
property. 
 
The dwelling’s integrity of setting has been impacted by NH Route 101, which was built as a bypass of Bedford Center in 
the early 1950s. As viewed from the highway, a wood fence along the highway’s right-of-way line, as well trees that have 
been allowed to grow along the right-of-way line of adjacent properties (20, 24-26, 30 Bedford Center Road), provide little 
indication of the historic character these properties possess as viewed from the Bedford Center Road frontage.  Also 
impacting the setting are three modern residences (3, 5 and 9 Bedford Center Road) located to the north of 14 Bedford 
Center Road. These houses are on large wooded lots and set well back from the road so as not be immediately visible. 
They are considered non-contributing to the potential historic district. 
 
As viewed from the Bedford Center Road frontage, the property plays an important role in maintaining the integrity of 
setting, feeling and association at the northeast end of the district because it forms a physical link in a strip of contributing 
properties, anchored at its northeast end by the circa 1810 Gordon-Woodbury farm (2 Olde Bedford Way, BED0036) and 
continuing southwest from 14 Bedford Center Road to a circa 1928 Colonial Revival-style house (20 Bedford Center 
Road, BED0031), the circa 1860 Frederick F. French farmhouse (24-26 Bedford Center Road, BED0032), a circa 1935 
Colonial Revival house (30 Bedford Center Road, BED0033), and the magnificent circa 1810 Federal-style house known 
as “Brick Ends” at 27 Bedford Center Road. The dwelling, located as it is near where Bedford Center Road splits from NH 
Route 101, is important in establishing a historic feeling that grows stronger as one progresses southwesterly along 
Bedford Center Road into the historic district. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 13-49 were surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. The house is located at the northeastern end of the district near the Gordon-Woodbury farm where Bedford 
Center Road intersects NH Route 101.  The highway along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the 
district.  
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Date photos taken:  December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _2__     Description:  Rear of property as viewed from NH Route 101 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name: 13068 D4 066     Direction:  NW   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3_     Description:  East elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 113   Direction:   E 
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Photo # _4__     Description:  North elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name: 13068 D2 116    Direction:  S 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 20 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Steven & Lori Connors   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Dutch Colonial Revival   

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date  c.1928    

13. Source Hillsborough County Deeds   

14. Alterations, with dates Connected garage, c.2003   

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete, poured   

17. Cladding   Clapboard     

18. Roof material Asphalt shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gambrel    

21. Chimney location One end, single exterior   

22. Number of stories 2     

23. Entry location Façade, off-center   

24. Windows Double –hung, 6/1    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Garage, attached   

         

27. Landscape features      

28. Acreage 1.44      

29. Tax map/parcel #  13-50    

30 UTM reference   19T 295124 E 4758625 N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:2400  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger  & Alison Haley, Historians  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This single-family dwelling was built circa 1928, about the time that William and Kate Cochran purchased an 
approximately 1.5-acre lot from Myra A. Shaw, the owner of a 45-acre parcel that had been previously acquired from the 
farm of Freeman R. French in 1880. The French farmhouse (24 Bedford Center Road) is located on the tax parcel 
immediately to the southwest of this later house. The subdivision of this single lot illustrated the early influences of 
suburbanization on the rural town of Bedford as farms were increasingly parceled off and new houses constructed. Most 
of these houses were occupied by non-farmers, many of whom commuted to Manchester. In the 1934 Manchester 
suburban directory William Cochran was listed as a car repairman. In 1941, the Cochrans sold the property to Robert F. 
and Eleanor Jenkins and it subsequently passed to Robert G. and Muriel McAnern in 1950, to Alfred E. and Phyllis H. 
Fernald in 1953, to Clifford B. and Elaine A. Ostergern in 1955, and to Hugh M. Smith in 1977.  Richard Chartier 
purchased the house in 2001 and shortly thereafter added a large 1.5-story, attached three-car garage on the northeast 
side of the house. The current owners are Steven and Lori Connors who purchased the property in 2007.1 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The circa 1928 dwelling at 20 Bedford Center Road is set back approximately 85 feet southeast from Bedford Center 
Road. It has a front lawn, gently sloping toward the road (Photograph #1).  The rear of the tax parcel is bounded by NH 
Route 101, which was built on a former railroad right-of-way established by the Manchester & Milford Railroad in 1900. 
The railroad was abandoned circa 1928, about the time this house was built.   
 
The 2-story, 2-bay house is in the Dutch Colonial Revival style with a gambrel roof and a full-width one-story front porch 
with Doric-order wood columns supporting a shed roof (Photograph #2). The porch has a slatted wood railing. The second 
story is formed by full-width shed-roof dormers at the front and back. Windows are double-hung 6/1 wood sash grouped in 
a 2-1-2 configuration in the front dormer and in a  three-part window at the first story. The asymmetry of the second and 
first-story window patterns suggests an alteration to fenestration, probably at the first story. Windows are flanked by faux 
shutters. The house has a three-quarter paneled wood front door with six lights. An exterior brick chimney is located on 
the southwest side elevation, and a second interior brick chimney is located off center behind the ridge line near the 
northeast corner of the house. 
 
The house’s northeast gable end is connected by a one-story hyphen to a 1.5-story three-bay garage added circa 2003. 
The garage is oriented with its garage bays to the northeast and its gable end to Bedford Center Road (Photograph #3).  
The orientation is suggestive of a New England connected barn. The garage bays have shallow-arch lintels and faux 
cross-timbered double doors. The garage has a shed dormer on its northeast elevation with four-pane windows. The 
windows on the southwest elevation are 6/1 at the second story and six-pane at the first story. The garage is capped by a 
hipped cupola with louvered ventilators, also reminiscent of a barn. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This circa 1928 Colonial Revival-style dwelling is located within the boundaries of the Bedford Center Historic District 
(described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing resource.  The house dates from the 
district’s period of significance and is related to the historic context of the development of a non-nucleated village center 
under Criteria A and C. Specifically, it related to the theme of pre-World War II low-density suburbanization which set a 
pattern for more intense development in the Town of Bedford in the postwar years. 
 
 
 
                                                           
1 Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 880, p. 497 (1928); Book 884, p. 315 (1929); Book 948, pp. 59-60 (1935); Book 1023, p. 411 (1941); Book 1275, p. 
375 (1950); Book 1364, p. 181 (1953); Book 1436, p. 213 (1955); Book 2569, p. 677 (1977); Book 6794, pp. 0816 and 1773 (2001-02); Book 7796, p. 
1877 (2007); The Manchester Suburban Directory (Manchester, N.H.: Robinson Publishing Co., 1935), p. 40. 
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The house is not considered individually significant for its architecture due to the lack of architectural distinction and the 
degree of alteration, specifically with the added garage, which in scale and form create a false sense of history, but is 
compatible with the Colonial Revival theme that permeates much of Bedford Center’s 20th-century history.  Located 
between two 19th-century properties (14 and 24 Bedford Center Road), the Colonial Revival suburban house also 
illustrates the approach to subdividing street-facing lots in the 1920s and 1930s when Bedford Center was transitioning 
from its agricultural roots to a bedroom community of Manchester. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the dwelling is circa 1928 based on its date of construction. The period of 
significance of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The property’s integrity of design has been altered by the addition of an attached garage, but the dwelling house itself 
maintains its original form with perhaps the exception of a change in the pattern of the first-floor front fenestration. The 
integrity of materials and workmanship of the original circa 1928 house remain good. The house maintains integrity of 
setting and location with an important spatial relationship maintained between the house and its 19th-century neighbors. 
NH Route 101, built in the early 1950s and located to the rear of the house, postdates the Bedford Center Historic 
District’s period of significance and the northwest edge of the right-of-way is the proposed district boundary. Although built 
on an earlier railroad right-of-way, the highway’s travel lanes are significant wider than the single track railroad it replaced, 
and the highway represented a significant reorientation of local traffic patterns, shifting through traffic from Bedford Center 
Road to a bypass around the southeast side of Bedford Center. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 13-50 was surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. N.H. Route 101 along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the district. 
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
 
Hillsborough County Deeds. On file Hillsborough County Courthouse, Nashua, N.H. 
 
The Manchester Suburban Directory. Manchester, N.H.: Robinson Publishing Co., 1935. 
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Date photos taken:  December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __2___     Description:  Front elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 108   Direction:   E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _3__     Description:  Oblique view of circa 2003 garage and attached circa 1928 house 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 109    Direction:  S 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name Frederick F. French House   

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 24-26 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Kenneth & Amelia Jenkins  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Residential – Single dwelling   

         

8. Historic use(s) Residential – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Late Victorian     

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1860     

13. Source History of Bedford (1903)   

14. Alterations, with dates Conversion of barn into  

  a dwelling (duplex), c. 1920-40;    

  enclosed porch, c. 1950     

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Granite     

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, off center   

24. Windows  Double-hung    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date: c. 1990  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

        

26. Outbuildings      Shed, wood (3)   

         

27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage 1.00      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-51   

30 UTM reference   19T 295085E 4758567N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley, Historians  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: NE    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 098           
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
The connected New England farmhouse at 24-26 Bedford Center Road was built circa 1860 by Frederick F. French 
(1827-1896) on property owned by his father who lived in the handsome extant circa 1810 Federal-style house to the west 
at 27 Bedford Center Road.  This earlier house, where Frederick F. grew up, was known as “Brick Ends” for the unusual 
characteristic of having brick gable ends sandwiching a clapboarded frame façade and rear. Frederick F. French’s house, 
built a half-century later, reflected then-current trends in New England farm architecture. It was a connected farm with a 2-
story gable-front-and-wing dwelling attached to a rear back house and a gabled barn.1 
 
Frederick F. French was a farmer. In 1856 he married Almira J. Riddle, also of a prominent Bedford Center family. They 
had two sons, Fred A. and William B., and a daughter who died in infancy.  French was an active community member, 
especially in the affairs of the Bedford Presbyterian Church where he served as a deacon and a member of the parsonage 
association. He also was a member of the choir. He served as town constable in 1854.2 
 
After Frederick F. French died in 1896, his son and daughter-in-law, William B. French and Jennie L. Shepherd French, 
who married in 1891, lived in the house with William’s widowed mother. William B. was also a farmer and active in the 
Bedford Grange.  In 1900, the Manchester & Milford Railroad constructed a branch line immediately southeast of the 
property, following the right-of-way of what today is NH Route 101.  This separated the farm from its pasturage to the 
south, but the pasturage area was converted into an apple orchard. The railroad was abandoned circa 1928.  The state 
highway department built a bypass of Bedford Center using the railroad right-of-way in the early 1950s. William and 
Jennie’s son George F. French converted the property into a two-family dwelling by turning the barn into a residence and 
rental property during the 1920s or 1930s. In 1940, the property was purchased by Roy and Marion S. Jenkins and it 
continues in the ownership of Kenneth E. and Amilea E. Jenkins. During the middle decades of the 20th century, the farm 
fields and pastures associated with this property, mostly located to the south of Bedford Center Road, were sold off for 
subdivision.3 
 
The French family was prominent in Bedford Center and the Town of Bedford generally, owning in the 19th century at 
least seven large farms. The family traced its origins in Bedford to General William French, Jr. (d. 1793), a French and 
Indian War veteran of Hollis, New Hampshire, who moved to Bedford after the American Revolution to live with his son 
Stephen (1748-1832) who had purchased land in town about 1773. Leonard French (1785-1870), a son of Stephen, was 
Frederick F. French’s father, making Frederick F. the great-grandson of the family’s military progenitor.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51. Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The circa 1860 connected farm complex at 24-26 Bedford Center Road is sited on a one-acre lot at the southeast corner 
of Bedford Center Road and Liberty Hill Road (Photograph #1).  The house sits approximately 100 feet from the street on 
a slight rise. The property is bounded by stone walls on its north, west and south sides. A tree line behind the house to the 
east shelters it from NH Route 101, which passes within approximately 60 feet of the east elevation. 
 
In form, the complex is a New England connected farm with a “big house, little house, back house, barn” plan with little 
house (kitchen ell), back house, and barn forming a courtyard off of the south elevation (Photograph #2). The plan 
remains unaltered with the exception of a circa 1950 enclosed 1-story, shed-roof porch infill located in the southwest 
corner between the big house and the kitchen ell. 
 
 

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737 (Concord, N.H.: Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 779, 904-910; Bedford 
Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 457-458. 
2 Town of  Bedford (1903), pp. 265, 401, 410, 910. 
3 Town of Bedford (1903), pp. 757, 790; Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 458; Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 948, p. 386 (1913); Book 1008, p. 
054 (1940), Book 6409, p. 1243 (2001); Hillsborough Probate Records, Estates of Jennie L. French and William B. French (1940). 
4 Town of Bedford (1903), pp. 904-910. 
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The big house, located at the northwest corner of the complex, is a 2-story gable-front, clapboarded building with asphalt-
shingle roof (Photograph #3).  The house features Late Victorian details, including overhanging eaves with verge board, 
molded cornice with decorative scrolled brackets at the corners of the eaves, and corner boards. This may reflect a  
“makeover” from earlier Greek Revival detailing. Windows are 1/1 double-hung vinyl sash replacements with molded 
wood surrounds and faux shutters. The off-center wood front door is half-paneled with a plate-glass glaze within a frame 
of multi-color stained glass, also late Victorian in style. The building has an off-center brick interior chimney and a split-
granite foundation, the latter common to all of the connected buildings. 
 
The little house kitchen ell is located off of the big house’s south elevation, near the rear (east) end.  It is a 1.5-story, 2-
bay-deep clapboarded structure with a center brick chimney. Windows are 1/1 vinyl replacements. The kitchen ell has a 
wood cornice and brackets similar to the big house. 
 
The clapboarded back house serves as a one-story gabled hyphen between the former barn and the rear of the big 
house. It has a quarter paneled door with two glazes and 2/2 wood sash windows. The windows, more characteristic of 
the late 19th century, may indicate that the hyphen was built slightly later than the rest of the complex to connect the barn 
with the house. 
 
The barn at the southeast corner of the complex was converted into a dwelling circa 1920-1940. This is the largest 
building in the complex but it retains a barn form with high sides.  It appears as one story from the side elevations and as 
3 story on the gable ends.  The attic story has a 6/6 wood-sash window but the remaining windows are 1/1 vinyl 
replacement sash. The south elevation features two entrances, one with a shed-roof hood and the other with a single-bay 
screened shed-roof porch.  Doors are half-paneled with plate glass glaze. The barn also features a wood cornice and 
brackets to match the other connected buildings. 
 
In addition to the connected farm buildings, there are three small one-story sheds, two with gambrel roofs and one with a 
gabled roof beyond the northeast corner of the former barn. These were not readily visible from publicly accessible areas, 
but they appear to all be mid-20th-century to modern. 
 
The Frederick F. French connected farm is a good representative example of a common form that was built in New 
England, with the greatest concentration in southeastern New Hampshire and southern Maine, from the 1830s into early 
decades of the 20th century. It has all of the characteristic elements including architectural details such as cornice and 
brackets that assist to unify the appearance of the otherwise disparate working elements of the farm. Further investigation 
of interior details would likely shed light on the evolution of the property including the conversion of the barn into a 
dwelling.  
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This circa 1860 connected New England farm at 24-26 Bedford Center Road is located within the boundaries of the 
Bedford Center Historic District (described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing 
resource.  The house dates from the district’s period of significance and is related to the historic context of the 
development of a non-nucleated village center and its agricultural family farm base under Criteria A and C. 
 
The farm is not considered individually significant for its architecture due to the alteration of the barn in the middle 
decades of the 20th century, converting it from a barn to a multi-family dwelling. The barn no longer conveys its original 
function with barn doors, hay loft, and space to store and shelter farm product and livestock. The overall form and scale of 
the barn, however, is intact, as is its relationship to the other connected buildings. This is one of four examples of 
connected farms in the proposed Bedford Center Historic District, not counting late-18th and early 19th-century houses 
that were later converted into the connected form. While the conversion of the barn diminished the farm complex’s 
association with its agricultural history, it does represent an interesting adaptation to incipient suburbanization in the 
1920s and 1930s, when a French descendant chose to repurpose the barn into livable space, which could be rented to 
generate income. Since this adaptation took place during the historic district’s period of significance, it is not considered 
incompatible with the district. 
 
The Frederick F. French farmhouse also serves to illustrate tight-knit community relationships and kinships that 
characterized Bedford Center prior to intensified suburbanization in the middle decades of the 20th century. French was 
the fourth generation of a prominent family and lived across the street from his father’s house, “Brick Ends,” an individually  
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distinguished Federal-style house. French played an active role in the community, particularly as a lay leader of the  
Bedford Presbyterian Church for most of the second half of the 19th century. This serves to illustrate the historical 
associations between outlying farms and the church/town hall located at the six-way crossroads less than one-half mile 
southeast of the French farm. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the connected farm based on date of construction is circa 1860. The period of 
significance of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The connected farm retains integrity of design, workmanship and materials to the period of significance of the Bedford 
Center Historic District. The principal alterations that have impacted integrity are replacement windows. The conversion of 
the barn into residential space has impacted the original integrity of design and association with farming and agricultural 
practices, although this occurred prior to 1950 and thus happened within the period of significance and is related to early 
suburbanization, a theme developed in the historic context for the proposed district.  The property maintains integrity of 
setting to the district’s period of significance with the most significant change the construction of NH Route 101 in the early 
1950s. The highway, which runs along the property’s southeast boundary, is also the boundary of the historic district. NH 
Route 101, built in the early 1950s and located to the rear of the house, postdates the Bedford Center Historic District’s 
period of significance and the northwest edge of the right-of-way is the proposed district boundary. Although built on an 
earlier railroad right-of-way, the highway’s travel lanes are significant wider than the single track railroad it replaced, and 
the highway represented a significant reorientation of local traffic patterns, shifting through traffic from Bedford Center 
Road to a bypass around the southeast side of Bedford Center. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 13-51 were surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. The highway along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the district.  
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
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Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
 
NR listed: individual _____ NR eligible:   NR Criteria: A   X__ 
  within district _____  individual ____   B  _____ 
     within district X        C  _X_ 
Integrity: yes _X_  not eligible _____   D  _____ 
  no _____  more info needed _____   E  _____ 
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Date photos taken:  December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __2___     Description:  View from the corner of Bedford Center Road and Liberty Hill Road 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 101    Direction:  NE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _3__     Description:  West elevation of big house 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 103    Direction:   E 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 30 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner  Paul R. Pease & Richard W. Pease  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Colonial Revival     

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date 1935     

13. Source Tax assessment    

14. Alterations, with dates In-ground pool (c.2010)  

  banked garage addition (c.1980-90)    

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete    

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Hipped     

21. Chimney location Other – Interior end and interior  

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date: c.1986 

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Shed (c.1960)    

         

27. Landscape features Stone wall; Swimming Pool  

28. Acreage 4.00      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-57     

30 UTM reference   19T 295020E 4758491N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013  

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: SE    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 092     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This single-family dwelling was built circa 1935 on a lot that was subdivided from the farm of Freeman R. French. The 
circa 1865 French farmhouse (see BED0032) is located approximately 300 feet to the northeast across Liberty Hill Road. 
At the time the lot was subdivided in 1935 the property was owned by Myra Shaw.  Myra was the daughter of Freeman R. 
French and the widow of William H. Shaw. The subdivision of this single lot illustrated the early influences of 
suburbanization on the rural town of Bedford as farms were increasingly parceled off and new houses constructed. 
 
Upon Myra Shaw’s death in 1945, her son Charles Freeman Shaw, a bank clerk who worked in Manchester, inherited the 
property. According to city directories, Charles and his wife Beatrice lived in the house from about the time it was built 
even though the property was held in Myra’s name. In 1953, the Shaws sold the property to Alexander and Vera T. Arthur.  
Two years later, Paul and Martha Ducharme acquired the house.  During the Ducharmes’ tenure, a shed was constructed 
just southwest of the house.1  
 
Over the next four decades, the property transferred hands several times, first from the Ducharmes to George and Marion 
Brooks (1970), then to Herbert and Patricia Gallagher (1979), then Stephen A. Mahlum and Ella A. Morris (husband and 
wife) (1984) and in 1986, Scott and Judith Heminger acquired the property.  A two-story, banked garage wing was added 
to the southwest side of the house circa 1980-1990.  In 2001, Paula Pease purchased the property.  She later entered 
joint ownership with Richard Pease, and today they remain joint owners as trustees of the Richard W. Pease Revocable 
Trust.2  An in-ground pool was added circa 2010 to the yard just northeast of the house. 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131. Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 30 Bedford Center Road contains a circa 1935 Colonial Revival house with a circa 1980-1990 three-bay 
banked garage addition attached to its southwest elevation by a one-story hyphen.  Southwest of the house is a circa 
1960 small shed.  The house is set back approximately 125 feet from the southeast edge of Bedford Center Road 
approximately 300 feet southwest from its intersection with Liberty Hill Road.  Although the property backs onto NH Route 
101, it feels slightly isolated because the immediate area is sparsely developed due to the bog immediately southwest of 
the lot and remnants of older farm parcels to the north and east. 
 
The circa 1935 building is a two-story, three-bay dwelling sided with clapboards (Photograph #2).  It has an asphalt-
shingled hipped roof with a wooden eyebrow fanlight dormer.  The house has two narrow brick chimneys, one of which is 
interior, the other of which is interior end.  Below the roofline is a simple wooden cornice.  Windows are vinyl 6/1 or 8/1 
double-hung sash replacements; windows at the first story are paired.  Above the centrally located entry is a gabled 
wooden pediment hood supported by wooden Doric-order columns.  The front door is three-quarter paneled and has 6 
lights in its top quarter.  The stoop has a stone foundation; the house has a concrete foundation.  The rear (southeast) 
elevation of the house has a hipped roof over the first story (Photograph #3).  Also attached to the rear elevation is a large 
deck.    
 
Attached to the southwest side elevation is a one-story hyphen connecting the main house to a circa 1980-1990 hipped-
roof, three-bay addition.  This addition is banked, with two southwest-facing garage bays at the lower level.  From the 
road, only the upper level is visible.  The roof is punctuated by an eyebrow pediment with a modeled sunburst panel 
intended to mimic the dormer on the original house.   
 
The property is lined by a rubble granite wall to the northwest along Bedford Center Road and to the southwest at the 
property edge.  A U-shaped driveway interrupts the wall in front of the house. Southwest of the house is a circa 1960 
clapboard shed with a salt-box roof.   Immediately northeast of the house is a circa 2010 in-ground pool.  

                                                           
1 The Manchester Suburban Directory (Manchester, N.H.: Robinson Publishing Co., 1935), p. 51; Ancestry,com, New Hampshire, Marriage and Divorce 
Records, 1659-1947 [database on-line],  (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2013). 
2 Hillsborough County Deed Book 1360 (1953), p. 83; Book 1439 (1955), p. 304; Book 2097 (1970), p. 437; Book 2713 (1979), pg. 583; Book 3218 
(1984), p. 73; Book 3737 (1986), p. 94; Book 6488 (2001), p.1624; book 8215 (2010), p. 812. 
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44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This circa 1935 Colonial Revival-style dwelling is located within the boundaries of the Bedford Center Historic District 
(described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing resource.  The house dates from the 
district’s period of significance and is related to the historic context of the development of a non-nucleated village center 
under Criteria A and C. Specifically, it related to the theme of pre-World War II low-density suburbanization which set a 
pattern for more intense development in the Town of Bedford in the postwar years. 
 
The house is not considered individually significant for its architecture due to the lack of architectural distinction and the 
degree of alteration, specifically with the added banked garage, which in scale and form create a false sense of history, 
but is compatible with the Colonial Revival theme that permeates much of Bedford Center’s 20th-century history.  Located 
in the vicinity of the 19th-century farmhouse at 24-26 Bedford Center Road, the Colonial Revival suburban house also 
illustrates the approach to subdividing street-facing lots in the 1920s and 1930s when Bedford Center was transitioning 
from its agricultural roots to a bedroom community of Manchester. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The specific period of significance of the dwelling is circa 1935 based on its date of construction. The period of 
significance of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The property’s integrity of design has been altered by the addition of a banked garage, but the main house maintains its 
original form. The integrity of materials and workmanship of the original circa 1935 house remains good. The house feels 
isolated and thus maintains integrity of setting, location, feeling and association without the disturbance of later 20th-
century development. The principal intrusion on the setting is NH Route 101, a bypass of Bedford Center that was built in 
the early 1950s. The highway changed local transportation patterns and promoted commercial development in the area, 
but not within view of this house. The highway right-of-way abuts the property’s southeastern property line but is 
sufficiently distant and shielded by vegetation to not have had a significant impact on the integrity of setting and feeling. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 13-57 were surveyed for this form. The property is evaluated as contributing to the 
Bedford Center Historic District and is entirely within the boundaries recommended by an accompanying historic district 
area form. NH Route 101 along the southeastern edge of the parcel is a boundary of the district. 
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
 
Ancestry,com. New Hampshire, Marriage and Divorce Records, 1659-1947 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 

Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2013. 
 
Hillsborough County Deeds. On file Hillsborough County Courthouse, Nashua, N.H. 
 
Manchester Suburban Directory, The. Manchester, N.H.: Robinson Publishing Co., 1935. 
 
 

 

Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
 
NR listed: individual _____ NR eligible:   NR Criteria: A  _X_ 
  within district _____  individual ____   B  _____ 
     within district    X      C  _X__ 
Integrity: yes    X     not eligible _____   D  _____ 
  no _____  more info needed _____   E  _____ 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    2        Description:  View of the northeast elevations of the main house (photograph left) and banked addition 
(photograph right) from the southwest end of the U-shaped driveway. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 093  Direction:   E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3__     Description:  Rear elevation from NH Route 101 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D4 071   Direction:   NW 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name  Frederick W. & Thyra French House     

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 2 Liberty Hill Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Manessa R. Lins   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Bungalow/Craftsman    

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1928     

13. Source Tax assessment; deed    

14. Alterations, with dates     

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Unknown    

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gabled     

21. Chimney location Ridge center    

22. Number of stories 1.5     

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings      Garage (c.1927)   

         

27. Landscape features      

28. Acreage 2.04      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-11     

30 UTM reference   19T 295096E 4758369N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey    12/13/2013    

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: E    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 087    
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This circa 1928 house at 2 Liberty Hill Road was constructed for Frederick W. (1893-1961) and his wife Thyra French on a 
4-acre lot subdivided from the French family farm. The subdivision of this single lot illustrated the early influences of 
suburbanization on the rural town of Bedford as farms were increasingly parceled off and new houses constructed. An 
earlier farmhouse, where Frederick W. grew up was the circa 1860 farmhouse at 24-26 Old Bedford Center Road, about 
500 feet to the north of  2 Liberty Hill Road and across NH Route 101. That property was occupied by French’s father, 
William B. French and his grandfather Frederick F. French (1827-1896), who built that farmhouse.  Also nearby at 27 
Bedford Center Road was the French family’s circa 1810 manse known as “Brick Ends” for the unusual characteristic of 
having brick gable ends sandwiching a clapboarded frame façade and rear. Brick Ends was occupied by Frederick F.’s 
father, Leonard French (1785-1870).1 
 
The French family was prominent in Bedford Center and the Town of Bedford generally; family members owned at least  
seven large farms in the middle decades of the 19th century. The family traced its origins in Bedford to General William 
French, Jr. (d. 1793), a French and Indian War veteran of Hollis, New Hampshire, who moved to Bedford after the 
American Revolution to live with his son Stephen (1748-1832) who had purchased land in town about 1773.2 
 
Unlike his father, grandfather and great-grandfather Frederick W. French chose not to work on a farm but instead worked 
at the general store and post office in Bedford Center. This store, which burned in 1963, was located at the corner of 
Bedford Center Road and Church Road.  It was sometimes referred to as French’s, but this was in relation to Fred A. 
French, an uncle of Frederick W.’s who had owned the store from about 1890 to 1920.  Frederick W. French also 
operated an apple orchard, known as French’s Apple Farm, on a portion of the family land northeast of the house at 2 
Liberty Hill Road.  During the middle decades of the 20th century, the farm fields, pastures and orchards associated with 
the French property, mostly located to the east of Bedford Center Road and to the north of Liberty Hill Road, were sold off 
for residential subdivisions.  In 1962, following Frederick W.’s death, the house passed to his widow Thyra D. French. 3 
Since 1986, the property has passed sequentially to Robert and Priscilla D. Holmes in 1986, to Leonard Martell, Sr. and 
Robin A. Martell in 1997, to Phil J. and Susan K. Kowalski in 2006, to Kathryn Quinlan in 2010, and to Maness R. Lins, the 
current owner, in 2012.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131. Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This circa 1928 single-family dwelling with detached garage is located at the northeast corner of Liberty Hill Road and NH 
Route 101.  It is set more than 150 feet back from the corner on a rise with a large terraced front lawn.  This house was 
originally oriented to Liberty Hill Road, which in 1928 ran closer to the house.  This intersection was reconfigured with the 
construction of NH Route 101 in the early 1950s.  
 
The house is a 1.5-story, 3-bay, clapboarded, Craftsman-style bungalow (Photograph #2). It has a typical bungalow form 
with a shallow-gabled roof, deeply overhanging eaves with simple wood brackets and a flared front eave that forms a roof 
covering a full-width front porch. The wood front door is half-paneled with a plate-glass glaze. Also characteristic is a 
single centered low-profile shed-roof dormer. Windows are replacement 6/1 or 4/1 double-hung sash with wood 
surrounds.  The first-story windows under the porch roof are three-part. The porch is supported on four Doric-order 
columns and is enclosed with a slatted wood railing. Concrete steps provide access to the porch. The house has a side 
entry on its south elevation with a shed-roof hood on Doric-order columns covering a concrete stoop. 
 

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737 (Concord, N.H.: Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 779, 904-910; Bedford 
Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 457-458. 
2 Town of Bedford (1903), pp. 904-910. 
3 Town of Bedford (1903), pp. 339, 757, 790; Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 458; Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 874, p. 121 (1928); Book 
1701, p. 69 (1962); Hillsborough Probate Records, Estates of Jennie L. French and William B. French (1940). 
4 Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 3670, p. 76 (1986); Book 5839, p. 821 (1997); Book 6477, p. 1783 (2001); Book 7753, p. 2933 (2006); Book 7937, p. 
122 (2007), Book 8318, p. 2641 (2010); Book 8489, p. 0198 (2012). 
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Approximately 40 feet southeast of the house is a 1-story, single-bay garage (Photograph #3). It has a modern rolling 
garage door in its northwest facing end. The side elevations feature 2/2 double-hung sash windows. Openings have been 
cut in the roof for skylights. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This building is not recommended eligible for listing on the National or State Registers of Historic Places.  Under Criterion 
A, there are no known significant events associated with the property.  The property is associated with a pattern of 
suburbanization in the Town of Bedford that began in the late 1920s and 1930s and accelerated into the middle decades 
of the 20th century, although, the house’s specific history, of being a subdivided lot sold off to members of a family that 
had farmed the land for generations, typifies one possible pattern in this subdivision, not one driven by increased land 
values or speculation. Under Criterion C, the house is one of many representative examples of a very common early 20th 
century house type found in New Hampshire and the United States.  It is not considered a significant representative 
example because of its date of construction, nearer to the end of the style’s popularity rather than near its inception. 
Within a national and statewide context, this circa 1928 house would not be selected as a significant representative 
example. In a local context, although there has not been a survey of bungalow houses in the Town of Bedford, individual 
significance as a representative example seems unlikely. Earlier and equally or more complete examples are likely to 
exist since the pattern of suburban development in the Town of Bedford spread from east to west.  East Bedford 
suburbanized earlier because of its proximity to Manchester. 
 
The house is within the bounds of the local Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This historic district is being 
evaluated on a separate historic district area form. When established in 1970, the local historic district included buffer 
zones that took in this house.  A proposed National Register-eligible Bedford Center Historic District, as described by the 
area form, would include the area northwest of NH Route 101 across the highway from this property at 2 Liberty Hill Road. 
It would not include this house or any of the property associated with its tax lot. It was determined that the early 1950s NH 
Route 101 highway that separates this house from the district was a significant event that altered land-use patterns and 
heralded a period of intensified suburban development.  This is clearly evident in the land uses adjacent to this house and 
in the modification of the NH Route 101 and Liberty Hill Road intersection in front of the house. For this reason, it was 
determined that the Bedford Center Historic District boundaries would not extend east or south of NH Route 101 to 
include this property. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
This dwelling retains integrity of design, workmanship, materials and location. The surrounding suburban setting, 
particularly the intense modern residential development to the east, has impacted the integrity somewhat.  NH Route 101, 
built in the early 1950s and located to the front of the house, postdates the Bedford Center Historic District’s period of 
significance and the northwest edge of the right-of-way is the proposed district boundary. Although built on an earlier 
railroad right-of-way, the highway’s travel lanes are significant wider than the single track railroad it replaced, and the 
highway represented a significant reorientation of local traffic patterns, shifting through traffic from Bedford Center Road to 
a bypass around the southeast side of Bedford Center. 
 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 13-11 was surveyed for this form. 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _2_     Description:  Front elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 088   Direction:   E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3_     Description:  Garage, west elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 091   Direction:   E 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 3 Liberty Hill Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner  Kevin J. Fortier & Lisa Combs-Fortier  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single family  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single family  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Colonial Revival     

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1966     

13. Source       

14. Alterations, with dates Rear addition   

  and alterations to foundation (c. 1990)   

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete, poured   

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:  c.1994  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

        

26. Outbuildings None         

         

27. Landscape features Stone walls; Fences   

28. Acreage 13.20      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-53     

30 UTM reference   19T 295102E 4758316N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: SE    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 078     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This dwelling at 3 Liberty Road was constructed on this site circa 1966 based on a review of historic aerial photographs 
and deeds. The house does not appear on aerial photographs dated 1947, 1953 or 1965. Tax assessor’s records list a 
construction date of 1941. The source of the earlier date is not known by the assessor’s office, but it is possible that the 
house was relocated here and that is the source of the earlier date. In either case, the house’s form and style are 
consistent with a mid-20th-century Colonial Revival dwelling. The house site, with a below-grade garage and poured 
concrete foundation with earth backfill to bring up the surrounding landscape to grade, are very consistent with a mid-
1960s date of construction. No houses appear at this location in any of the 19th-century atlas maps.1 
 
In 1928, a four-acre lot on which the house sits at the corner of Liberty Hill Road and NH Route 101 (then the Manchester 
& Milford Railroad right-of-way) was purchased by Frederick W. and William B. French. The deed does not mention any 
buildings. The French farmhouse associated with the property (24-26 Bedford Center Road) is located at the intersection 
of Bedford Center Road and Liberty Hill Road approximately 1,000 feet north of this house.  At the time, the lot was 
separated from the farmhouse by the tracks of the Manchester & Milford Railroad, which operated from 1900 until 1928 as 
a minor branch of the Boston & Maine Railroad system. In the early 1950s, the state highway department acquired the 
abandoned railroad right-of-way and constructed NH Route 101. The Frenchs had an apple orchard located on the north 
side of Liberty Hill Road, a short distance north of this lot, an area that is now dominated by late-20th-century suburban 
residential development. The lot remained undeveloped until 1966 when Thyra D. French sold the property to the Perle 
Real Estate Company, Inc. It was at about this time that the house currently on the site was either built or moved there.2 
 
The last half of the 20th century was a period of rapid suburbanization in the Town of Bedford.  Population more than 
doubled in the 1960s and 1970s with as many houses constructed as had existed in the previous 200 years of the town’s 
history. This house, like so many others in Bedford, dates from this period of expansion.  Housing consisted of both single 
lot developments, such as this one, as well as small to large-size subdivisions.3 
 
In 1973, Perle Real Estate Company, Inc. sold the house to Jerrold Dupont and Joan Dupont. Subsequently it passed to 
First Bedford Trust and Holding Company in 1985, to Richard M. Nault in 1993, to Charles P. and Celia Black in 1994, 
and to Kevin J. and Lisa Combs-Fortier in 2007.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
132. Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The circa 1966 single-family dwelling is located on a 13.2-acre lot that is bounded on the northwest by NH Route 101 and 
on the northeast by Liberty Hill Road (Photograph #1). The house is located in the northwest corner of the lot near the 
intersection of the two roads. The greater portion of the lot to the south and east is a wetland known as the Meetinghouse 
Road Wetlands, for the road located on the south side of the marsh. It is drained by a tributary of Patten Brook, flowing 
west to east through the wetlands. Only a small portion of the lot along its northern edge is higher ground. A section of 
fieldstone wall is located along the property boundary on the south side of Liberty Hill Road just southeast of its 
intersection with NH Route 101 (Photograph #2). The house faces west and is oriented to NH Route 101 and set back 
approximately 85 feet from the edge of the roadway. A wooden fence separates the front yard from the highway. The 
driveway approaches the house from Liberty Hill Road. 

                                                           
1 NETR, LLC, “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,”  Historic Aerials, online at www.historicaerials.com, accessed February 13, 
2014;Town of Bedford Tax Assessor, Tax Records, Bedford, N.H. 2013; J. Chace, Jr., Map of Hillsboro [sic] County, New Hampshire from Actual 
Surveys. Boston, MA: Smith Mason & Co., 1858; D. H. Hurd & Co., Town and City Atlas of the State of New Hampshire, Compiled from Government 
Surveys, County Records and Personal Investigations (Boston, Mass.: 1892). 
2 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1937-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 377-384; Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 874, p. 121 
(1928); Book 1701, p. 69 (1962); Book 1868, p. 126 (1966). 
3 Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission, “A Monograph for the Town of Bedford,” May 1980, on file New Hampshire State Library, Concord, 
N.H., pp. 2-4. 
4 Hillsborough County Deeds, Book 2333, p. 232 (1973); Book 3432, p. 860 (1985); Book 5494, p. 452 (1993); Book 5567, p. 1363 (1994); Book 7874, p. 
2067 (2007). 
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The three-bay, two-story, clapboarded gabled house is symmetrically composed with a center entry protected by a 
pedimented hood with trellis side panels (Photograph #3). The house has an interior brick chimney, slightly off center.  A 
simply molded wood cornice has short returns at the gable ends. Windows have wood surrounds and vinyl 1/1 double-
hung sash with faux muntins and shutters. The wood front door is half paneled with a nine-light glaze. To the rear of the 
house are a single-bay shed-roof dormer and a one-story shed-roof enclosed back porch addition (Photograph #4).  The 
basement level is banked providing for access to a two-car garage that is located under the house’s south gable end. The 
foundation is poured concrete with a newer appearance at the house’s southeast corner where the porch addition and 
garage bays are situated, suggesting that the foundation was reworked, probably to create the in-ground garage. It is 
estimated this work is about 20 years old. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This building is not recommended as eligible for listing in the National or State Registers. Under Criterion A, there are no 
known significant events associated with the property. The property is associated with a pattern of post-World War II 
suburbanization in the Town of Bedford; however, as part of this broader pattern it is an isolated example with no 
specifically significant historic associations to important land-use patterns or subdivisions. Under Criterion B, no significant 
individuals are associated with property.  Under Criterion C, it is one of many representative examples of a very common 
post-World War II house type found in New Hampshire and the United States. It is not considered a significant 
representative example because of its later date of construction, replacement windows, alterations to create an in-ground 
garage and lack of distinguishing architectural details.  Furthermore, the house is not yet 50 years old, at least on this site, 
and if it does date as a structure to 1941, as suggested by tax assessor records, the relocation resulted in loss of the 
original setting and context. 
 
The house is within the bounds of the local Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This historic district is being 
evaluated on a separate historic district area form. When established in 1970, the local historic district included buffer 
zones that took in this house.  The house is not considered a historic resource in the local historic district. The proposed 
National Register-eligible Bedford Center Historic District would include the area northwest of NH Route 101 across the 
highway from the house at 3 Liberty Hill Road. It would not include the house or any of the property associated with its tax 
lot. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The house’s facade has moderate integrity of design and materials, at least so far as an example of a mid-20th-century 
Colonial Revival house, but the rear and south elevations have been impacted by an in-ground garage bay and rear 
addition that have changed the orientation of the house and its appearance from Liberty Hill Road. The windows have 
been replaced. The house has moderate integrity of setting, feeling and association to the mid-1960s, but there is 
encroaching  modern residential development to the house’s north. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
n/a 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # ___2__     Description:  Stone wall at northwestern property boundary. Liberty Hill Road is in foreground. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 073   Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3___     Description:  Front elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 082   Direction:   E 
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Photo # ___4__     Description:  Rear elevation. NH Route 101 in the background. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 069   Direction:   W 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name  Gordon-Woodbury Farm  

2. District or area Bedford Center Historic District  

3. Street and number 2 Olde Bedford Way   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County  Hillsborough    

6. Current owner Carnevale Holdings, LTD  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Commercial/Trade - Restaurant 

  or Tavern      

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single Dwelling  

    Agriculture – Barn or Outbuilding 

Architectural Information 

9. Style Federal      

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1810     

13. Source History of Bedford, N.H. (1972)   

14. Alterations, with dates Kitchen and Dining  

  Room Additions/Alterations (c. 1984)   

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Granite     

17. Cladding    Clapboard     

18. Roof material Asphalt     

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Hip     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories 2     

23. Entry location Façade, off-center   

24. Windows Double-hung 12/12    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Dairy barn (c. 1880); Korkin  

House (c. 1820); Gift shop (c. 1920); Garage (c.1984)  

27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage 5.01      

29. Tax map/parcel # 13-41     

30 UTM reference   19T 295385E 4758983N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:2400  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley, Historians  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.    

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: N    

36. Date  December 13, 2013        

37. Reference #:13068 D4 098      
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
The circa 1810 Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse and its large late-19th-century dairy barn survive today as the Bedford 
Village Inn, located on a 5.01-acre lot at the northwest corner of NH Route 101 and Olde Bedford Way.  The house is at 
the northeastern edge of the area known historically as Bedford Center and about three-quarter of a mile from the Bedford 
Town Hall and Presbyterian Meeting House at the center of the village. Bedford Center Road branches off of NH Route 
101 at the southwest corner of the property. 
 
The handsome Federal-style Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse, now an upscale restaurant and inn, was reportedly built by 
Josiah Gordon, a veteran of the American Revolution who located to Bedford after the war. The farm eventually passed to 
Gordon’s daughter Eliza (1797-1885) and her husband Dr. Peter P. Woodbury (1791-1860) who moved to Bedford in 
1815 from Francestown. The Gordons and Woodbury were all of Scots-Irish Presbyterian stock and active in the local 
church and town governance. As was the practice at the time, Woodbury received his medical training through 
apprenticeship at a very young age, although he attended a six-month course of medical lectures at Yale College prior to 
moving to Bedford.1 
 
Charles H. Woodbury (1840-1893), the son of Peter P. and Eliza Woodbury, was a gentleman farmer and attorney. It is 
likely that he was responsible for the construction of the large dairy barn that has been converted into reception space and 
rooms at the inn. This transition to dairying operations was typical of the period, especially in farms near to urban areas 
like Manchester. For many years following Charles Woodbury’s death in 1893, Mrs. Charles H. Woodbury and her 
grandchildren Martha R. Woodbury and George Woodbury owned the farm, which by this time had grown to 350 acres.  
John W. McDole, a tenant, lived in the house and worked the farm. The property remained in the Gordon-Woodbury 
family until being sold to Henry and Olga Wheeler in 1940. The Wheelers raised prized Shetland ponies.2 
 
About 1956, only three or four years after the construction of the NH Route 101 bypass, the Wheelers moved to the Town 
of Jaffey, citing the highway and the inconvenience it caused to their Shetland pony pasturage as a reason for leaving. 
The Wheelers sold the farm to Ralph and Sybil Fletcher who subsequently sold off the pasturage on the southeast side of 
the highway, ending the need for a livestock pass. The rest of the farm was subdivided for development over the next 30 
years. By the time the farmhouse and barn were purchased in the early 1980s for a restaurant and inn, the lot containing 
the buildings had shrunk to about 5 acres. The Bedford Village Inn opened in 1986.  It has been owned by Jack and 
Andrea Carnevale since 1990.3 
 
The Carnevale’s made extensive improvements to the property converting the farm into a restaurant and inn. Landscape 
improvements and plantings fill the barnyard between the barn and house creating a lawn and garden for special events. 
A former outbuilding was converted into a gift shop. 
 
In 2003, the Carnevale’s purchased a house located on a lot immediately north of their property at 8 Olde Bedford Way 
(BED0004).  This house, known as the Korkin House, or sometimes as the Gordon-Woodbury House (not to be confused 
with the main farmhouse that is now the inn), is a circa 1820 Federal-style house that may have some portion that dates 
to 1763 based on a date inscribed in the framing. The house was moved several hundred feet to the south onto the 
Carnevale property and rotated 180 degrees so it no longer faces the Olde Bedford Way. It has been remodeled as 
additional lodging and restyled as the “Gordon Cottage.”  According to a prior survey, this house was likely owned by Dr. 
Paul Tenney and at one time by Dr. Peter P. Woodbury, who also owned the adjacent Gordon-Woodbury Farm. Later 
owners included David McAfee, Bradbury Rowe, John W. McDole, Robert Currier, Patrick Connor, Albert Borque, Lane 
Fearon and Eugene Van Loan IIII.4 
  

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundred and Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900 (Concord, N.H.: The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 1117-1126; Bedford Historical 
Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971 (Bedford, N.H.: 1972), pp. 448-449, 457, 1123-1127. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Bedford Village Inn, “Our History,” online at www.bedfordvillageinn.com [accessed February 2014]. 
4 Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 493; Elizabeth J. Hostutler, Korkin Property NHDHR Inventory # BED0004 (November 1994), on file New 
Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H.; Elizabeth Hostutler, Gordon-Woodbury House, Draft National Register Nomination form 
(November 1994), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
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42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51. Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present 
65. Dairy farming for urban markets, 1880-1940 
98. Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 2 Olde Bedford Way is a 5.01-acre lot containing five buildings northwest of the intersection of Olde 
Bedford Way and NH Route 101.  The circa 1810 Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse faces east and is set back approximately 
100 feet from the west edge of Olde Bedford Way.  The circa 1880 dairy barn is located approximately 100 feet west of 
the house.  Approximately 50 feet north of the house is a circa 1920 outbuilding, converted to a gift shop. Approximately 
250 feet northwest of the gift shop and across a parking lot is the relocated circa 1820 Korkin House.  A circa 1984 garage 
is sited on a rise approximately 100 feet northwest of the dairy barn.  The property is prominent within the NH Route 101 
roadside landscape, with the striking Gordon-Woodbury house being an introduction to Bedford Center as one 
approaches the town from the northeast.  
 
The impressive circa 1810 Federal-style Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse is the oldest building on the property in its original 
location and currently serves as the restaurant/tavern of the Bedford Village Inn (Photograph #1).  It is a two-story, six-
bay, clapboard-sided dwelling with a three-bay ell on the north elevation.  The house has a standing-seam metal, hipped 
roof with two large interior brick chimneys and one centrally located, narrow, interior-end brick chimney.  The building has 
a simple molded wooden cornice and wooden cornerboards.  Windows are wooden 12/12 double-hung sash with wooden 
shutters.  The first-story windows have wooden lintels.  The front entry is centrally located and has a wooden paneled 
door, above which is a 6-light transom.  The door has a pilastered wooden surround with wooden entablature.  Granite 
steps provide access to the front entry.  The building has a stone foundation.  The three-bay north ell has a gabled roof 
with north-facing gabled dormers.  Fenestration on the ell is irregularly spaced.  Windows on the second-story are wooden 
6/6 double-hung sash, whereas first-story windows are wooden 12/12.  Extending from the first story of the north elevation 
of the ell is a flat-roof sunroom with a west-facing entry that serves as the main entrance to the tavern portion of the 
restaurant.  
 
Attached to the rear of the Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse is a significant amount of modern-infill, designed in a style that 
mimics the original building (Photograph #2).  This infill is two stories by six bays with several one-story extensions.  Atop 
the second story is a wooden balustrade.  Second-story windows are wooden 6/6 double hung sash flanked by wooden 
shutters.  Above the first story is a standing seam metal pent roof with a wooden cornice.  First-story windows on the west 
elevation are plate glass set in wooden frames; above each of these windows is a wooden fanlight.  The entry to the main 
dining rooms faces west and has doublewide multipane wooden doors.  Above the doors is a wooden sunburst panel.  
This entry is covered by an arched hood supported by wooden Doric-order columns.   
 
The circa 1880 dairy barn has a rectangular plan with an early 20th-century addition to the northeast corner creating an L-
shape.  The L-shape, however, has been disrupted with the construction of at least three modern additions on the west 
elevation of the barn and at least one on the east elevation. Together these additions operate as the main guest house 
and banquet hall for the Bedford Village Inn (Photograph #3).  The original barn is a three-story, three-bay, front-gabled 
building sided with clapboards.  The roof recently underwent a re-covering with cedar shingles and copper flashing.  
Modern, wooden, square-shaped, 4-light windows punctuate the main south-facing façade.  Under the gable peak is a 
modern fanlight.  The original entry maintains its massive opening, but the barn door has been replaced with glass 
windows and a wooden paneled door providing entrance to a lobby.  The barn has a stone foundation.  At the side 
elevations, gabled dormers have been added to the barn roof.  Attached to the rear of the barn are two massive wooden 
silos on granite foundations (Photograph #4).  Each of the silos has metal windows, though those on the east silo are 
paired whereas those on the west silo appear singly.  The early-20th-century ell at the southeast corner of the barn has 
materials consistent with the main building, except that it sits on a concrete foundation.  It is two-stories by eight bays and 
has a side-gabled roof. Much of the rest of the attached structures are modern infill, including, but not limited to a large 
gabled, south-facing section projecting to the west of the main entrance and a large, rounded, glass-enclosed porch 
extending into the original barnyard east of the barn.  Evidence of the original barnyard exists in the stone wall that 
surrounds a formalized lawn.   
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The circa 1920 outbuilding currently serves as the gift shop of the Bedford Village Inn (Photograph #5). It is a simple one-
story, four-bay, front-gabled structure sided with clapboards.  The roof is covered with cedar shingles.  The building has 
wooden cornice returns and wooden cornerboards.  On the west elevation are three door-sized, wooden multipane 
windows; above each of these windows is a canvas awning.  Windows on the side elevations are wooden 6/6 double-
hung sash.  On the east elevation is a large wooden fanlight under the gable peak and multipane casement windows  
under a singular canvas awning.  The building is set on a concrete foundation.  There are pedestrian entries to the shop 
on both the west and south elevations.   
 
The circa 1984 garage was constructed to accommodate the growing needs of the Bedford Village Inn (Photograph #6).  
It was designed to complement the existing architecture of the neighboring buildings.  The garage is one story by two 
bays and has a standing-seam metal-covered side-gabled roof.  The two wide garage bays face north.  At the east gable 
end is a pulley hitch and a wide arched doorway at the loft level.  Like the modern windows on the barn, the garage has 
square, 4-light wooden windows.   
 
The circa 1820 Korkin House, relocated here in 2003, is a two-story, five-bay dwelling currently serving as a secondary 
guesthouse to the Bedford Village Inn (Photograph #7).  The building has an asphalt-shingled side-gabled roof with twin 
interior-end brick chimneys at the ridgeline.  The building has wooden cornerboards and a simple molded cornice with 
wooden cornice returns.  Fenestration dates to the late-19th century.  Lower-level windows are wooden 2/1 double-hung 
sash with wooden surrounds and lintels.  The attic story windows are wooden 6/6 double-hung sash.  The west-facing, 
front entry has a replacement paneled wooden door, above which is a fanlight.  The entry has a wooden pilastered 
surround with wooden entablature.  Replacement brick steps lined by a metal railing provide access to the main entry.  
The building is on a stone foundation.  Extending from the rear of the house is a late-19th-century, two-story, gabled ell 
with materials matching those of the main house.  The one modern exception is a bay window on the rear elevation of the 
ell.  Attached to the now-north elevation of the ell is an early-20th-century, one-story, shed-roof addition with wooden 2/1 
double-hung sash windows and a double-wide, north-facing entry. 
 
The majority of the lot surrounding the buildings has been paved to accommodate public parking for the inn.  The path 
between the barn and the Gordon-Woodbury house has been paved with stone.  A wooden gazebo occupies either end of 
this path.  Remnants of granite walls line portions of the east and west property boundaries.   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
The property at 2 Olde Bedford Way is located within the boundaries of the proposed Bedford Center Historic District 
(described in a separate historic district area form) and evaluated as a contributing property with four contributing 
resources (circa 1810 Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse, circa 1880 dairy barn, circa 1920 outbuilding, and circa 1820 Korkin 
House) and one non-contributing resource (circa 1984 garage).  The farmhouse, dairy barn and outbuilding date from the 
district’s period of significance and are related to the historic context of the development of a non-nucleated village center 
and its agricultural family farm base and the expansion of commercial dairy farming under Criterion A.  Furthermore, the 
property serves as a “gateway” to the historic district, the house and dairy barn a distinctive landmark at the northeast end 
of the district were Bedford Center Road branches from NH Route 101. 
 
The former farm property is not considered individually significant for its architecture or contributing under Criterion C due 
to the extensive alterations to the property converting it from a farm to a restaurant and inn. The barn no longer conveys 
its original function with loss of barn doors, hay loft, and space to store and shelter farm product and livestock, not to 
mention numerous additions and changes to fenestration. The farmhouse, while presenting a historically appropriate 
façade has numerous changes to its rear massing to accommodate a kitchen and dining room. The overall form and scale 
of the complex, however, remains intact, as is its relationship to the Bedford Center Historic District, where this was one of 
the outlying farms orbiting the non-nucleated village center.  The barn is also the largest dairy barn surviving in the district, 
speaking to the scaling up of dairying that made farms in this part of New England commercially viable in the later 19th 
century. It is the only dairy barn with silos surviving in the proposed historic district. 
 
The Gordon-Woodbury farm also serves to illustrate tight-knit community relationships and kinships that characterized 
Bedford Center prior to intensified suburbanization in the middle decades of the 20th century. Over several generations, 
the Gordons and Woodburys played active roles in the community. This serves to illustrate the historical associations 
between outlying farms and the church/town hall located at the six-way crossroads less than three-quarter mile southeast 
of the farm. 
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The Korkin House, aka Gordon-Woodbury House, that was moved onto the property in 2003 was determined eligible in 
1994 by the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources at its original location, about 500 feet north of where it is 
today. This evaluation was based on the house being a “well-preserved example of a common New Hampshire house 
type, the 2-1/2 story, five bay, center entry house.” Under Criterion Consideration B for relocated properties, the house 
can retain its eligibility if the value is primarily architectural and integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling and 
association remain. In this instance, there appears to have been very little change in design, materials and workmanship, 
although feeling and association have been impacted to a greater degree by relocation. The principal alteration to the 
exterior was the removal of a garage ell that did not contribute to the significance. The reorientation of the house to Olde 
Bedford Road, as well as moving it closer to the Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse, creates a sense of a false grouping, 
however, the house’s orientation and separation across a parking lot helps to establish a feeling of separateness from the 
other buildings on the tax parcel. The Korkin House is therefore recommended as retaining an eligible status under 
Criterion C per the 1994 evaluation. Because the building is individually eligible and within the bounds of the proposed 
Bedford Center Historic District, it would also be considered contributing. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
The period of significance of the Gordon-Woodbury Farm is circa 1810 to 1950 under Criterion A. The specific period of 
significance for the Korkin House under Criterion C is its date of construction, taken to be circa 1820 based on prior 
survey, but could be earlier based on further interior forensics. The period of significance of the proposed Bedford Center 
Historic District is 1733 to 1950. 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The integrity of this property varies from resource to resource. The Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse, dairy barn and 
outbuilding retain integrity of location and association.  Their setting and feeling has been impacted by suburban 
development to the east, but to the west in the proposed Bedford Center Historic District the setting remains intact to the 
pre-1951 period of significance. This property anchors the northeast end of the historic district. The integrity of design, 
materials, feeling and workmanship of the circa 1810 farmhouse and circa 1880 barn have been impacted by conversion 
into an inn and restaurant with significant changes to fenestration and additions for inn operations. The farmhouse retains 
integrity of its street-facing façade to the pre-1951 period of significance of the historic district with most of the alterations 
only visible from the rear or side elevations. The barn retains a sense of its original scale. 
 
The Korkin House does not retain integrity of setting or location, but it does retain a high level of integrity of materials and 
workmanship. Remarkably few changes were made to the exterior fabric in relocating the house about 500 feet to the 
south of its original location. Rotating the house 180 degrees, so it no longer faces the road, is an impact on design and 
feeling, since orientation to roads was an important, and almost never varied, aspect of laying out a house site in the 18th 
and 19th centuries, but otherwise the house retains its architectural design and form. Integrity of feeling and association 
have been diminished because the Korkin House is now associated with the Bedford Village Inn property and could be 
mistaken for a dependency instead of the free-standing farmhouse that it was in an earlier period. This creation of a false 
grouping is mitigated somewhat by the fact that the Korkin House does have an historic association, through ownership, 
with Gordon-Woodbury family members who made the main farmhouse at the inn their home. 
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47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 13-41 were surveyed for this form. Four of the five buildings on the property are 
evaluated as contributing to the Bedford Center Historic District. The parcel is entirely within the boundaries of the Bedford 
Center Historic District as recommended by an accompanying historic district area form. The eastern, southern and 
northern edges of the parcel are boundaries of the district. This property anchors the northeast end of the district but 
properties to the east, south and north have incompatible modern development. The district extends southwestward from 
this property along Bedford Center Road in the direction of the village center and its town hall and church.  NH Route 101, 
built as a bypass of Bedford Center in the early 1950s, changed local transportation patterns, including a reworking of the 
Bedford Center Road/Olde Bedford Way intersection at the southeast corner of this property. The district’s period of 
significance was terminated at 1950 in part because of the impact NH Route 101 bypass had on local transportation 
patterns, as well as changes in local zoning adopted to address patterns of suburban development. For further justification 
of this boundary, see the historic district area form for the Bedford Center Historic District. 
 
 
48. Bibliography and/or References: 
 
Bedford Historical Society. History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971. Bedford, N.H.: 1972). 
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Hostutler, Elizabeth J. NHDHR Inventory # BED0004. November 1994. On file New Hampshire Division of Historical 
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Hostutler, Elizabeth J. Gordon-Woodbury House. Draft National Register Nomination Form. November 1994. On file New 

Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
 
Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One 

Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900. Concord, N.H.: The Rumford 
Printing Company, 1903. 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #   2        Description:   View of the modern infill at the southwest corner of the Gordon-Woodbury House 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 153  Direction:   NE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #   3     Description:  View of the front façade of the barn 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:   13068 D2 143  Direction:   NW 
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Photo #   4        Description:   View of the silos at the rear of the barn 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 133  Direction:   S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #   5      Description:  View of the west and south elevations of the circa 1920 outbuilding 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:   13068 D2 142  Direction:   NE 
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Photo #   6        Description:   View of the circa 1984 garage 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 130  Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #   7      Description:  View of the west elevation of the Korkin House in its new location 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:   13068 D2 124  Direction:   E 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 278 Wallace Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County  Hillsborough    

6. Current owner Henry and Dorothy Ford   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Ranch style     

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1956     

13. Source Tax assessment    

14. Alterations, with dates c.1985 addition of  

  secondary entry  on south elevation   

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete, poured   

17. Cladding    Vinyl     

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Cross gable    

21. Chimney location One end, single exterior   

22. Number of stories  1    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows  Double-hung    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:c.1985  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings     None     

         

 27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage  1.00    

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-89-1   

30 UTM reference   19T 293822E 4757201N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name  Alison Haley     

33. Organization Hunter Research Inc.   

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013   

 

 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: NW    

36. Date  12/12/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D1 029      



39.  LOCATION MAP:
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This ranch house was built circa 1956 as part of the development of a small subdivision called Wallace Heights. Wallace 
Heights was a post-World War II subdivision of a 52-acre portion of the former Arthur P. Fosher farm.1 The original 19th-
century farmhouse is located 475 feet to the south at 266 Wallace Road (BED0062). The subdivision consisted of a single 
street, Briar Road, extending west from Wallace Road. Arranged on either side of the street were approximately thirty 1 to 
2 acre lots. Houses were built on the lots between 1955 and 1970 with any undeveloped lots later in-filled in the 2000s.2 
Architecturally, the single-family homes were typical mid-century ranch and Colonial Revival. There is little overall 
consistency to the size or form of the houses, which were built over the course of 15 years, suggesting they were 
developed individually rather than by a single contractor or developer using a standard plan. 
 
The house at 278 Wallace Road is located at the northeast corner of the subdivision and was platted as lot #1.  It was one 
of the earlier houses in the development.  It was purchased by Andrew and Geraldine O’Malley in 1959 from Harold and 
Mary Thacker, the original owners. In 1961, Mary and Helen Neugebauer acquired the property, and in 1970 they 
transferred the property to Henry and Dorothy Ford, the current owners.3 
 
Suburbanization began in the Town of Bedford in the 1920s and 1930s as a bedroom community of Manchester. 
Suburbanization accelerated after World War II when the population began doubling almost every decade. New houses 
were built at a similarly rapid pace as farmers took advantage of demand for land and local zoning practices that 
promoted low-density residential development on lots of no less than 1 acre.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present.   
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This circa 1956 raised-ranch house is set back approximately 50 feet from the west edge of Wallace Road and occupies 
the northwest corner lot at the intersection of Wallace Road and Briar Road (Photograph #1).  The topography is raised 
above the grade of Wallace Road with the house set into the bank. The building is in good condition, but many of the 
exterior materials, including the windows and siding, are historically non-compatible replacements. 
 
The building is a one-story, four-bay, vinyl-clad dwelling with a raised basement garage.  The building has an irregular 
plan with cross gables at its northeast and southwest corners. The northeast gable end projects from the primary façade. 
The roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.  Windows are replacement vinyl 1/1 double-hung sash with faux muntins.  Many 
of the windows are paired or grouped in threes.  On the south elevation is one oriel window.  
 
The main entry faces Wallace Road and is located at the corner of the northeast gable end.  Above the entry is an 
overhanging eave supported by a wrought-iron post.  At the entryway, the façade is faced with brick.  The front storm door 
is wooden three-quarter multipane.  Behind the storm door is a wooden flush door with three horizontal-band window 
panes.  Concrete steps provide access to the front entry. 
 
The two-bay garage is located at the raised basement level of the northeast gable end.  The garage doors are paneled 
metal, with two lights each.  Above the garage doors is a pent roof.  Fieldstone retaining walls, contemporary with the 
house, line the driveway leading from Wallace Road to the garage bays (Photograph #2).  The building has a concrete 
foundation.  On the south elevation is a wide, exterior-end, brick chimney, set slightly off center (Photograph #3). 
 
There have been alterations to the house including the addition of a circa 1985 secondary entry and a window bay on the 
south elevation. With the exception of this addition, the building appears to maintain the original footprint visible on historic  
 

                                                           
1 Hillsborough County Deed Book 838, p. 500 (1925); Book 1021, p. 60 (1941). 
2 Town of Bedford Tax Assessor, Property Data, accessed February 17, 2014, www.bedfordnh.org/pages/BedfordNH_assessing. 
3 Hillsborough County Deed Book 1585, p. 268 (1959); Book 1648, p. 43 (1961); Book 2105, p. 325 (1970). 
4 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1735-1971 (1972), p. 4. 
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aerial photographs of the property.   An in-ground pool original to the lot has been in-filled and a small outbuilding 
associated with the pool has been demolished. A driveway leading from Briar Road has been added to the side yard.5   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This building is not recommended eligible for listing on the National or State Registers of Historic Places.  Under Criterion 
A, there are no known significant events associated with the property.  The property is associated with a pattern of post-
World War II suburbanization in the Town of Bedford. The Wallace Heights subdivision is typical of this pattern, but not 
exceptional. Under Criterion B, no significant individuals are associated with the property.  Under Criterion C, the house is 
one of many representative examples of a very common post-World War II house type found in New Hampshire and the 
United States. The raised-ranch form is a modified version of the ranch form dwelling, the most popular post-World War II 
residential style in the United States.  Raised-ranch houses typically feature overhanging eaves, brick facing, wrought iron 
details, and a partially-elevated basement level.6 The house at 278 Wallace Road features all of the aforementioned 
characteristics, but lacks material integrity, particularly the siding and fenestration.  It is unlikely to be considered an 
exemplary architectural example even in a local context because of these alterations and its mid-1950s date of 
construction, which suggests that it was not an early or trend-setting example. 
 
The house is within the bounds of the local Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This historic district is being 
evaluated on a separate historic district area form. When established in 1970, the local historic district included buffer 
zones that took in this house. The house is not considered a historic resource in the local historic district and is well 
outside of the boundaries of a proposed National Register-eligible Bedford Center Historic District. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
This raised-ranch house retains integrity of location and design, but lacks integrity of materials.  It is located on its original 
site of construction and the surrounding suburban setting reflects the feeling intended for the site in 1956.  The exterior 
materials of the house, however, fail to convey the property’s significance as a post-World War II suburban residence as 
they were not replaced in-kind.   
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 20-89-1 was surveyed for this form. 
 
 
  

                                                           
5 “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,” NETR, LLC, accessed February 13, 2014, www.historicaerials.com. 
6 Emily Pettis et al.  NCHRP Report 723:  A Model for Identifying and Evaluating the Historic Significance of Post-World War II Housing (Washington, 
D.C:  Transportation Research Board, 2012), 17-19. 
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Surveyor’s Evaluation: 
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Date photos taken: 12/13/2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     2        Description:  View of the east elevation garage bays and modern stone wall from Wallace Road. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 003   Direction:   W 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     3         Description:  View of the south elevation secondary entry and chimney from Briar Road. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 001    Direction:   N 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper:  Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 4 Briar Road    

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner David M. Peterson Trustees  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Ranch style     

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date  1961    

13. Source Tax assessment    

14. Alterations, with dates Addition of deck and   

  sunroom to rear, c. 1990    

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete, poured   

17. Cladding   Wood shingle; board and batten   

18. Roof material Asphalt shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  1    

23. Entry location Multiple main entries   

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:  c. 1990  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings None     

         

27. Landscape features Fences     

28. Acreage 1.10      

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-89-2     

30 UTM reference   19T 293745E 4757154N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name  Alison Haley     

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.   

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: S    

36. Date  12/12/2013        

37. Reference #: 13068 D1 021          
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This ranch house was built circa 1961 as part of the development of a small subdivision called Wallace Heights. Wallace 
Heights was a post-World War II subdivision of a 52-acre portion of the former Arthur P. Fosher farm.1 The original 19th-
century farmhouse is located 350 feet to the southeast at 266 Wallace Road (BED0062). The subdivision consisted of a 
single street, Briar Road, extending west from Wallace Road. Arranged on either side of the street were approximately 
thirty 1 to 2 acre lots. Houses were built on the lots between 1955 and 1970 with any undeveloped lots later in-filled in the 
2000s.2 Architecturally, the single-family homes were typical mid-century ranch and Colonial Revival. There is little overall 
consistency to the size or form of the houses, which were built over the course of 15 years, suggesting they were 
developed individually rather than by a single contractor or developer using a standard plan. 
 
The house at 4 Briar Road is located on an L-shaped lot at the intersection of Briar Road and Wallace Road and was 
platted as lot #2 of the Wallace Heights subdivision.  It was one of the earlier houses in the development.  The lot was 
purchased by Lloyd and Alice Freese in 1960 and the house was constructed shortly thereafter.  In 1989, David and 
Kathleen Peterson acquired the property and in 2008 they transferred the property to an irrevocable trust in their names.3 
 
Suburbanization began in the Town of Bedford in the 1920s and 1930s as a bedroom community of Manchester. 
Suburbanization accelerated after World War II when the population began doubling almost every decade. New houses 
were built at a similarly rapid pace as farmers took advantage of demand for land and local zoning practices that 
promoted low-density residential development on lots of no less than 1 acre.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This circa 1961 ranch house is set back approximately 60 feet from the south edge of Briar Road (Photograph #1).  The 
building is in good condition, but has undergone renovations including the addition of an enclosed porch at the rear and 
the installation.   
 
The building is a one-story, ten-bay frame ranch house clad in wood shingle siding with board and batten siding at the 
gable ends.  The building has an asphalt-shingled, side-gabled roof with bracketed overhanging eaves and two projecting 
cross gables:  one projecting at the entry and one over the two-bay garage.  Just off center of the ridge line is a wide, 
interior brick chimney.  Windows are non-original vinyl 8/8 double-hung sash with decorative shutters, excepting a vinyl, 
three-sided bay window at the projecting gable end.  On the side elevation gable ends at the attic story are louvered vents 
(Photograph #2).  Over the central entry on the front (north) façade is an exaggerated overhanging eave supported by an 
aluminum-clad post.  The central entry has a glazed storm door and a wooden paneled door with four lights.  A second 
entry on the front façade is located just east of the garage and has a door identical to that of the centrally located entry.  
The two-bay garage has paneled doors, each with six lights.  A vinyl three-rail fence surrounds a brick patio that extends 
between the two front entries. 
 
At the rear of the house are a wooden deck with lattice screening (Photograph #3) and a circa 1990 sunroom with a shed 
roof and skylights.  This porch is supported on stilts to compensate for a downward slope to the rear of the property. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Hillsborough County Deed Book 838, p. 500 (1925); Book 1021, p. 60 (1941). 
2 Town of Bedford Tax Assessor, Property Data, accessed February 17, 2014, www.bedfordnh.org/pages/BedfordNH_assessing. 
3 Hillsborough County Deed Book 1616, p. 494 (1960); Book 5117, p. 306 (1989); Book 7967, p. 1107 (2008). 
4 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1735-1971 (1972), p. 4. 
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The ranch form is the most popular post-World War II residential style in the United States.  Ranch houses typically 
feature overhanging eaves, a wide or prominent chimney, a combination of siding materials, and front patios.5 The house 
at 4 Briar Road features all of the aforementioned characteristics. Alterations are replacement windows and addition of a 
deck and sunroom.   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This building is not recommended eligible for listing on the National or State Registers of Historic Places.  Under Criterion 
A, there are no known significant events associated with the property.  The property is associated with a pattern of post-
World War II suburbanization in the Town of Bedford. The Wallace Heights subdivision is typical of this pattern, but not 
exceptional. Under Criterion B, no significant individuals are associated with the property.  Under Criterion C, the house is 
one of many representative examples of a very common post-World War II house type found in New Hampshire and the 
United States.  It is not considered an exemplary representative example because of its date of construction, at the height 
of the style’s popularity rather than near its inception. There have also been some alterations, although overall integrity is 
good. Within a national and statewide context, this 1961 house would not be selected as a significant representative 
example. In a local context, although there has not been a survey of postwar houses in the Town of Bedford, individual 
significance as a representative example seems unlikely. Earlier and equally or more complete examples are likely to 
exist since the pattern of suburban development in the Town of Bedford spread from east to west. 
 
The house is within the bounds of the local Bedford Historic District, established in 1970. This historic district is being 
evaluated on a separate historic district area form. When established in 1970, the local historic district included buffer 
zones that took in this house.  The house is not considered a historic resource in the local historic district. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
This ranch retains aspects of integrity. Design and materials appear to be unaltered or replaced in-kind except for 
windows. It is located on its original site of construction and the surrounding suburban setting reflects the feeling intended 
for the site in 1961. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 20-89-2 was surveyed for this form. 
 
 
  

                                                           
5 Emily Pettis et al.  NCHRP Report 723:  A Model for Identifying and Evaluating the Historic Significance of Post-World War II Housing (Washington, 
D.C:  Transportation Research Board, 2012), 17-19. 
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Date photos taken: 12/12/2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     2        Description:  View of the east and north elevations from Briar Road. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 022    Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #      3        Description:  View of the north and west elevations with a glimpse of the rear deck at photograph right. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 020    Direction:   SE 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name Livestock Pass under NH Route 101  

2. District or area n/a     

3. Street and number 100 ft. NE of Bedford Center Road 

4. City or town   Bedford    

5. County  Hillsborough    

6. Current owner  New Hampshire Dept. of Transportation  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Transportation – Road-related     

         

8. Historic use(s) Transportation – Road-related  

    Agriculture - Farm     

Architectural Information 

9. Style n/a      

10. Architect/builder NH State Highway Dept.   

11. Source plans      

12. Construction date c. 1951-52     

13. Source plans      

14. Alterations, with dates     

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  n/a     

17. Cladding    n/a     

18. Roof material n/a     

19. Chimney material n/a     

20. Type of roof  n/a     

21. Chimney location n/a     

22. Number of stories n/a     

23. Entry location n/a     

24. Windows  n/a     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:       

Site Features 

25. Setting Developing mixed-use road  

         

26. Outbuildings n/a         

         

27. Landscape features Cleared/open fields   

28. Acreage less than 0.10 acre    

29. Tax map/parcel #      

30 UTM reference   19 295684 E  4759312 N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:2400  

Form prepared by 

32. Name  Patrick Harshbarger, Principal Historian  

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: SE    

36. Date    12/13/2013       

37. Reference #:13068 D3 002           
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This precast-concrete pipe livestock pass, which crosses under NH Route 101, was constructed circa 1951-52 by the New 
Hampshire State Highway Department as part of improvements to a 2-lane state highway.1 Specifically, this project was 
part of the construction of an approximately 1.5-mile-long bypass of Bedford Center village along a new alignment that 
passed to the east and south of old Bedford Center Road.  Bedford Center Road was an 18th-century town road that was 
improved as a 6-rod (64-foot-wide) wagon road in the 1840s. It served as a locally important wagon road connecting the 
Towns of Bedford and Amherst with Manchester. In the 1920s, it was incorporated into the state’s trunk-line system as a 
segment of NH Route 101. This made the route eligible for federal and state funds that could be used to improve the 
highway for motor vehicular travel. NH Route 101 became the state’s main east-to-west automobile highway across the 
southern tier, connecting Portsmouth to Keene by way of Manchester. 
 
A common practice in the improvement of state highways, beginning in the late 1920s and continuing to the present day, 
was the construction of bypasses that allowed through traffic to skirt around congested areas, rural towns or villages, or 
older roads. These roads, like Bedford Center Road, often winding or narrow, were difficult or expensive to improve due to 
prior roadside development and right-of-way acquisition costs. In constructing the NH Route 101 bypass of Bedford 
Center in the early 1950s, the State Highway Department acquired a right-of-way no less than 100-foot wide. Since the 
early 1950s, this segment of NH Route 101 has served as part of an arterial-collector highway connecting Bedford and 
Amherst with Manchester and two of the state’s main north-south freeways, U.S. Route 3 and the Everett Turnpike, the 
latter opened through east Bedford in 1950.  NH Route 101 has been a factor in the development of retail establishments, 
many of which front the highway, as well as the development of low-density suburban housing in Bedford, Amherst and 
Milford.2 
 
In this instance, the new alignment of NH Route 101 near Bedford Center made use of an abandoned railroad right-of-
way. In 1900, the Manchester & Milford Railroad, a subsidiary of the Boston & Maine Railroad system, built an 
approximately 18-mile-long branch line between Manchester and Milford. This line served to connect two of the Boston & 
Maine’s operating subdivisions – the New Hampshire subdivision and the Fitchburg subdivision – but the small rural towns 
along the branch line, such as Bedford and Amherst, generated little traffic. Passenger service was suspended in 1925 
and freight service in 1928. Shortly thereafter, the tracks were removed.  The State of New Hampshire eventually 
acquired a segment of the abandoned railroad line and used the existing grade to facilitate the construction of the NH 
Route 101 bypass of Bedford Center village. The old Bedford Center Road intersects NH Route 101 approximately 100 
feet northwest of the livestock pass.3 
 
The Gordon-Woodbury farmhouse (BED0036) and its large dairy barn survive today as the Bedford Village Inn, located on 
the lot abutting the northwest side of the highway.  The farmhouse is approximately 350 feet north of the livestock pass. 
The handsome Federal-style farmhouse, now an upscale restaurant and inn, was built circa 1810 by Josiah Gordon, a 
veteran of the American Revolution. The farm eventually passed to Gordon’s daughter Eliza (1797-1885) and her 
husband Dr. Peter P. Woodbury (1791-1860).  Charles H. Woodbury (1840-1893), their son and a gentleman farmer and 
attorney, built the large dairy barn that has been converted into reception space and rooms at the inn. For many years 
following Charles’s death in 1893, Mrs. Charles H. Woodbury and her grandchildren Martha R. Woodbury and George 
Woodbury owned the farm, which by this time had grown to 350 acres.  John W. McDole, a tenant, lived in the house and 
worked the farm. The property remained in the Gordon-Woodbury family until being sold to Henry and Olga Wheeler in 
1940.4 
 
The Wheelers were the owners of the farm when the NH Route 101 bypass was built. The Wheelers raised prized 
Shetland ponies and, reportedly, the livestock pass was built to provide a passage for the ponies from the barn to the  

                                                           
1 New Hampshire State Highway Department, NH Route 101 Improvements, Project No. F123(5), Sheet 18 (August 1951, Revised 
February 1952), on file, New Hampshire Department of Transportation, Concord, N.H. 
2 F. A. Gardner, “New Hampshire’s Highway System,” New Hampshire Highways, Vol. 4, No. 8 (November-December 1926); James 
Garvin, “New Hampshire Good Roads Association 100th Anniversary Series: Part I: The Trunk Line Road System,” New Hampshire 
Highways (January/February 2004), pp. 25-29; Wilbur Smith and Associates, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study, Land Use 
Summary Report (New Haven, Conn.: 1967).  Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission, “A Monograph for the Town of Bedford, 
N.H. (1980). 
3 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, N.H., 1737-1971 (Somersworth, N.H.: New Hampshire Publishing Company, 1972), pp. 
377-383. 
4 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundred and 
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900 (Concord, N.H.: The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 1117-
1126; Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 457. 
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pasturage on the southeast side of the road. This may explain the livestock pass’s small size; it is a 6-foot-diameter pipe 
that has a poured concrete floor (invert) that provides barely 5 feet of clearance at the centerline. Holstein-Friesian cows, 
typical of dairy operations in the 20th century, usually stand about 58 inches tall at the shoulder; such cows might fit 
through the pass, though it would be a very tight squeeze.5 Shetland ponies are much smaller, typically ranging from 28 
inches to 42 inches high at the withers, and thus seem more fitted to this small livestock pass.6 About 1956, only three or 
four years after the construction of NH Route 101 bypass, the Wheelers moved to the Town of Jaffey, citing the highway 
and the inconvenience it caused to their Shetland pony pasturage as a reason for leaving. The Wheelers sold the farm to 
Ralph and Sybil Fletcher who subsequent sold off the pasturage on the southeast side of the highway, ending the need 
for a livestock pass. The rest of the farm was subdivided for development over the next 30 years. By the time the 
farmhouse and barn were purchased in the early 1980s for a restaurant and inn, the lot containing the buildings had 
shrunk to 5.5 acres. The Bedford Village Inn opened in 1986.  It has been owned by Jack and Andrea Carnevale since 
1990.7 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51.  Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present. 
88.  Automobile highways and culture, 1900-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The livestock pass is a precast-concrete segmental pipe, similar in all respects to a culvert except intended to facilitate the 
passage of animals rather than water (Photograph #1). The pipe measures 6-feet in diameter and has a poured-concrete 
invert (floor) forming a flat surface on which the animals could tread (Photograph #2). Invert floors are also placed in 
drainage culverts to facilitate the flow of water. Sediment has partially filled the pipe making it appear slightly less high 
than it actually is.  The culvert measures 56-feet long between two mortared fieldstone headwalls (Photograph #3). The 
livestock pass is buried under earthen backfill, which from the crown of the pipe to the surface of the highway measures 
approximately 3 feet deep. The highway is 2-lanes wide with shoulders and modern beam guide rails on timber posts 
(Photograph #4). 
 
The livestock pass has not been in use for its intended purpose since the 1950s.  The farm complex associated with the 
pass remains visible approximately 350 feet to the north, but the landscape has been altered, including raising of the 
natural grade to accommodate restaurant and inn operations, constructing a pedestrian pathway and split-rail fence 
parallel to NH Route 101, building a parking lot behind the inn, and planting of a lawn and ornamental trees and shrubs 
(Photograph #5). This has effectively visually separated the farm from the livestock pass. A small open field remains to 
the south of the pass, but it is no longer used for pasturage (Photograph #6). Several modern suburban houses are visible 
beyond the tree line south of the field.  
 
As a property type, the livestock pass is entirely similar to a pipe culvert, one of the most common types of small drainage 
structures found on American highways.  Pipes have been used in various forms and materials for roadway structures 
since the 19th century, but during the early 20th century precast concrete offered railroad and highway builders, as well as 
builders of sewers and other public works projects, an inexpensive, easily produced, strong and durable material for use 
in their construction projects. By the 1920s, concrete pipes in diameters from 1 to 8 feet were available from casting yards 
located throughout the United States. Pipes were particularly adaptable to railroad and highway projects where backfilling 
was used to maintain grades. Headwalls could be either stone or concrete. While the most common use of pipes was for 
drainage structures, in larger diameters they were also sometimes used for other purposes, including livestock and 
pedestrian underpasses. 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
5 Oklahoma State University, “Holstein” (1995), online at www.ansi.okstate.edu/breeds/cattle/Holstein [Accessed February 2014]. 
6 International Museum of the Horse, “Shetland Pony” (2012), online at www.imh.org [Accessed February 2014]. 
7 Bedford Village Inn, “Our History,” online at www.bedfordvillageinn.com [accessed February 2014]. 
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44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
The NH Route 101 livestock pass, constructed circa 1951-52, is not recommended eligible under Criterion A as being 
associated with significant events or a pattern of events.  It was historically associated with an on-going program of 
statewide highway improvements and a pre-existing farm that required access to an adjacent field that had been 
previously separated from that field by a railroad.  The livestock pass has no known direct associations with significant 
individuals under Criterion B.  As a property type under Criterion C, the livestock pass is a common property type (pipe 
culvert) put to a less common use (livestock pass); it exhibits no distinguishing physical features or technological 
characteristics. 
 
The Gordon-Woodbury Farm (Bedford Village Inn) (BED0036) has been recommended as a contributing resource to a 
potential Bedford Center Historic District. The inn anchors the district’s eastern end near the intersection of NH Route 101 
and Bedford Center Road, the latter of which forms the district’s principal northeast-to-southwest axis. The district’s period 
of significance has been established as 1735 to 1950, the latter date chosen in part because of the impact that NH Route 
101 had on local development. In the vicinity of the livestock pass, the northern edge of the highway right-of-way forms 
the district’s southern boundary. The livestock pass thus both postdates the district’s period of significance and is located 
outside of the historic district’s recommended boundaries. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The livestock pass maintains integrity of location, design and materials.  Integrity of setting, feeling and association has 
been diminished by changes in the landscape, particularly the cessation of livestock husbandry and the growth of 
suburban development. The associated farmstead survives, albeit converted to a restaurant and inn with landscape 
improvements that have altered the grade of the adjacent property, physically disassociating the livestock pass from the 
farm. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
n/a 
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Date photos taken:  December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _2__     Description:  Inside livestock pass 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D3 009   Direction:   NW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _3__     Description:  Southeast elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D3 004    Direction:   NW 
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Photo # _4__     Description:  NH Route 101, livestock pass located beyond first utility pole.  Note changes to the 
surrounding grade and landscape. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D3 011   Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _5_     Description:  From south side of livestock pass looking north toward barn (now inn). 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D3 007    Direction:   N 
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Photo # _6_     Description:  Field (former pasture) south of the livestock pass. Note suburban residential development 
beyond far tree line. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D3 008    Direction:   S 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
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1. Historic name       

2. District or area       

3. Street and number 175 NH Route 101   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Raymond Lorden   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Commerce/Trade – Specialty  

  or retail store      

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style Other – Split-level    

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1964     

13. Source Tax assessment    

14. Alterations, with dates Garage-bay infill, 1990  

         

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Concrete    

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  2    

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:   

Site Features 

25. Setting Commercial artery/strip   

         

26. Outbuildings None     

         

27. Landscape features Other – Parking lot   

28. Acreage 1.49      

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-18     

30 UTM reference   19T 294356E 4757388N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name   Alison Haley    

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.   

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: NW    

36. Date  12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 044           
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This split-level house was built circa 1964 following the subdivision of the Barnard farm.  The original Federal-style 
farmhouse, built in the late 18th century, is located at 86 Bedford Center Road, approximately 1,600 feet to the northeast. 
The lot was purchased by J. Dunn & Sons, Inc. and the house, constructed shortly thereafter, was first occupied by Phyllis 
Dunn no later than 1966.1 The building is oriented to NH Route 101, which was constructed in 1951-53 as a bypass of 
Bedford Center village. The old NH Route 101 followed Bedford Center Road. The bypass made use of the old alignment 
of the Manchester & Milford Railroad, a branch line of the Boston & Maine Railroad system. This railroad was constructed 
in 1900 and fell out of use in 1928.2 
 
Following World War II, Bedford Center began to experience rapid suburbanization as an automobile suburb of the City of 
Manchester. This resulted in explosive population growth and pressure to build new low-density housing for families, most 
of whom had breadwinners who commuted by automobile to Manchester. In 1963, it was estimated that 75 percent of 
Bedford’s residents worked in Manchester. While many of the new houses were part of large planned subdivisions, there 
were also opportunities for single-lot and smaller subdivision development. This split-level house on a stretch of NH Route 
101 was not part of a larger suburban development, but a single lot development. Most of the nearby lots on NH Route 
101 were eventually developed as commercial property.3 
 
Continued development along NH Route 101 and the road’s service as the main artery between Manchester and towns to 
the southwest (Amherst and Milford) made this building an attractive location for a retail business. In 1990, the property 
was purchased by Raymond E. Lorden, Jr., and in 2007 it was transferred to R.E.L. Revocable Trust. The property 
currently is occupied by PJ’s Flower and Antiques.4 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
  
88.  Automobile highways and culture, 1900-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This property contains a circa 1964 split-level, frame house currently occupied as a commercial property by PJ’s Flowers 
and Antiques, a retail floral shop (Photograph #1). The building is set back approximately 35 feet from the northwest side 
of NH Route 101, a commercial artery that roughly follows the line of the former Manchester & Milford Railroad 
(Photograph #2).  The building is in good condition and retains many original features, but has also undergone alterations 
to the front elevation, particularly in-filling of the former garage bay.   
 
The building is a two-story, four-bay, split-level house sided with clapboards except for brick facing below the second story 
on the front (southeast) elevation. The side-gabled roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles and has overhanging eaves 
supported by aluminum-clad posts, forming a two-story, half-width porch at the entry level.  Windows are the original 
wooden 2/2 double-hung sash flanked by decorative shutters.  The window pattern under the porch roof is three-part.  The 
centrally located front entry has a replacement metal-paneled door with a wooden surround featuring sidelights and a 
broken pediment, typical of the minimal Colonial Revival detailing associated with many split-level houses. The two 
northeast bays on the front elevation project beyond the two southwest bays.  The façade is broken by a projecting 
second story over a former garage bay.  A garage door has been removed and the opening has been infilled with vertical 
board siding, a secondary entry, and a three-part fixed window with a flower box. The building has a concrete foundation 
(Photograph #3). An interior brick chimney is narrow and is located just off the ridge line towards the rear elevation. 
 

                                                           
1 Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundred and 
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900 (Concord, N.H.: The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), p. 596; 
Hillsborough County Deed Book 1771, p. 215 (1964); 1909, p. 93 (1966). 
2 Bedford Historical Society.  History of Bedford, N.H. 1737-1971 (Bedford, NH:  Bedford Historical Society, 1972), 381. 
3 “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,” NETR, LLC, accessed February 13, 2014, www.historicaerials.com; 
Bedford Historical Society (1972), p. 4; Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission, A Monograph for the Town of Bedford (May 
1980), p. 3, on file New Hampshire State Library, Concord, N.H.  
4 Hillsborough County Deed Book 5222, p. 1791 (1990); 7942, p. 1169 (2007). 
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Concrete steps lined with a slatted vinyl railing provide access to the porch from a parking lot at the southwest side of the 
property and the driveway in front of the former garage bay. Landscaping is casual with low shrubs and a sign fronting the 
building. The building appears to maintain the original footprint visible on historic aerials of the property.  
 
The split-level form was widely employed in post-World War II residential architecture throughout the United States.  The 
overhanging eave and two-story porch entry are typical of split-level houses.  The narrow brick chimney at 175 NH Route 
101, however, is uncommon in a house of this form as split-level houses typically have wider brick chimneys.5 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
This building is not recommended as eligible for listening on to the National or State Registers. Under Criterion A, there 
are no known significant events associated with the property. The property is associated with a pattern of post-World War 
II suburbanization in the Town of Bedford; however, as part of this broader pattern it is an isolated example with no 
specifically significant historic associations to important land-use patterns or subdivisions. Under Criterion B, no significant 
individuals are associated with property.  Under Criterion C, it is one of many representative examples of a very common 
post-World War II house type, found in New Hampshire and the United States. It is not considered a significant 
representative example because of its later date of construction, alterations to the garage bay, and changes to the 
landscape and setting. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The split-level house retains integrity of design and materials with the important exception of the in-filling of the garage 
bay. The house has lost integrity of setting and feeling due to the post-1970 commercialization of NH Route 101 including 
the construction of a strip mall directly across the highway. Furthermore, these aspects of integrity have been impacted by 
the conversion of the house into a commercial retail space, including changing the surrounding landscape to 
accommodate a parking lot. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 20-18 was surveyed for this form. 
  

                                                           
5 Emily Pettis et al.  NCHRP Report 723:  A Model for Identifying and Evaluating the Historic Significance of Post-World War II Housing 
(Washington, D.C:  Transportation Research Board, 2012), 19. 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _2__     Description:  View of commercial-strip setting in the vicinity of 175 NH Route 101. Building (not visible) is 
located to left of view behind trees. Commercial strip to right of view is across the street from the building. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D4 112   Direction:   E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # __3_     Description:  Southwest elevation. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 045    Direction:   NE 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area NHDOT Route 101/Wallace Road   

3. Street and number 266 Wallace Road   

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Patricia & Michael McLaughlin  

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

         

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – Single dwelling  

  Agriculture - farm     

Architectural Information 

9. Style Dutch Colonial Revival    

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1840     

13. Source  1844 Wallace Map of the Town of Bedford  

14. Alterations, with dates  Remodeled (c.1870, c.1913);  

 Additions (c.1913, c.1960, c.1975)    

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:      

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Stone; Concrete; Brick   

17. Cladding    Vinyl     

18. Roof material Asphalt shingle    

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gambrel    

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center    

22. Number of stories  1.5    

23. Entry location Façade, off-center   

24. Windows  Double-hung    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date: c.1994  

Site Features 

25. Setting Suburban neighborhood   

         

26. Outbuildings Pool house (c.1960)   

27.  Landscape features   Stone walls;   

 Swimming Pool; Other - well    

28. Acreage 3.16      

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-91-4     

30 UTM reference   19T 293842E 4757032N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Alison Haley      

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.    

 120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608   

34. Date of survey  12/12/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: NW    

36. Date 12/12/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D1 002     
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This survey form updates the Determination of Eligibility (DOE) for NHDHR Inventory # BED0062, dated December 10, 
1991, which was prepared for NHDOT as part of a project to improve the Wallace Road and NH Route 101 intersection.  
The 1991 form described a remodeled pre-1850 dwelling with 20th-century additions, a small attached barn, and a 
detached pool house.  In 1992, the property was determined ineligible for listing on the State and National Registers of 
Historic Places because of its “extensive remodeling and apparent lack of historic significance.”1 The below descriptions 
reflect the property as it was in December of 2013. 
 
This Dutch Colonial Revival house is the latest incarnation of a circa 1840 dwelling that has undergone numerous 
renovations during the 19th and 20th centuries.  The house was once a part of a 100+-acre farm that stretched north and 
west of the house site.  Historic accounts indicate the property was first occupied by James Patterson, and then by 
Deacon John Houston and his sons, including Robert Houston, who formally acquired the property in 1837.2  The earliest 
possibly-extant house on the property was likely a cape constructed by Robert Houston, grandson of the contentious 
Presbyterian minister Reverend John Houston (1722-1799).  The 1840 population schedule lists Robert Houston’s 
household as containing a total of four people, one employed in agriculture (presumably Robert).  The other household 
members were likely his wife, son, and mother or mother-in-law.3  The earliest map-documented instance of a house on 
this site appears on B.F. Wallace’s Map of the Town of Bedford, drawn in 1844.  In 1850, Robert Houston is listed as a 
farmer living only with Lucretia, his wife.  His real estate is valued at $2,000.4  Given the few residents on the property 
during the 1840s and 1850s as well as the value of real estate, it is likely the house was modest in size.  During Robert 
Houston’s tenure, the property was considered to be on the outskirts of Bedford Center just north of the intersection of the 
road to Goffstown and the road to Amherst.  Robert Houston occupied the property until his death in 1869.  In December 
of 1870, the newly-wed George W. Flint acquired the property.5  Local histories credit George Flint with remodeling the 
house and constructing a new barn on the property.6  The property was conveyed to James R. Leach in 1891, just a few 
years after he retired from his position as Bedford postmaster and one year after his brief stint as operator of the former 
Goffe store located at the fork of Bedford Center and Church roads.7  Leach is identified as the property owner in D.H. 
Hurd & Co.’s Town and City Atlas of the State of New Hampshire (1892).   
 
In 1913, the 100-acre farm was sold to Harrison Campbell.  It was likely that Campbell is responsible for remodeling the 
house in the Dutch Colonial Revival style, as this was a popular trend in residential architecture at the time.8  Window 
patterns suggest the two-story addition to the west side of the house is contemporary with the Dutch Colonial Revival 
renovations.  The 1920 population schedule for the Town of Bedford lists the 72-year-old Campbell as operating a 
“general farm” on his own account.  At the time, his wife, Carrie, and his 22-year-old son, John, were living on the 
property.9  In 1925, Arthur P. Fosher acquired the farm and would be the last owner to fully farm the 100-acre lot.  After 
the property was conveyed to Thelma and Herman Joyce in 1941, it was subdivided.  A 52-acre portion containing the 
house was first transferred to Raymond and Ruth Covill.  They further subdivided their lot with the house occupying a 17-
acre parcel transferred to Thomas W. Carline in 1946. The remainder of the 52-acre lot would eventually be developed as 
Wallace Heights, a post-World War II residential development constructed circa 1955-1970.  The house lot retained its 17 
acres when it was transferred to Walter Bailey in 1951 and again when it was purchased by Leo and Katherine 
McLaughlin in 1957.10 History of Bedford, N.H. 1737-1971 indicates that the McLaughlins were responsible for 
demolishing the barn constructed circa 1870 by George Flint.  Historic aerials between 1947 and 1965 illustrate the 
transition of the property from a farm lot to a suburban lot.  During this time, NH Route 101 was constructed at the south 
edge of the property, replacing the alignment of Bedford Center Road.  Cultivation of the fields lessened over time, lots 
were divided off and developed with one-story dwellings, and the field immediately north and west of the farmhouse was 
repurposed for a swimming pool and a fenced yard. Between 1952 and 1965, the house and a small barn were connected 
with a one-story hyphen.  The final addition to the house was a one-story sunroom off of the west elevation of the hyphen  
  

                                                           
1 Elizabeth Durfee Hengen, NHDHR #62, 266 Wallace Road (December 10, 1991), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, 
N.H. 
2 Hillsborough County Deed Book 195 (1837), p. 18; Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1737-1971 (1972), p. 467-468. 
3 Ancestry.com, 1840 United States Federal Census [database on-line] (2010).  
4 Ibid,1850 United States Federal Census [database on-line] (2010). 
5 Ibid, 1870 United States Federal Census [database on-line] (2009). 
6 History of Bedford, p. 467. 
7 Hillsborough County Deed Book 514 (1891), p. 122; History of Bedford, p. 76, 339. 
8 James L. Garvin,  A Building History of Northern New England, (Hanover:  University Press of New England, 2001), pp. 132-133. 
9 Ancestry.com, 1920 United States Federal Census [database on-line] (2010). 
10 Hillsborough County Deed Book 838 (1925), p. 500; Book 1021 (1941), p. 60; Book 1052 (1943), p. 337; Book 1133 (1946), p. 377; Book 1292 (1951), 
p. 95; Book 1503 (1957), p. 176. 
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dating to circa 1975.11  After Leo McLaughlin died in August of 1985, his wife Katherine was left as the surviving joint 
tenant of the property.  In the years following Leo’s death, the property was further subdivided until just over three acres  
remained in 1994.  In 2006, the house lot was transferred to Patricia and Michael McLaughlin, trustees of the Katherine M. 
McLaughlin Irrevocable Trust.   
 
The property at 266 Wallace Road illustrates the transition of a 19th-century farm to a 21st-century suburban lot.  
Suburbanization began as the Town of Bedford became a bedroom community of Manchester in the 1920s and 1930s. 
Suburbanization accelerated after World War II when the population began doubling almost every decade.  New houses 
were built at a similarly rapid pace as farmers took advantage of demand for land and local zoning practices that 
promoted low-density residential development on lots of no less than 1 acre.12  The property at 266 Wallace Road fell in 
with this trend as it was reduced from a 100-acre operational farm in 1925 to a three-plus-acre residential lot in 1994. 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
51.  Mixed agriculture and the family farm, 1630-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 266 Wallace Road contains a circa 1840 house that was expanded and remodeled during the early 20th 
century in the Dutch Colonial Revival style (Photograph #1).  A circa 1960 hyphen connects the house to an early 20th-
century small barn.  Once part of a 100+-acre farm, the house now occupies just over 3 acres of land on the northwest 
corner of the intersection of Wallace Road and NH Route 101.  The house is sited on a hill approximately 80 feet from the 
west edge of Wallace Road.  Once a farm on the outskirts of town, suburbanization of the Town of Bedford has resulted in 
this house being surrounded by subdivisions and commercial properties that followed the construction of NH Route 101 
during the early 1950s. 
 
Though remodeling has obscured most evidence of the original house, it is likely the circa 1840 structure was a modest 
cape, typical of mid-19th-century dwellings in the Town of Bedford.  Today the house’s appearance is largely the result of 
remodeling performed during the first quarter of the 20th century.  The building is a one-and-one-half-story, six-bay Dutch 
Colonial Revival dwelling clad in vinyl siding (Photograph #2).  It has a gambrel roof sheathed in asphalt shingles with 
overhanging eaves and a single brick chimney located off-center on the gambrel ridge.  Facing east and projecting from 
the roof are three mansard dormers with extended wooden cheeks.  Windows on the front (east) elevation are vinyl 1/1 
double hung sash replacements.  One bay at the front elevation has a three-sided projecting bay window.  The side 
elevations, however, have wooden 2/1 double hung sash windows that likely date to the circa 1913 renovation.  The front 
entry is centrally located on the east elevation and has a modern glazed storm door, behind which is a half-glazed, half-
paneled wooden door.  The entry has an aluminum surround.   
 
Extending from the rear (west) elevation of the main house is a two-story, four-bay circa 1913 addition with a gabled roof 
and concrete foundation (Photograph #3).  At the southwest corner where the main house meets this addition is a circa 
1913 one-by-three-bay shed roof, one-story addition.  Connecting the two-story addition to the early 20th-century barn to 
the south is a circa 1960, one-story hyphen with a side-gabled roof and bay window with diamond-patterned muntins.  
There is a secondary entry where the two-story addition meets the hyphen.  Connected to the south side of the c.1960 
hyphen is an early 20th-century, one-and-one-half-story, banked barn with a gabled roof, concrete block chimney, and 
wooden 6/6 double hung sash windows.  Extending from the west side of the circa 1960 hyphen is a circa 1975 one-story, 
three-bay addition with a shed roof, sunroom extension.  The sunroom has vinyl casement windows and a brick 
foundation. Like the main house, excepting the sunroom, all of the aforementioned additions are clad in replacement vinyl 
siding.   
 
A fieldstone wall is located along the property’s northern (Photograph # 4) and southern boundaries.  A more recent stone 
wall, likely dating to the circa 1913 renovations, surrounds the southeast corner of the main house and terminates at a 
stone well.  A stone retaining wall lines the south edge of the driveway where it meets the east elevation of the barn.   

                                                           
11 “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003,” NETR, LLC, accessed February 18, 2014, www.historicaerials.com. 
12 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1735-1971 (1972), p. 4. 
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Stone retaining walls lining the east edge of the property along Wallace Road were placed at the time the Wallace Road 
and NH Route 101 intersection was improved in the 1990s. Northwest of the house is a fenced yard containing a circa -
1960 in-ground pool and a one-story, gabled pool house clad in wood shingles (Photograph #5).   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
The house at 266 Wallace Road was associated with mixed agriculture and family farming from at least the mid-19th 
century to 1941. With the decline of farming, the house became a suburban residence. It is not reflective of a significant 
event or pattern of events under Criterion A.  No historically significant individuals are known to be associated with the 
house under Criterion B. 
 
The house at 266 Wallace Road is a mid-19th-century farmhouse that was significantly altered over time to reflect 
changing trends and styles, as well as the individual needs of the owners. Believed to have been originally a small 
vernacular cape house, it was transformed into a Dutch Colonial Revival in the early 20th century. Later modern 
alterations included replacement of some windows and rear additions. Under Criterion C, the building is not distinctive of a 
particular period or style, nor does it possess significant architectural characteristics or features. 
 
The resulting ineligible recommendation does not differ from that of the 1991-92 assessment. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The house at 266 Wallace Road lacks integrity of design, materials, and setting.  The extensive number of renovations 
performed during the early 20th century, as well as numerous additions throughout the 20th century, obscure the original 
circa 1840 house and make it impossible to decipher its original massing.  Furthermore, the house was originally part of a 
100+-acre farm property that has been subdivided and reduced to a 3.16-acre residential lot, compromising nearly all of 
its original context. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 20-91-4 were surveyed for this form. 
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Date photos taken: 12/12/2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     2         Description:  View of the front (east) elevation of the main house. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 009   Direction:   SW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     3        Description:  View of the south elevation of the main house at photograph right with additions and small 
barn at photograph left. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 012  Direction:   NW 
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Photo #     4        Description:  View of the circa 1913 stone wall and well in photograph foreground with the east elevation 
of the small barn and hyphen in photograph background. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 011  Direction:   W 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     5        Description:  View of the pool house from the north side of the front yard.   
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D1 010  Direction:   NW 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name      

2. District or area 101 & Wallace Road (1991)   

3. Street and number 132 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner Nighthawk Realty, LLC   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s) Commercial – Business or office 

         

8. Historic use(s) Education – school;   

    Domestic – single dwelling  

Architectural Information 

9. Style Cape      

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c. 1847     

13. Source History of Bedford, NH 1737-1903  

14. Alterations, with dates Kitchen ell (c.1872)  

    Commercial business (c.2005)  

         

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:   c.1872  

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Granite     

17. Cladding    Clapboard    

18. Roof material Asphalt shingles   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge, center    

22. Number of stories 1     

23. Entry location Façade, center    

24. Windows Double-hung 6/6    

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:c.2005 

Site Features 

25. Setting Mixed-use neighborhood  

         

26. Outbuildings None     

         

27. Landscape features Stone walls    

28. Acreage 0.99      

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-20-1     

30 UTM reference   19T 294146E 4757280N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name  Alison Haley     

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013  

   

35.  Photo #1       Direction: S    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 029           



39.  LOCATION MAP:
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This survey form updates the Determination of Eligibility (DOE) for NHDHR Inventory # BED0074, dated December 10, 
1991.  The 1991 form described a moved and remodeled circa 1847 former schoolhouse with a one-story, late-19th-
century ell and detached 20th-century shed.  In 1992, the property was determined ineligible for listing on the State and 
National Registers of Historic Places because it had “no integrity for its period and construction, and no significant 
historical associations for any period for which it would have had integrity.”1  The below descriptions reflect the property as 
it was in December of 2013. 
 
The circa 1847 building is the north-facing, one-story, four-bay former schoolhouse moved to this location by Seth P. 
Campbell circa 1872.2.  The schoolhouse was originally located near the Greeley farm on North Amherst Road northwest 
of the intersection with Wallace Road in Bedford.  It was constructed about 1847 and known as the Union School when 
School District No. 9 was split and a new school district was formed joining west Bedford with the town of Amherst.3  The 
first record of Bedford voting to hold a common school dates to 1753.  The earliest schools were held in private homes 
until the first school building in Bedford was constructed c. 1770 on a lot that was then one-quarter mile north of John 
Orr’s property and today about one-half mile south of the present high school off of Nashua Road.  In 1772, a second 
school was constructed at the intersection of River and Back River roads after Bedford locals raised the money for the 
task.4  The earliest school buildings in Bedford were described in a 1903 History of Bedford as being of log construction 
containing one room with small-paned windows, large fireplaces, and inclined or stepped aisles to allow the pupils at the 
rear of the room to see the lesson at the front of the room.  Later, frame schoolhouses replaced the log structures and 
stoves replaced the large fireplaces.5   
 
By 1800 at least six school buildings had been constructed in Bedford, all by subscription, with no designated school 
district boundaries determined.  This provided for chaotic, unbalanced schooling and thus in 1800, the citizens of Bedford 
voted to divide the town into nine districts, with new school buildings to be constructed in districts having none.  With this 
vote and further school legislation in 1803, the Town of Bedford possessed one of the most controlled and organized 
school systems in the state.  In Bedford, schooling was promoted and taxes were gathered to hire teachers and maintain 
the buildings.  At different times throughout the 19th century, the Town of Bedford had two union schools, or schools 
shared with neighboring towns:  one with Amherst near Joppa Road and North Amherst Road and one with Merrimack on 
Beals Road at the Merrimack line.6  The Amherst Union School was formed when Bedford’s School District No. 9 split in 
1847 and the west side of Bedford joined with the town of Amherst.  This union school ceased operation before 1872, 
however, because it is known that about that time Seth P. Campbell moved the Amherst Union School building from North 
Amherst Road to its current location at 132 Bedford Center Road.7 
 
Once the schoolhouse was moved in 1872, it ceased to operate as a school and began functioning as a residence.  It is 
likely that the ell was added either when the building was moved by Seth P. Campbell in 1872 or shortly thereafter when 
Susan Jeffers acquired the property in 1874.  As a residence, the building would have needed a kitchen wing.  Mrs. 
Jeffers, a widow, lived in the former schoolhouse with her brother, Charles Seavy, a laborer, until 1883, when Damon 
Jenkins acquired the property.  Few alterations were made to the property as it passed from Nelson Fosher to several 
members of the Campbell family and their descendants. The property adjacent to 132 Bedford Center Road at 136 
Bedford Center Road also contains a relocated schoolhouse, moved in 1921 when its current site was owned by Clara 
Campbell, suggesting that the Campbell family was acquainted with repurposing schoolhouses. Though the moves were 
50 years apart, it is possible the former Union schoolhouse at 132 Bedford Center Road inspired the move of the No. 1 
schoolhouse to 136 Bedford Center Road. 
 
Dr. Jonathan S. Lewis, Jr. ran a veterinary practice there in the 1940s, adding a one-story frame shed (non-extant) to 
shelter dogs at the southeast corner of the property.8  The property passed from Dr. Lewis, through the Schlink family, to 
Paul and Joyce Johonnet.  
 
 

                                                           
1 Elizabeth Durfee Hengen, NHDHR Inventory #74 (December 10, 1991), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
2 Hillsborough County Deed Book 401 (1872), p. 292. 
3  Town of Bedford, History of Bedford, New Hampshire from 1737, Being Statistics Compiled on the Occasion of the One Hundred and Fiftieth 
Anniversary of the Incorporation of the Town, May 15, 1900 (Concord, N.H.: The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), p.427, 600. 
4 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1735-1971 (1972), p. 164-165. 
5 Town of Bedford, New Hampshire, History of Bedford, New Hampshire (Concord, NH:  The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), p. 431-432. 
6 Bedford Historical Society, p. 166. 
7 Town of Bedford, p. 427, 600; Bedford Historical Society, p. 470. 
8 Hengen, p.4. 
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In 1991, while under the Johonnets’ ownership, the property was surveyed as part of the widening of the intersection of 
NH Route 101 and Wallace Road.  At the time of the survey, the property consisted merely of the modified schoolhouse 
with attached ell and Dr. Lewis’s detached shed at the southeast corner of the property.  The portion of the property that 
would eventually contain a large commercial wing was described in 1991 as “brush.”  The projecting bay was present on 
the north elevation.  The ell had a second entrance on the south elevation, where today the commercial wing is attached.  
The shed was described as being “vacant and in poor condition.”  
 
Since the 1991 survey, the building has changed owners and undergone extensive renovations and expansion.  In 1996, 
David Johonnet acquired the property.  He then sold the property to Dylan R. Cruess in 2001, who in turn sold it to the 
current owner, Nighthawk Realty, LLC in 2004.  Historic aerials indicate that the massive expansion of the building to 
include the commercial wing facing NH Route 101 occurred under Nighthawk Realty’s ownership.  The commercial 
expansion on the lot followed a trend of commercial development along NH Route 101 during the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries, including the shopping center across NH Route 101 to the southeast and the strip mall to the northwest at the 
intersection of Bedford Center Road and NH Route 101.  Today the commercial wing houses three retail businesses:  
Blowin’ Smoke, Cupcakes 101, and Stone River Outfitters. 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
88.  Automobile Highways and culture, 1900-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present. 
105.  Elementary and secondary education, 1770-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
This property is located between Bedford Center Road and NH Route 101 and contains a building oriented toward both 
roadways (Photograph #1).  It contains a circa 1847 schoolhouse facing Bedford Center Road and moved to its current 
location circa 1872.   Attached to the schoolhouse is a circa 1872 ell.  The schoolhouse and ell functioned as a single 
dwelling during the last quarter of the 19th century and most of the 20th century.  In 2004-2005, a two-story, seven-bay 
commercial wing oriented toward NH Route 101 was added perpendicular to the kitchen ell.  Together, these three 
structures form an abbreviated U-shape.  The schoolhouse and ell were renovated when the commercial wing was added.  
The property currently operates as a commercial/business center with three retailers occupying the building facing NH 
Route 101 and offices occupying the two older sections of the building.   
 
The former schoolhouse portion of the premises faces north and has been renovated with in-kind replacement materials 
(Photograph #2). It is a one-story, four-bay, single pile, simple cape-style building clad in replacement clapboarding.  The 
side-gabled roof is sheathed in asphalt shingles.  The house has a molded wood cornice and cornerboards. At the peak of 
the roof is an interior brick chimney.  Windows are replacement wooden 6/6 double hung sash with wooden surrounds.  At 
the west end of the front (north) elevation is a projecting boxed bay, added pre-1991, with paired windows that disrupts 
the original symmetry of the façade. The east elevation has two uniformly spaced window openings, while the west 
elevation has three unevenly distributed window openings; it may reflect the possibility that the original schoolhouse was 
front gabled prior to the building being moved here circa 1872. The front entry, centrally located on the north elevation, 
has a replacement paneled door with a plain wooden surround. Shallow brick steps provide access to the entry.  The 
foundation of the original schoolhouse is rubble granite, while the rest of the building has concrete foundations. 
 
Attached perpendicularly to the south elevation of the former schoolhouse is an ell, likely added during the mid-1870s 
(Photograph #3).  This one-story, three-bay ell has an asphalt-shingled, gabled roof that crosses with the roofline of the 
schoolhouse.  It is clad in replacement clapboarding and has replacement 6/6 double hung sash wooden windows, 
matching those on the schoolhouse.  On the west elevation is an entry with a replacement paneled door with a simple 
wooden surround.  Concrete steps and a concrete stoop lined with metal railings provide access to this entry.  The 
foundation appears to have been rebuilt in recent years with concrete (Photograph #4). 
 
Perpendicular to the ell is a banked two-story, seven-bay, south-facing large commercial wing, constructed 2004-2005 
(Photograph #5).  This wood-sided wing resembles the massing of a barn, perhaps to give the property the appearance of 
a connected farm.   It has a side-gabled roof sheathed in asphalt shingles.  There are two interior brick chimneys.  At the  
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roofline is a simple wooden box cornice with end returns.  Windows are wooden 6/6 double hung sash with wooden 
surrounds.  Fanlights are located in the peaks of the gable ends on the east and west elevations.  The main entry is 
centrally located on the south elevation and features a pedimented hood on Doric-order wood columns.  The metal front 
door is paneled and has 3-light half-sidelights in a wooden surround.  Wooden signs are affixed to the south elevation 
between the first and second stories.  These signs feature the logos of the retailers currently housed within the building:  
Blowin’ Smoke, Cupcakes 101, and Stone River Outfitters.  The side elevations have small, square, louvered openings 
between the attic and second stories.  On the east gable-end elevation is a centrally-located secondary first-story 
entrance with a paneled door (Photograph #6).  On the west gable-end elevation is a centrally located second-story entry 
featuring a paneled door with a full transom and half-sidelights.  Concrete steps provide access to the west entry.   
 
A stone wall that forms a north and west perimeter around the schoolhouse and ell forms a right angle and turns into the 
building just before the south bay on the west elevation. 
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
Under Criterion Consideration B for Moved Properties, the schoolhouse would need to be significant primarily for its 
architectural value or be the surviving property most closely associated with a historic person or event to be eligible. Due 
to later alterations, including the addition of a kitchen ell and a modern commercial wing, as well as significant changes to 
fenestration, the schoolhouse has lost its value as an example of the property type under Criterion C.  It is not known to 
be associated with significant events or people, either as a schoolhouse at its original location circa 1847-1872 or as a 
dwelling from circa 1872-1940, or as a veterinary office after circa 1940. 
 
This eligibility recommendation does not differ from the 1991-92 inventory form. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The building has lost integrity of design due to additions converting it from a modest schoolhouse to a dwelling, and then 
from a dwelling to a commercial property with the addition of a large barn-like wing that give a false sense of history. 
Fenestration has also been altered. The materials have largely been replaced in-kind. The setting, once agricultural and 
rural, is now mixed-use. The building reflects modern commercial development in the area with its now dominant 
commercial wing facing NH Route 101 instead of Bedford Center Road.  The building does not retain integrity of location 
from its schoolhouse period due to being moved circa 1872. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The building related to tax parcel 20-20-1 was surveyed for this form. 
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Date photos taken: December 13, 2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    2        Description: North elevation with the schoolhouse building at photograph right.  
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 027    Direction:   S 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    3       Description:  West elevation with the school building at photograph left, ell in photograph center, and 
commercial building at photograph right. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 025    Direction:   NE 
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Photo #    4        Description: Detailed view of the foundation on the west elevation of the school building.  
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 026    Direction:   SE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #    5        Description: View of the south elevation of the commercial building from NH Route 101.  
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 021    Direction:   NE 
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Photo #    6        Description: View of the east elevation of the commercial building with the former schoolhouse in at 
photograph right.  
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 024    Direction:   NW 
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PHOTO LOG: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper: Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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Name, Location, Ownership      

1. Historic name       

2. District or area  NHDOT: Route 101/Wallace Road  

3. Street and number 136 Bedford Center Road  

4. City or town  Bedford     

5. County Hillsborough     

6. Current owner JDJ Realty, LLC   

Function or Use 

7. Current use(s)  Domestic – single dwelling; Commerce 

/Trade – Business or office; Warehouse or storage  

8. Historic use(s) Domestic – single dwelling  

         

Architectural Information 

9. Style n/a      

10. Architect/builder      

11. Source       

12. Construction date c.1870     

13. Source NHDHR BED0074A (1991)   

14. Alterations, with dates  Remodeled 2-story dwelling  

(c.1921); Ell addition to rear (c.1921); 1-story rear infill   

(c.1960); Detached warehouse and office (c.1980)  

15. Moved?    no    yes    date:   c.1921    

Exterior Features 

16. Foundation  Granite     

17. Cladding   Clapboard; Vinyl    

18. Roof material Metal - corrugated   

19. Chimney material Brick     

20. Type of roof  Gable     

21. Chimney location Ridge off-center     

22. Number of stories 2     

23. Entry location Façade center    

24. Windows Double-hung     

 Replacement?    no    yes    date:  c. 1995  

Site Features 

25. Setting Mixed use neighborhood  

        

26. Outbuildings Commercial storage building 

with attached office (c.1980)     

27. Landscape features      

28. Acreage  1.61     

29. Tax map/parcel # 20-20     

30 UTM reference   19T 294103E 4757249N   

31. USGS quadrangle and scale Pinardville 1:24000  

Form prepared by 

32. Name Patrick Harshbarger & Alison Haley   

33. Organization Hunter Research, Inc.,     

  120 West State Street, Trenton, NJ 08608  

34. Date of survey  12/13/2013   

01/11/01 

35.  Photo #1       Direction: S    

36. Date 12/13/2013       

37. Reference #: 13068 D2 006     



39.  LOCATION MAP:
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41. Historical Background and Role in the Town or City’s Development: 
 
This survey form updates the Determination of Eligibility (DOE) for NHDHR Inventory # BED0074A, dated December 10, 
1991, that was conducted as part of a NHDOT project to widen the intersection of NH Route 101 and Wallace Road.  The 
1991 form described a detached, single-family house that was originally a mid-19th-century schoolhouse until it was 
moved here, expanded and remodeled after 1921.  Also described in the form was a modern warehouse to the southwest 
of the house.  In 1992, the property was determined ineligible for listing on the State and National Registers of Historic 
Places “due to its relocation, loss of architectural integrity as a schoolhouse and lack of subsequent historical or 
architectural significance.”1  The below descriptions reflect the property as it was in December of 2013. 
 
It is speculated that the house at 136 Bedford Center Road was originally the No. 1 schoolhouse constructed circa 1870 
and moved to this site about 1921.  The No. 1 schoolhouse was originally built approximately one-third of a mile northeast 
of 136 Bedford Center Road at the intersection of North Amherst Road and Bedford Center Road, on the current site of 
the Stevens-Buswell School.  It was constructed when Districts 1 and 10 merged in 1870, and replaced a previously built 
schoolhouse. The circa 1870 schoolhouse was a one-story, front-gabled frame building with a single-bay entry on the 
gable end. It was four bays deep.  By this time, the Town of Bedford had an established history of schooling.  The first 
record of Bedford voting to hold a common school dates to 1753.  The earliest schools were held in private homes until 
the first school building in Bedford was constructed circa 1770 on a lot that was then one-quarter-mile north of John Orr’s 
property and today about one-half mile south of the present high school off of Nashua Road.  In 1772, a second school 
was constructed at the intersection of River and Back River roads after Bedford locals raised the money for the task.2  The 
earliest school buildings in Bedford were described in a 1903 History of Bedford as being of log construction containing 
one room with small-paned windows, large fireplaces, and inclined or stepped aisles to allow the pupils at the rear of the 
room to see the lesson at the front of the room.  Later, frame schoolhouses replaced the log structures and stoves 
replaced the large fireplaces.3   
 
By 1800 at least six school buildings had been constructed in Bedford, all by subscription, with no designated school 
district boundaries determined.  This provided for chaotic, unbalanced schooling and thus in 1800, the citizens of Bedford 
voted to divide the town into nine districts, with new school buildings to be constructed in districts having none.  With this 
vote and further school legislation in 1803, the Town of Bedford possessed one of the most controlled and organized 
school systems in the state.  In Bedford, schooling was promoted and taxes were gathered to hire teachers and maintain 
the buildings.  By the time the No. 1 schoolhouse was built in 1870, most schoolhouses were one-room, one- or one-and-
one-half-story, cape-style frame structures with front-gabled roofs and double-hung sash windows.  A single brick chimney 
typically punctuated the roofline.  Little evidence of such a building remains at 136 Bedford Center Road, but local sources 
and town school reports indicate that the No. 1 schoolhouse “was sold for $259 and moved to this location in 1921 when 
the Steven-Buswell [sic] School was built on its former site.”4  The property adjacent to 136 Bedford Center Road at 132 
Bedford Center Road (BED0074) also contains a relocated schoolhouse, the circa 1847 Union schoolhouse, moved to its 
current site by Seth P. Campbell in 1872.  At the time the No. 1 schoolhouse was moved to 136 Bedford Center Road, the 
property owner was Clara Campbell, suggesting that the Campbell family was acquainted with repurposing schoolhouses. 
Though the moves were 50 years apart, it is possible the former schoolhouse at 132 Bedford Center Road inspired the 
move of the No. 1 schoolhouse to 136 Bedford Center Road.   
 
At the time the No. 1 schoolhouse was moved to 136 Bedford Center Road, the property owner was Clara Campbell, 
although it is likely Harrison Campbell, a 62-year old farmer living at what is now 266 Wallace Road, was in control of the 
property as he inherited Clara’s estate sometime during the 1920s.  Harrison’s son, John, was next to own the property by 
will of Harrison Campbell in 1929.  In 1930, however, John was living in Manchester with his wife Elsie, so it is likely the 
former schoolhouse was occupied by a tenant.5  Detailed documentation on the renovation and expansion of the 
schoolhouse could not be located, but stylistically, the renovations date to circa 1921 or shortly thereafter.   
 
In 1943, Antonio and Leonie Gregoire acquired the property, described in a deed as “a three-cornered piece or tract of 
land.”6  In 1963, Paul and Joyce Johonnet purchased the property and the neighboring tract.  Historic aerials from 1965  
  

                                                           
1 Elizabeth Durfee Hengen, NHDHR Inventory #74A (December 10, 1991), on file New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources, Concord, N.H. 
2 Bedford Historical Society, History of Bedford, 1735-1971 (1972), pp. 164-165, 168. 
3 Town of Bedford, New Hampshire, History of Bedford, New Hampshire (Concord, NH:  The Rumford Printing Company, 1903), pp. 431-432. 
4 Hengen, p.2. 
5 Ancestry.com, 1930 United States Federal Census [database on-line], (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2002). 
6 Hillsborough County Deed Book 1050 (1943), p. 143. 
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show a similar footprint to the building on the site today, with the main house and rear ell.7 In the early 1950s, a railroad 
line southeast of the house, which had been abandoned by the Boston & Maine Railroad in 1928 was acquired by the 
State of New Hampshire for construction of a NH Route 101 bypass of Bedford Center. This made this property, as well 
as many adjacent properties, desirable for commercial development. This area was zoned commercial by the Town of 
Bedford in 1970. Under the Johnnet’s ownership, a warehouse building and attached office were added to the southwest 
portion of the property circa 1980.  The office is oriented to NH Route 101. In 1999, the property was transferred to JDJ 
Realty, LLC.8  Today, the office and warehouse are occupied by Culligan Water Conditioning.  The rear portion of the 
house is occupied by the Blue Goose, a small business that creates and sells artificial flower arrangements and 
knickknacks.9 The main house appears to be a residence. 
 
 
42. Applicable NHDHR Historic Contexts: 
 
88.  Automobile Highways and culture, 1900-present. 
98.  Architecture in New Hampshire, 1623-present.   
105.  Elementary and secondary education, 1770-present. 
131.  Suburban/bedroom community growth in New Hampshire, circa 1850-present. 
 
 
43. Architectural Description and Comparative Evaluation: 
 
The property at 136 Bedford Center Road is a triangular lot located at the intersection of Bedford Center Road and NH 
Route 101.  It contains a circa 1870 schoolhouse that was relocated to the current site in 1921.  Shortly thereafter, the 
former schoolhouse was remodeled and expanded with the front entry facing northwest toward Bedford Center Road.  
Also facing Bedford Center Road is a circa 1980 warehouse.  Attached to the rear of the warehouse is a circa 1980 brick-
faced office building oriented to the southeast toward NH Route 101.  The property services a variety of commercial 
operations including the Blue Goose and Culligan Water Conditioning. 
 
The main house on the property is set back approximately 60 feet from the southeast edge of Bedford Center Road 
(Photograph #2).  Originally a circa 1870 schoolhouse, the building was renovated and expanded circa 1921.   It is a two-
story, five-bay dwelling sided with clapboards, excepting the southwest elevation, which is replacement vinyl.  The side-
gabled roof is covered with corrugated metal and has an off-center brick chimney at the ridgeline.  The cornerboards are 
wooden.  Windows are metal 1/1 double-hung sash replacements with molded wood surrounds, which replaced 2/2 
windows that were present during the 1991 survey.  The front elevation has a full-width one-story, hipped-roof porch 
which wraps around the northeast elevation. Turned porch posts and a decorative millwork railing are the building’s only 
distinctive decorative features. The northwest end of the porch is screened.  A bay window is located on the first story 
front elevation covered by the porch. The centrally located front door is paneled and appears to date to the second quarter 
of the 20th century.  There is a secondary entry on the northeast elevation with a half-glazed, 2-light wooden door 
(Photograph # 3).  On the southwest elevation is a bulkhead entry to the basement level.  The building has a granite 
foundation.   
 
Extending from the rear (southeast) corner of the house is a one-and-one-half-story, three-bay, clapboarded ell 
(Photograph # 4). The ell has a gabled roof sheathed in asphalt shingles.  Windows are wooden 1/1 double hung sash, 
with those on the southeast elevation being clerestory windows.  On the northeast elevation is a single garage bay with a 
replacement, vinyl-paneled door.  The ell has a concrete foundation.  Attached to the ell’s southwest elevation is a one-
story shed roof extension.  The ell houses The Blue Goose, as indicated by a wooden sign on its southeast elevation. 
 
Southwest of the main house is a one-story, five-bay, circa 1980 warehouse facing Bedford Center Road (Photo # 5).  It is 
sided with corrugated metal and has a shallow gabled roof with metal coping.  On the northwest elevation are four garage 
bays of varying heights and widths.  The southwestern-most garage bay has a loading dock; the driveway rises to meet 
the other three garage bays.  Each garage door is metal and has several lights.  Between the two inner garage bays is a 
pedestrian access to the building with a flush metal door, above which is a canvas awning.  The warehouse has a 
concrete foundation.   
 

                                                           
7 NETR, LLC.   “Historic Aerials of Bedford, New Hampshire 1947-2003.”  Historic Aerials, accessed February 19, 2014.   
 www.historicaerials.com. 
8 Hillsborough County Deed Book 6194 (1999), p. 592. 
9 Bedford Patch, The Blue Goose, (February 2014), http://bedford-nh.patch.com/listings/the-blue-goose. 
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Attached to the rear of the warehouse, but oriented toward NH Route 101 is a circa 1980, one-story, six-bay, brick-faced 
office wing (Photograph #6).  On the side elevations of the office wing are recessed, one-story extensions clad in 
aluminum siding.  A free-standing sign in front of the building advertises Culligan Water Conditioning.  The office wing has 
a side-gabled roof sheathed in asphalt shingles with a louvered cupola at ridge center.  Atop the cupola is a metal weather 
vane.  The gable ends are clad in aluminum siding.  At the roofline is a wide wooden cornice, below which is aluminum 
cladding.  The off-center entry has a metal paneled door flanked by half-paneled, half-glazed sidelights.  Chicago-style 
windows flank the entry; other windows are wooden 8/8 double-hung sash, with the windows on the recessed extensions 
having decorative shutters.   
 
 
44. National or State Register Criteria Statement of Significance: 
 
Under Criterion Consideration B for Moved Properties, the schoolhouse would need to be significant primarily for its 
architectural value or be the surviving property most closely associated with a historic person or event to be eligible. Due 
to later alterations, including the addition of a second story, expansion of the footprint and addition of a porch, as well as 
significant changes to fenestration, the school house has lost its value as an example of the property type under Criterion 
C.  It is not known to be associated with significant events or people after it became a dwelling from circa 1921-1980 prior 
to becoming a commercial property. 
  
This eligibility recommendation does not differ from the 1991-92 inventory form. 
 
 
45. Period of Significance: 
 
n/a 
 
 
46. Statement of Integrity: 
 
The property has lost integrity of design due to additions converting it from a modest schoolhouse to a dwelling, and then 
from a dwelling to a commercial property with the addition of a large warehouse and office adjacent to the house. The 
exterior materials of the house, which date no earlier than 1921, are mostly intact with the exception of the windows. The 
rear ell has been significantly altered in conversion to a commercial shop.  The setting, once agricultural and rural, is now 
mixed-use. The property reflects modern commercial development along the NH Route 101 corridor with its now dominant 
commercial wing facing NH Route 101 instead of Bedford Center Road.  The building does not retain integrity of location 
from its schoolhouse period due to being moved circa 1921. 
 
 
47. Boundary Discussion: 
 
The buildings related to tax parcel 20-20 were surveyed for this form. 
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Date photos taken: 12/13/2013 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo #     2         Description:  View of the front (northwest) elevation of the main house. 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 008    Direction:   SE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _3__     Description:  Northeast elevation 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 014   Direction:   SW 
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Photo #     4         Description:  View of house’s east corner showing the ell 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 015    Direction:   W 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo # _5__     Description:  Warehouse from Bedford Center Road 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 013   Direction:   E 
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Photo # _6__     Description:  Office, southeast elevation from NH Route 101 
Roll and Frame # OR Digital file name:  13068 D2 018   Direction:   NW 
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I, the undersigned, confirm that the photos in this inventory form have not been digitally 
manipulated and that they conform to the standards set forth in the NHDHR Photo Policy.  
These photos were printed at the following commercial printer OR were printed using the 
following printer, ink, and paper:  Epson Stylus Photo E2880, Epson Ultrachrome K3 Ink, 
Epson Premium Photo Paper Glossy.  The negatives or digital files are housed at/with:  
Hunter Research, Inc. 
 
SIGNED:  
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